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COMES NOW, Valiant Idaho, LLC ("Valiant"), by and through its attorneys of record, 
McConnell Wagner Sykes & Stacey PLLC, and submits this Memorandum in Support of Valiant 
Idaho, LLC's Third Motion for Summary Judgment. 
I. PROCEDURAL HISTORY 
Valiant filed a motion for summary judgment ("SJ Motion") against JV, L.L.C. ("JV"), 
North Idaho Resorts, LLC ("NIR"), and VP, Incorporated ("VP") (collectively, "Defendants") on 
January 20, 2015. Said SJ Motion sought an adjudication that certain mortgages assigned to 
Valiant by R.E. Loans, LLC, Pensco Trust Co. ("Pensco") and Mortgage Fund '08, LLC ("MF08") 
(collectively, "Valiant Mortgages") have priority in all right, title and interest over any interest 
possessed by Defendants. The Court granted the SJ Motion against Defendants on April 14, 2015 
("SJ Decision"). 
On May 19, 2015, Valiant filed a motion for entry of final judgment ("2nd SJ Motion"). 
The 2nd SJ Motion sought summary adjudication as to the specific real property encumbered by 
the Valiant Mortgages. On June 23, 2015, the Court granted Valiant's Motion For Judgment via 
a memorandum decision and order ("2nd SJ Decision"). Defendants have filed numerous motions 
to reconsider. On September 4, 20 I 5, the Court issued a memorandum decision and order which 
held that genuine issues of material fact existed regarding three discrete issues: ( 1) whether the 
2007 RE Loans Note, Loan Number P0099 has been satisfied, (2) whether the Pensco Note, 
Loan Number PO 106, has been satisfied, and (3) the legal description of the real property which 
secures the 2007 RE Loans Note/Mortgage, the Pensco Note/Mortgage and the MF08 
Note/Mortgage. 
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Valiant respectfully submits that no genuine issue of material fact exists regarding these 
issues and Summary Judgement should be granted because (1) both the borrower, Pend Orielle 
Bonner Development, LLC ("POBD") and the loan servicer for all three loans, Bar-K, Inc. 
("Bar-K") have testified that neither the 2007 RE Loans Note nor the Pensco Note have been paid 
in full, (2) the individual who funded the Pensco loan, Barney Ng ("Ng"), has testified that the 
Pensco Note has not been repaid, (3) the Court erroneously relied upon inadmissible evidence, 
i.e., a closing statement and deposition testimony from another lawsuit, when finding that a 
genuine issue of material fact existed regarding whether the 2007 RE Loans Note and the 
Pensco Note have been satisfied, and (4) Dean Shafer's expert testimony regarding the 
real property subject to each of the Valiant Mortgages is consistent and unrebutted. 
II. STANDARD OF REVIEW 
A motion for summary judgment is to be granted where the party opposing the motion fails 
to establish a genuine issue of material fact. Johnson v. McPhee, 147 Idaho 455,459,210 P.3d 
563 (Ct. App. 2009). Where the moving party supports its motion with depositions, 
affidavits/declarations or other evidence, to avoid entry of summary judgment, the non-moving 
party must present admissible evidence which demonstrates the existence of a genuine issue of 
material fact Id. Summary judgment should be granted were the non-moving party responds only 
with inadmissible evidence, mere allegations or mere denials of the moving party's evidence. 
See id. A non-moving party who merely introduces a scintilla of evidence or creates slight doubt 
as to the facts does not meet its burden at summary judgment. Id. 
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At the trial of this matter, the Court will be the fact finder. As such, the Court is not 
required to view the evidence in the light most favorable to, and draw all reasonable inferences in 
favor of, Defendants: 
The rule is different however when, as here, a jury trial has not been 
requested. In that event, because the court would be the fact-finder 
at trial, on a summary judgment motion the court is entitled to draw 
the most probable inferences from the undisputed evidence 
properly before it, and may grant the summary judgment despite 
the possibility of conflicting inferences. P. 0. Ventures, Inc. v. 
Loucks Family Irrevocable Trust, 144 Idaho 233,237, 159 P.3d 870, 
874 (2007); Intermountain Forest Mgmt., Inc. v. Louisiana Pacific 
Corp., 136 Idaho 233, 235, 31 P.3d 921, 923 (2001); Brown v. 
Perkins, 129 Idaho 189,191,923 P.2d 434,436 (1996). Inferences 
thus drawn by a trial court will not be disturbed on appeal if the 
record reasonably supports them. Shawver v. Huckleberry Estates, 
L.L.C, 140 Idaho 354, 360-61, 93 P.3d 685, 691-92 (2004); 
lntermountain Forest Mgmt., Inc., 136 Idaho at 236, 31 P.3d at 924. 
Id. at 459-460 ( emphasis added). 
III. STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED FACTS 
The most probable inferences I to be drawn from the evidence properly before the Court 
demonstrates that the following facts are undisputed: 
1. On March 6, 2007, RE Loans and POBD entered into a loan agreement ("2007 Loan 
Agreement"). Declaration of Barney }.fg in Support of Valiant Idaho, LLC 's Third Motion for 
Summary Judgment ("Ng Deel.") at ii 6 and Exhibit I thereto. POBD executed a Promissory Note 
Secured by Mortgage ("2007 RE Loans Note") evidencing the 2007 Loan Agreement which was 
secured by a Mortgage, Assignment of Rents, Security Agreement, and Fixture Filing ("2007 RE 
Loans Mortgage"). Reeves Affid. at ,r,r 5-6 and Exhibits C and D thereto, Ng Deel. at iii! 6-7. 
1 Valiant submits that no genuine issue of material fact exists even if the Court views the evidence in the light most 
favorable to and draws all reasonable inferences in favor of JV, NIR and VP. 
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2. The 2007 Loan Agreement, 2007 RE Loans Note and 2007 RE Loans Mortgage 
will be collectively referred to as the "2007 REL Loan." 
3. RE Loans lent money to POBD under the 2007 REL Loan and on August 1, 2008, 
the balance owing on the loan was $7,322,325.18. Affidavit of Charles W. Reeves ("Reeves Affid. ") 
at ,r,r 7-9 and Exhibit E attached there filed on January 20, 2015 and Ng Deel. at ,r 8 and Exhibit 2 
attached thereto. 
4. On or about August 1, 2008, Ng agreed to loan POBD $2,700,000.00. See Ng Deel. 
at ,r,r 9-10. Ng funded this loan through money held in his personal pension fund with Pensco. 
Id. t ,r,i 9, 12-13 and Exhibits 4, 5 thereto. PO BD executed a N otc Secured by Mortgage 
("Pensco Note") which evidenced this loan. Reeves Affid. at ,r,r 11-12 and Exhibit F thereto; 
Ng Deel. at ,r 10. The Pensco Note was secured by a Mortgage, Assignment of Rents, Security 
Agreement, and Fixture Filing ("Pensco Mortgage"). Reeves Affid. at ,r,r 11, 14 and Exhibit G 
thereto; Ng Deel. at ,r 11. 
5. The Pensco Note and Pensco Mortgage will be collectively referred to as the 
"Pensco Loan." 
6. On August 1, 2008 POBD and MF08 entered into a loan agreement ("MF08 Loan 
Agreement") under which MF08 agreed to loan POBD up to $21,980,000.00. Ng Deel. at ,r 15 
and Exhibit 6 thereto. This loan was a "wrap loan" in that MF08 agreed to lend POBD money in 
excess of the amounts POBD owed under other "included notes", i.e .. the 2007 RE Loans Note 
and the Pcnsco Note. Ng Deel. at ,r,r 17, 18 and Exhibit 6 thereto; Exhibit I to the Reeves Affid. 
The MF08 Loan Agreement was evidenced by an All-Inclusive Note Secured by Mortgage 
(''MF08 Note") and was secured by an All-Inclusive Mortgage, Assignment of Rents, 
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Security Agreement and Fixture Filing (''MF08 Mortgage"). Reeves Affid. at ,i,i 17-18, 20 and 
Exhibits I, J thereto; Ng Deel. at ,i,i 16, 17. 
7. The MF08 Loan Agreement, MF08 Note and MF08 Mortgage will be collectively 
referred to as the "MF08 Loan." 
8. Ng, as President and officer of Bar-K brokered the 2007 REL Loan and the 
MF08 Loan on behalf of RE Loans and MF08. Ng Deel. at ,i,i 2, 5, 15. Ng, through Bar-K was 
the loan servicer for the 2007 REL Loan, the Pensco Loan and the MF08 Loan. Ng Deel. at ,i,i 2, 
5, 12, 15. 
9. The Pensco Loan and MF08 loan simultaneously closed on August 6, 2008 through 
a single escrow ("Closing"). Ng Deel. at ,i 20 and Exhibits 7, 8 thereto. 
10. POBD and MF08 expressly agreed that MF08 would not fund $21,980,000.00 at 
the Closing of the MF08 Loan. Exhibit 6 to the Ng Deel. The MF0S Loan Agreement states, 
in part: 
The parties further acknowledge that at closing the sum of 
$12,257,174.82 will be unfunded under the provisions ofthe Loan, 
and this Agreement is intended to govern $12,257,174.82 in 
additional Loan proceeds potentially available to [POBD] under the 
terms of the Agreement. 
Exhibit 6 at p. 1 to Ng Deel. (emphasis added). 
11. POBD and MF08 also expressly acknowledged that MF08 would not pay off either 
the 2007 REL Loan or the Pensco Loan at the closing of the MF08 Loan. The MF08 Note states: 
"The principal amount of this Note includes the current unpaid principal balances of' the 2007 RE 
Loans Note and the Pensco Note. Exhibit I to the Reeves Affid. at p. 1-2. POBD expressly 
represented and warranted that after the closing of the MF08 Loan, the "unpaid principal balance 
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of the INCLUDED NOTES [was] the amow1t set forth above[,]" i.e. $6,172,325.18 on the 2007 RE 
Loans Note and $2,700,000.00 on the Pensco Note. Id. at pp. 2-4 (emphasis added). The MF08 
Loan Agreement also provided that money paid for the reconveyance of a lot subject to the 
MF08 Mortgage would be applied reduce the balance owing on the 2007 RE Loans Note and 
thereby would also reduce the amount owing on the MF08 Note. Exhibit 6 at p. 6 to the Ng Deel. 
12. In conjunction with POBD's execution of the Pensco Loan documents and the 
MF08 Loan documents, POBD executed a Borrower's Funding Authorization and Agreement 
("BF AA"). Exhibits 6, 8 to the Ng. Deel. 
13. Under the BFAA, MF08 agreed to pay RE Loans $1,150,000.00 outside of escrow 
at Closing so that the balance on the 2007 RE Loans Note would be reduced to $6,172,325.18. 
Ng Deel. at ,i,i 23.a, 24 and Exhibit 8. 
14. On August 6, 2008, Pensco, as custodian for Ng, deposited $2,430,000.00 
into escrow. Ng Deel. at ,i 21 and Exhibit 5 thereto. Per the terms of the Pensco Note, 
Pensco retained "$189,000.00 as points for originating" the Pensco Loan. Ng Deel. at ,i,i 21, 23.c; 
Exhibit F to the Reeves Affid. Pensco also retained, per the terms of the Pensco Note, $81,000.00 
in pre-paid interest. Ng Deel. at ,i,i 21, 23 .d and Exhibit 4 thereto; Exhibit F to the Reeves Ajfid. 
As such, the Pensco Loan of $2,700,000.00 fully funded. 
15. On August 6, 2008, as required by the MF08 Loan docwnents and the BF AA, MF08 
loaned POBD $2,000,500.00. Ng Deel. at ,r,i 23, 24 and Exhibits 6. 8 thereto; Exhibit I to the 
Reeves Deel. 
16. The $4,700,500.00 collectively lent by Pensco and MF08 to POBD on 
August 6, 2008 was distributed as follows: 
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1. MF08 paid $1,150,000.00 to RE Loans, outside of escrow, to reduce that 
balance owing on the 2007 RE Loans Note from $7,322,325.18 to $6, 172,325.18. 
11. Bar-K received a loan fee of $279,500.00 per the MF08 Note. 
iii. Pensco retained $189,000.00 for points per the Pensco Note. 
1v. Pensco retained $81,000.00 for three (3) months of pre-paid interest per the 
Pensco Note. 
v. $11,000.00 was paid towards document drawing and other charges. 
vi. $15,000.00 was paid towards attorney's fees and administrative charges. 
v11. The remaining $2,975,000.00 was distributed at closing to POBD or to 
entities other than RE Loans, Pensco and/or MF08 as directed by POBD. 
Ng Deel. at ,r,r 23, 24 and Exhibits 2, 8 attached thereto; Exhibits E, H to the Reeves Deel. 
17. The MF08 Mortgage recorded on August 6, 2008 contained the following language: 
BEGINNING OF ALL-INCLUSIVE PROVISIONS 
This is an all-inclusive Mortgage and is subject and subordinate to the following 
mortgages now of record or recorded concurrently herewith securing those certain 
notes (hereinafter "INCLUDED NOTE") the current unpaid principal balances of 
which are included in the Note: 
FIRST INCLUDED NOTE 
Date of INCLUDED NOTE: March 6, 2007 
Amount of INCLUDED NOTE: Original Amount: $21,200,000.00 
Principal Balance as of closing on this loan 
$6,172,325.18 
As of closing on this loan interest is paid to: July 31, 
2008 
Maker of INCLUDED NOTE: The undersi211ed 
Payee of INCLUDED NOTE: R.E. LOANS, LLC, a California limited 
company 
Date of mortgage securing March 6, 2007 
INCLUDED NOTE: 
Mortgagor of mortgage securing The Undersigned 
INCLUDED NOTE: 
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Mortgagee of mortgage securing R.E. Loans, LLC a California limited liability 
INCLUDED NOTE: company 
Instrument number of mortgage 724829 and 724834 
securing INCLUDED NOTE 
Date of recordation of mortgage March 15, 2007 
securing INCLUDED NOTE 
County of recordation of Bonner County, Idaho 
mortgage securing INCLUDED 
NOTE: 
SECOND INCLUDED NOTE 
Date of INCLUDED NOTE: August I, 2008 
Amount of INCLUDED NOTE: Original Amount: $2,700,000.00 
Outstanding Principal Balance as of closing on this 
loan: 
$2,700,000.00 
Maker of INCLUDED NOTE: The undersigned 
Payee of INCLUDED NOTE: PENSCO TRUST CO., custodian fbo BARNEY NG 
Date of mortgage securing August 1, 2008 
INCLUDED NOTE: 
Mortgagor or mortgage securing The Undersigned 
INCLUDED NOTE: 
Mortgagee of mortgage securing PENSCO TRUST CO., custodian fbo BARNEY NG 
INCLUDED NOTE: 
Instrument number of mortgage To be recorded immediately before this Mortgage 
securing INCLUDED NOTE 
Date of recordation of mortgage To be recorded immediately before this Mortgage 
securing TNCLUDED NOTE 
County of recordation of Bonner County, Idaho 
mortgage securing INCLUDED 
NOTE: 
Exhibit J to the Reeves Affid. 
18. After the MF08 Mortgage was recorded, JV recorded a Subordination Agreement 
which subordinated is Mortgage ("JV Mortgage"), recorded in Bonner County on 
October 24, 1995 as Instrument No. 474746, to the Pensco Mortgage and the MF08 Mortgage. 
Exhibit 9 to the Declaration of Jeff R. Sykes in Support of Valiant Idaho, LLC 's Motion for 
Summary Judgment, filed on January 20, 2015. 
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19. After the Closing, POBD made payments on the 2007 RE Loans Note which 
reduced the principal balance from $6,172,325.18 to $278, l 74.65 - a reduction of $5,894,150.53. 
Reeves Affid. at ,i,i 7-8 and Exhibit E thereto. 
20. No payment has been made to reduce the principal balance of $2,700,000.00 on the 
Pensco Note. Reeves Affid. at ,i,i l 5-16 and Exhibit H thereto; Ng Deel. at ,i 27. As such, POBD 
continues to owe a principal balance of $2,700,000.00 under the Pensco Note. Id. 
21. After the Closing, POBD took two additional draws under the MF08 Loan 
Agreement: $104,685.67 on January 13, 2009 and $22,223.67 on February 4, 2009. Ng Deel. at 
,r 28; Exhibit H to the Reeves Ajjid. As such, POBD borrowed a total of$2, 127,409.34 from MF08 
pursuant to the MF08 Note and this entire principal balance remains unpaid. Ng Deel. at ,i 28; 
Reeves Affid. at ,i,i 21-23 and Exhibit H thereto. 
22. The RE Loans Mortgage, Pensco Mortgage and MF08 Mortgage each have 
legal descriptions attached which describe the real property securing each mortgage. 
Exhibits D. 0,.1 to the Reeves Affid. 
23. The RE Loans Mortgage is secured by 186 parcels. Declaration ofC. Dean Shafer 
in Support of Valiant Idaho, LLC 's Motion to Alter, Amend and/or Reconsider Order for Sale of 
Real Property ("Shafer's Third Deel.") at ,ii[ 4.e, 9.a. 
24. The Pensco Mortgage is secured by 155 parcels. Exhibit NB to Shafer's 
Third Deel. 
25. The MF08 Mortgage is secured by 15 5 parcels. Exhibit NB to Shafer's Third Deel. 
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IV. ARGUMENT 
A. The undisputed evidence establishes that POBD's debt under the 2007 RE Loans 
Note and the Pensco Note remain unsatisfied. 
Defendants contend that both the 2007 RE Loans Note and the Pensco Note were paid off 
at the Closing of the Pensco and MF08 Loans. This argument ignores the undisputed evidence 
before the Court and evidences a fundamental misunderstanding of the nature of the M.f08 Loan. 
The MF08 Loan was a "wrap loan." Ng Deel. at ,r 18. A "wrap loan" is a loan made by a 
new lender (the "wrap lender") to a borrower who has prior loans from other lenders. Id. The wrap 
lender agrees to loan up to a specified amount to the borrower but does not advance the entire 
amount of the loan to the borrower. Id. Instead, the amount the borrower owes to the prior lender 
reduces the amount of funds the wrap lender will lend to the borrower. Id. As the borrower pays 
down the prior loans, the amount the wrap lender will loan increases up to the agreed upon 
maximum lending limit. 
The plain terms of the MF08 Loan Agreement, the MF08 Note and the MF08 Mortgage 
demonstrate that the MF08 Loan was a wrap loan which included, but did not pay off, the balances 
owed by POBD to Pensco and MF08. The undisputed evidence demonstrates that on 
August 6, 2008 Pensco fully funded the $2,700,000.00 loan to POBD and that MF08 only 
advanced $2,000,500.00 of the $21,980,000.00 loan proceeds potentially available to POBD under 
the Mf 08 Loan. 
I. The MF08 Loan did not contemplate a payoff of the "Included Notes". 
The MF08 Loan Agreement expressly acknowledged that the 2007 RE Loans Note would 
remain unpaid after Closing. When addressing what would occur when lots subject to the 
MF08 Mortgage were sold, paragraph 12.h. of the MF08 Loan Agreement stated that: 
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If required by R.E. Loans, LLC, the holder of the INCLUDED 
NOTE (as defined in the [MF08] Note), until the note in favor of 
R.E. Loans, LLC is paid in full this payment(, i.e. the money from 
a lot sale to be paid to MF08,] may be made directly to R.E. Loans, 
LLC in lieu of [MF08], in which case it shall be administered in 
accordance with the provisions of the Loan Agreement between 
[POBD] and R.E. Loans, LLC. 
Exhibit 6 at p. 6 to the Ng Deel. ( emphasis added). The MF08 Loan Agreement also provided that 
"Until the INCLUDED NOTE (as defined in the Note) in favor of R.E. Loans, LLC is paid in full, 
this payment may be made directly to R.E. Loans in lieu of fMF08], thus reducing the unpaid 
principal balance of both the Note and the INCLUDED NOTE in like amount." Id. at p. 6 n.2 
(emphasis added). Additionally, the MF08 Loan Agreement provided that: 
The parties acknowledge that Borrower and R.E. Loans, LLC 
previously opened an interest bearing bank account (the 
"Development Account") at Wells Fargo Bank in [POBD]'s name. 
Until the INCLUDED NOTE in favor of R.E. Loans, LLC is paid 
in full the Development Account shall be administered in 
accordance with the provisions of the loan agreement between 
[POBD] and R.E. Loans, LLC. After the INCLUDED NOTE in 
favor of R.E. Loans is paid inf u/1 the Development Account shall 
be administered in accordance with the provisions of this 
Agreement. 
Id. at p. 7 (bold in original, bold and italics added). These provisions are wholly unnecessary if 
the intention of POBD and MF08 was that the 2007 RE Loans Note would be paid off at Closing. 
Similarly, the MF08 Note provided that "ltlhe principal amount of this Note includes the 
current unpaid balances of the" 2007 RE Loans Note and the Pensco Note. Exhibit I at p. 1 to the 
Reeves Affid. ( emphasis added). POBD then represented and warranted that the amounts set forth 
in the MF08 Note as the current unpaid principal balances of the 2007 RE Loans Note and the 
Pensco Note, $6,172,325.18 and $2,700,000.00 respectively, were correct. Id. at p. 3. Under the 
MF08 Note, MF08 had the right, but not the obligation to pay off the 2007 RE Loans Note and the 
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Pensco Note. Id. at p. 3. Again, these provisions are meaningless if the 2007 RE Loans Note 
would be paid off at Closing. 
Finally, the MF08 Mortgage expressly stated that it was subject to the Pensco Mortgage. 
Exhibit 4 at p. 1 to the Reeves Deel. The MF08 Mortgage has the exact same grid as the 
MF08 Loan Agreement which defines the "Included Notes" to be the 2007 RE Loans Note and the 
Pensco Note with respective outstanding balances of $6,172,325.18 and $2,700,000.00. Yet again, 
these provisions are meaningless if the RE Loans Note and the Pensco Note were to be paid off 
at Closing. If the Pensco Loan funded at the Closing but was immediately satisfied by funds from 
the MF08 Loan, there would be no Pensco Note/Mortgage which could be senior to the 
MF08 Note/Mortgage. 
Noticeably absent from the MF08 Loan Agreement, MF08 Note, or the MF08 Mortgage is 
any language that states that the 2007 RE Loans Note would be paid off at Closing. Instead, the 
language of all three documents leads to the conclusion that MF08 did not pay off the 2007 RE 
Loans Note or the Pensco Note at Closing. IfMF08 and POBD had contemplated that such payoffs 
would occur, multiple provisions of the loan documents are meaningless. Furthermore, if the 
Included Notes were to be paid off, there would have been no need to enter into an "all-inclusive" 
loan because there would only have been one loan, the MF08 Loan, not three loans included in one. 
2. MF08 only advanced $2,000,500.00 at Closing making it impossible to pay off 
$8,872,325.18 in prior loans. 
POBD executed a Borrower's Funding Authorization and Agreement ("BFAA") which 
directed how the proceeds of the Pensco and MF08 Loans were to be disbursed at Closing. 
Ng Deel. at ,r,[ 2T-2Tand Exhibit 8 thereto. See also Exhibit 6 at p. 1 to the Ng Deel. The grid set 
forth in the BF AA can be summarized as: 
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Gross Loan Amount: $21,980,000.00 
Item A. Principal Amount of First Included Note- 2007 RE Loans Note: ($6,172,325.18) 
Item B. Principal Amount of Second Included Note - Pensco Note: ($2,700,000.00) 
Item C. Principal Amount of Second Included Note - Pensco Note: $2,700,000.00 
Item D. Commission/Fee to Bar-K per MF08 Note ($279,500.00) 
Item E. Amount Retained by Pensco as points for loan origination ($189,000.00) 
Item F. Amount Retained by Pensco as three (3) months pre-paid interest ($81,000.00) 
Item G. Document drawing and other charges ($11,000.00) 
Item H. Attorney's fees and administrative charges ($15,000.00) 
NET PROCEEDS to be deposited into escrow $2,975,000.00 
Exhibit 8 at pp. 1-2 to the Ng Deel. 
Regarding Item A, the BFAA states that "[t]he FIRST INCLUDED NOTE[, i.e. the 2007 
RE Loans Note] has already been funded by the lender thereon." Id. In other words Item A was 
"funded" at Closing by amounts previously lent by RE Loans to POBD under the 2007 RE Loans 
Note. Therefore, MF08 was not obligated to, and did not, fund Item A at Closing. See id. See also 
Ng Deel. at ,r,r 24, 29. 
The BF AA directs that funds from Pensco will account for Items B, C, E and F. The BF AA 
called for Pensco to deposit $2,700,000.00 into escrow (Items B and C) less credits totaling 
$270,000.00 (Items E and F). Exhibit 8 to the Ng Deel. Per the BFAA and the Pensco Note, 
Pensco lent $2,700,000.00 to POBD, retained $270,000.00 of the amount lent per the BFAA and 
Pensco Note, and deposited $2,430,000.00 into escrow as net proceeds to be paid to POBD. 
Ng Deel. at,i,i 21, 23. 
Based on the funding of Item A by RE Loans and Items B, C, E, and F by Pensco, 
MF08 was required to deposit enough money into escrow to fund Items D, G, and H while leaving 
an additional $545,000.00 available to POBD as net proceeds available to POBD ($2,975,000.00 
- $2,430,000.00 = $545,000.00). Thus, MF08 was required to, and did deposit, $850,500.00 into 
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escrow ($279,500.00 (Item D) + $11,000.00 (Item G) + $15,000.00 (Item H) + $545,000.00 = 
$850,500.00). See Ng. Deel. at ,i 23. 
MF08 was also required by the BF AA to pay to "the holder of the FIRST INCLUDED 
NOTE[, i.e. the 2007 RE Loans Note,] outside of escrow the sum of$1,150,000.00, thus reducing 
the principal balance of the FIRST INCLUDED NOTE from $7,322,325.18 to $6,172,325.18." 
Exhibit 8 at p. 1 to the Ng Deel. MF08 made this payment. Ng Deel. at ,rir 23, 24 and Exhibit 2 
thereto. See also Exhibit E to the Reeves Ajfid. 
In sum, under the terms of the Pensco Note, the MF08 Loan Agreement, the MF08 Note 
and the MF08 Mortgage, POBD was to be lent $2,700,000.00 from Pensco and $2,000,500.00 
from MF08. Business records demonstrate that Pensco and MF08 met these obligations. Exhibit H 
to the Reeves Ajfid. shows that on August 6, 2008 MF08 advanced $2,000,500.00 to POBD while 
Pensco advanced an additional $2,700,000.00. Similarly, two different Loan Transaction Detail 
Reports for the 2007 RE Loans Note show that on August 6, 2008, POBD's balance was reduced 
by a $1,150,000.00 payment from the MF08 Loan. Exhibit 2 to the Ng Deel. and Exhibit E to the 
Reeves Ajfid. 
In addition to these business records, the testimony of Ng shows that MF08 advanced just 
$2,000,500.00 on August 6, 2008, that Pensco advanced $2,700,000.00 on August 6, 2008 and that 
neither ofthcse loans have been repaid. Ng Deel. at ,i,i 21, 23-24, 27-28. Prior to and for over a 
year after the Closing, Ng was the President and an officer of Bar-K. Id. at ,i l. Bar-K, through Ng, 
brokered the 2007 REL Loan on behalf of RE Loans. Id. at ,i 5. Bar-K, through Ng, brokered the 
MF08 Loan on behalf of MF08. Id. at ,i 15. Bar-K, through Ng, was the loan servicer of the 
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2007 REL Loan, the Pensco Loan and the MF08 Loan. Id. at 't['t[ 2, 5, 12, 15. Ng personally funded 
the Pensco Loan from his pension account maintained with Pensco. Id. at 't['t[ 8, 13-14. 
Ng provides uncontroverted testimony regarding the distribution of MF08 funds at 
the Closing. Ng has testified that MF08 advanced only $2,000,500.00 to POBD. Ng Deel. at 'ti 23. 
Per the terms of the BFAA, $1,150,000.00 of these funds were used to pay down the outstanding 
balance of the 2007 RE Loans Note from $7,322,325.18 to $6,172,325.18. Id. at 't['t[ 23, 24 and 
Exhibit 8 thereto. The remaining $850,500.00 were deposited into escrow. See id. Ng has also 
provided uncontroverted testimony that at Closing, MF08 did not loan an additional $6,172,325.18 
to POBD to pay of the 2007 RE Loans Note. Id. at 'ti 24. Regarding the Pensco Loan, Ng has 
provided uncontroverted testimony that he in fact lent $2,700,000.00 to POBD and that this loan 
has not been paid back. Id. at ,r 8, 13-14, 27. 
Ng's testimony and the business records of Bar-K substantiates the testimony of 
Charles Reeves submitted to the Court on January 20, 2015. Mr. Reeves has testified that POBD 
has failed to repay $278,147.65 of the money borrowed under the 2007 RE Loans Note. 
Reeves Affid. at 'ti 8 and Exhibit E thereto. Thus, Mr. Reeves has testified that the 2007 RE Loans 
Note was not paid off at Closing. See id. Furthermore, Mr. Reeves' s testimony demonstrates that 
after the Closing, POBD made payments towards the 2007 RE Loans Note that reduced the 
principal owed to $278,147.65. Id. 
Counsel for JV has attempted to claim that MF08 was "unfunded" because a settlement 
statement contains an entry entitled "Retained Loan Funds." This argument is without merit as it 
ignores the plain language of the MF08 Loan documents and the undisputed facts. 
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The Recitals of the MF08 Loan Agreement state that "Lender [MF08] has agreed to make 
a loan (the "Loan") to Borrower [POBD] in the principal amount of $21,980,000.00." Exhibit 6 
at p. 1 to the Ng Deel. (bold in original). The MF08 Loan Agreement continues on to state that it 
"is intended to govern the disbursement procedures that will be followed by the parties[.]" Id. 
POBD and MF08 then agreed as to the following regarding initial funding: 
1. INITIAL FUNDING. At the time the Loan evidenced by the Note 
and Mortgage closes, Lender shall deposit into escrow, or pay 
directly, the amounts called for by the BORROWER'S FUNDING 
AUTHORIZATION AND AGREEMENT signed by Borrower of 
even date herewith. The parties acknowledge that, per the 
BORROWER'S FUNDING AUTHORIZATION AND 
AGREEMENT, PENSCO TRUST CO., custodian fbo BARNEY 
NG will deposit the moneys therein described into escrow. The 
parties further acknowledge that at closing the sum of 
$12,257,174.82 will be unfunded under the provisions of the Loan, 
and this Agreement is intended to govern $12,257,174.82 in 
additional Loan proceeds potentially available to Borrower under 
the terms of this Agreement. 
Id. Thus, it was expressly contemplated that, in addition to the $2,000,500.00 MF08 would 
advance at Closing, an additional $12,257,174.82 in loan proceeds was potentially available to 
POBD after Closing. The existence of additional loan funds does not mean that the MF08 Loan 
did not fund at Closing. Moreover, the record before this Court demonstrates that after Closing, 
POBD in fact made two draws against this reserve: $104,585.67 on January 13, 2009 and 
$22,223.67 on February 4, 2009. Exhibit H to the Reeves Affid. 
The most probable inference to be drawn from these uncontroverted facts is that neither 
the 2007 RE Loans Note nor the Pensco Note was paid off at the Closing or at any time thereafter. 
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3. Defendants had record notice that the 2007 RE Note and Pensco Note remained 
unpaid. 
In their attempts to mislead the Court into finding that the 2007 RE Note and Pensco Note 
remained have been satisfied, Defendants' conveniently ignore the fact that on the day of Closing, 
the MF08 Mortgage was recorded which put the entire world on notice that that mortgage included 
the "unpaid principals balances" of the 2007 RE Loans Note and the Pensco Note. The MF08 
Mortgage further advised the world that it was junior to the Pensco Note. Despite having 
this knowledge, JV recorded a Subordination Agreement the same day that the Pensco and 
MF08 Loans closed. It defies reason to believe that JV would agree to be subordinated to a loan, 
i.e., the Pensco Note, which had been paid off. Likewise, it defies reason to believe that JV would 
not demand that that a release of the 2007 RE Loans Mortgage be recorded if it believed that the 
underlying note had been paid. 
4. Defendants have failed to present any admissible evidence that creates a genuine 
issue of material fact regarding whether the 2007 RE Loans Note and/or the 
Pensco Note have been satisfied. 
Valiant expects that Defendants will again to rely on a settlement statement signed by 
Charles Reeves to support their claims that the 2007 RE Loans Note and the Pensco Note have 
been satisfied. Likewise, Valiant anticipates that Defendants will attempt to rely on a deposition 
taken in the case of Union Bank, NA. v. Pend Oreille Bonner Development, LLC, Bonner County 
Case Number CV-2011-0135 ("Union Bank Case"). Valiant will be filing a motion to strike these 
documents from the record on evidentiary grounds. While Valiant is confident that these 
documents will be stricken from the record and cannot be considered by the Court, even if 
considered, these documents do not create a genuine issue of material fact. 
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a. Charles Reeves Union Bank Case Deposition. 
Defendants contend that deposition testimony provided by Mr. Reeves in Union Bank 
creates a genuine issue of material fact regarding satisfaction of the 2007 RE Loans Note and the 
Pensco Note. 
Preliminarily, it should be noted that the document used by Defendants' counsel during 
this examination appears to be a one page preliminary settlement statement and is not signed by 
Mr. Reeves. JV's Exhibit B to the Deposition of Charles Reeves ("Reeves Union Bank Depo.") 
taken on August 19, 2013. However, Valiant recognizes that the testimony focuses on the Closing 
of the Pensco and MF08 Loans. 
Mr. Reeves's testimony does not create a triable issue of fact. Defendants claim that 
Mr. Reeves testified that the 2007 RE Loans Note and Pensco Note were paid off at Closing. 
This misconstrues Mr. Reeves's testimony and is not the most probable inference to be drawn from 
the totality of Mr. Reeves's testimony. 
When asked by counsel for JV which of the loans was paid off, Mr. Reeves first responded 
by saying "Well, the second transaction obviously modified the first. So 1 can't - that's, again, 
a question for the Ng entities as to how they paid this off." Reeves Union Bank Depa. at 69:6-8. 
When specifically asked if loan number P0099 was paid off to the extent of $6,473,000.00, 
Mr. Reeves simply acknowledged that that was what was represented by the exhibit in front of him. 
Id. at 69:16-18. Mr. Reeves did not testify that Loan Number 0099, the 2007 REL Loan, was, 
in fact paid off. Id. 
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When questioned by counsel for NIR and VP, Mr. Reeves clarified his earlier testimony 
by stating that the 2007 RE Loans Note and the Pensco Note simply were included, or to use 
Ms. Weeks's term, "incorporated" into the MF08 Note. Mr. Reeves was questioned and testified 
as follows: 
Q. Okay. Did you understand at the time that this loan was 
being taken that it would pay off that previous loan? And "pay off' 
is maybe not the correct term. Did you understand that when the 
new $22,270,000 loan was obtained that the previous loan, which is 
loan No. P0099, would be incorporated into those funds that would 
be owed? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And is it your understanding that's what happened? 
A. Yes. 
Q. There's also another Loan No. P0I06. Do you know what 
loan that relates to? 
A. No. 
Q. And it indicates a payoff of 2.7 million. Do you know where 
that went to or what it related to? 
A. No. In my mind, it's just all part of the - again, this Ng 
umbrella of monies we owed at the time that were paid off with the 
new facility. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Or covered by the new facility. 
Id. at 151:19 - 152:15. Unartful as it may be, Mr. Reeves's testimony accurately reflects what 
occurred at the Closing: The balances POBD owed on the 2007 RE Loans Note and the 
Pensco Note were "included notes" under the terms of the MF08 Loan Agreement and Note. 
Contrary to the reading urged by Defendants, the most probable inference to be drawn from this 
testimony is that the 2007 RE Loans Note and Pensco Loan were not paid off and were treated as 
"included notes" as expressly contemplated and defined by the MF08 Loan Agreement, Note 
and Mortgage. 
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b. The Settlement Statement. 
Defendants claim that a Settlement Statement dated August 6, 2008 and signed by 
Charles Reeves creates a genuine issue of material fact regarding the satisfaction of the 2007 RE 
Loans Note and the Pensco Note. This claim is without merit. This single document cannot create 
a genuine issue of material fact given: (l) the business records of the loan servicer demonstrates 
these loans were not paid off, (2) the lender of the Pensco Note has testified that the Pensco Note 
was not been repaid, (3) POBD, through Charles Reeves has testified that it continues to owe on 
both the 2007 RE Loans Note and the Pens co Note, ( 4) testimony and business records demonstrate 
that MF08 did not advance enough money at Closing to pay off either of these notes, much less 
both of these notes, and (5) testimony and business records demonstrate that after Closing, 
POBD made payments to R.E. Loans which reduced the principal balance by $5,894,150.53. 
Given all of this evidence, it is clear that neither the 2007 RE Loans Note nor the Pensco Note 
were paid off at Closing. 
Moreover, it must be recognized that a settlement statement is not a legally binding 
document and is not the operative or controlling document for the Closing. POBD could not have 
sued Pensco or MF08 if either of those entities did not distribute in accordance with the 
Settlement Statement. On the contrary, the documents which POBD, Pensco and MF08 were 
legally bound to follow were the Pensco Note, Pensco Mortgage, MF08 Loan Agreement, 
MF08 Note and the MF08 Mortgage. As discussed above, these documents mandated that Pensco 
fund $2,700,000.00 at Closing. Penseo complied with this obligation and was not paid off. 
The Pensco and MF08 Loan documents mandated that MF08 advance $2,000,500.00 with just 
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$1,150,000.00 being paid to RE Loans to reduce the principal balance of the 2007 RE Loans Note 
from $7,322,325.18 to $6,172,325.18. MF08 advanced funds as required. 
In sum, the Settlement Statement, even if considered, does not create a genuine issue of 
material fact. 
B. The Declarations submitted by C. Dean Shafer do not create a genuine issue of 
material/act regarding the legal description of the property subject to each mortgage. 
The 2007 RE Loans Mortgage, the Pensco Mortgage and the MF08 Mortgage contain 
legal descriptions of the property which secures each specific mortgage. No evidence has been 
presented that the legal descriptions of the property attached to these mortgages are inaccurate. 
Thus, the property subject to foreclosure under each mortgage is the property described in the 
legal description attached to each mortgage. There is no genuine issue of material fact on 
this issue. 
Mr. Shafer has provided testimony that sets forth the legal description of the property 
subject to the mortgages after reconveyances of portions of the property are taken into 
consideration. No party has challenged the accuracy of Mr. Shafer's testimony on this point and 
therefore there is no genuine issue of material fact on this issue. 
Defendants contend that a genuine issue of material fact exists because Mr. Shafer is not 
qualified to provide expert testimony. This claim is without merit. 
Idaho Rule of Evidence ("Rule") 702, which governs expert testimony, provides: 
If scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will assist 
the trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in 
issue, a witness qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill, 
experience, training, or education, may testify thereto in the form of 
an opinion or otherwise. 
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(Emphasis added). Mr. Shafer has over 45 years of experience in the title industry and this 
experience includes reviewing real property legal descriptions and performing complex title 
examinations. Declaration ofC. Dean Shafer in Support of Valiant Idaho, LLC's Motion for Entry 
of Final Judgment ("Shafer's First Deel.") at 12, filed on May 20, 2015; Declaration ofC. Dean 
Shafer in Support of Valiant Idaho, LLC 's Motion for an Order of Sale of Real Property 
("Shafer's Second Deel.") at ,r 2, filed on July 22, 2015; and Shafer's Third Deel. at ,r 2, filed on 
August 19, 2015. Mr. Shafer is qualified to provide expert testimony. 
Defendants also contend that a genuine issue of material fact exists because Mr. Shafer 
initially provided a general description of the property that was collectively subject to all three 
mortgages and then provided more specific testimony as to which property secures each mortgage. 
This claim is without merit. 
"In considering a motion for summary judgment, the trial court must look to the totality of 
the pleadings, affidavits and depositions, not merely to portions of the record in isolation." 
Tolmie Farms, Inc. v. JR. Simplot Co., Inc., 124 Idaho 607, 611, 862 P.2d 299, 303 (1993). 
A review of Mr. Shafer's declarations shows that the first two declarations are "true and correct" 
and are consistent with Shafer's Third Deel. Compare Shafer's First Deel. and Shafer's Second 
Deel. with Shafer's Third Deel. 
In Shafer's First Deel., he included five (5) exhibits. Shafer's First Deel. at pp. 3-4. 
Exhibit 1 is Valiant's Redemption Deed and Exhibits 2-4 are the "Mortgage, Assignment of Rents, 
Security Agreement, and Fixture Filing" including a legal description of the property encumbered, 
for all three loans Valiant is claiming under. Id. at 3-4 1 3. Exhibit 5 is the legal description that 
Shafer created based on his review of all three mortgages and the redemption deed. Id. at 41 4. 
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This legal description combines the legal descriptions of all three mortgages, which have not been 
contested, to create a legal description for the entirety of the "Valiant Encumbrances." Exhibit 5 
identifies a total of 186 lots that Valiant requests foreclosure on but does not identify the individual 
mortgage encumbering each lot. Id. at 4 ,r 4. The legal description in Exhibit 5 was later used by 
the Court for the legal description in Exhibit A of the Final Judgment and Decree of Foreclosure. 
The legal description provided in Shafer's Second Deel. is the same as the legal description 
provided in Shafer's First Deel. but is simply renamed as the "Idaho Club's Legal Description." 
Shafer's Second Deel. at 2 ,r 3. Like his first Declaration, Shafer's Second Deel. identifies a total 
of 186 parcels on which Valiant is entitled to foreclose and provides the legal description for each 
individual lot. Shafer's Second Deel. does not specifically identify which mortgage encumbers 
each individual lot or parcel. Shafer's Second Deel. at 2-3 ,i 4. 
Shafer's Third Deel. goes a step further by separately identifying which individual parcels 
arc encumbered by each mortgage. Shafer's Third Deel. at 5 ,i 9. This additional information does 
not change or alter Mr. Shafer's testimony, much less create an inconsistency among 
his declarations. Shafer's Third Deel. is simply more specific than his first two declarations. 
After reviewing the legal descriptions of the three mortgages, Mr. Shafer mistakenly 
advised Valiant' s counsel, not the Court, that "each of said liens encumber all of the lots/parcels 
included within the legal description." Shafer's Third Dec. at 4 ,i 7 and 5 ,r 9. Valiant's counsel 
relied on this representation in structuring Valiant's requested order of sale and in choosing to 
submit a single legal description for all of the property which Valiant seeks to foreclose on instead 
of submitting three separate legal descriptions based on the three separate mortgages. While this 
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miscommunication affected the order of sale requested by Valiant, the miscommunication did not 
affect the accuracy of Mr. Shafer's testimony. 
Notably, no evidence has been submitted to this court to dispute the accuracy of the legal 
descriptions provided by Mr. Shafer. No evidence has been submitted to dispute Mr. Shafer's 
testimony that the RE Loans Mortgage covers 186 lots, the Pensco Mortgage covers 15 5 lots, 
and the MF08 Mortgage covers 155 lots. In the absent of contrary testimony, the fact that 
Shafer's Third Deel. was more specific than the previous declarations does not create a genuine 
issue of material fact. 
Defendants' reliance on Capstar Radio Operating Company v. Lawrence, 153 Idaho 411, 
283 P.3d 728 (2012) is misplaced as Defendants misconstrue the Idaho Supreme Court's holding 
and ignore factual differences between Capstar and this case. 
In Capstar, the Idaho Supreme Court, in part, reviewed a district court's decision to grant 
summary judgment in a dispute about whether Harold Funk used an access road that ran over 
Wilber Mead's property prior to being granted an easement over the road. 153 Idaho at 415,283 
P.3d at 732. Ultimately the Court held that the District Court erred in granting summary judgment 
based on the fact that "[t]he testimony of several material witnesses presented conflicting 
information." Id. at 421,283 P.3d at 738 (emphasis added). Three witnesses testified regarding 
whether use of the easement was apparent and continuous: Harold Funk, Wilber Mead, and 
John Rook. Id. at 418-19, 283 P.3d at 735-36. Wilber Mead testified for the Lawrences and 
Harold Funk and John Rook testified for Capstar. Id. 
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Wilber Mead testified that the road was blocked by a locked gate ( which was a condition 
of an easement he granted to the telephone company), that only he and the telephone company had 
a key to the gate, and that "Harold Funk did not use this gate to access his property." Id. at 414-15, 
283 P.3d 731-32. In his affidavit, Harold Funk initially testified that "he continuously utilized the 
existing road in Section 21 to access our property in Section 22 without interference" but when 
deposed, he testified that he used the road on an "infrequent basis, approximately 20 to 30 times." 
Id. at 418, 283 P.3d at 735. Likewise, John Rook originally stated in his affidavit that 
"(t]he existing private road was visible and in use by Funks" but when deposed said he could not 
recall signing his affidavit and could not verify its accuracy due to medications he had been on and 
that he did not know whether the Funks had used the road because he had never met him. Id. 
Despite the fact that both witnesses for Capstar provided inconsistent testimony, and the 
Lawrences' provided conflicting testimony, the district court granted summary judgment in favor 
of Capstar. The Supreme Court reversed and held that the multiple evidentiary conflicts presented 
an issue of material fact and that the lower court erred in "weigh[ing] the conflicting evidence and 
judg[ing] the affiants' credibility in making a ruling on summary judgment." Id. at 419,283 P.3d 
at 736. The evidentiary conflicts the Court referred to were the inconsistencies within 
Harold Funk's and John Rook's own testimony as well as the contradictory testimony of 
Wilber Mead. Id. at 418-19, 283 P.3d at 735-36. 
This case is distinguishable from Capstar for two reasons. First, as discussed above, 
Mr. Shafer did not provide inconsistent testimony. Second, Defendants have presented 
no evidence, testimonial or documentary, to contradict Mr. Shafer, to assert that Mr. Shafer is 
incorrect or unqualified, or that concludes that the mortgages arc secured by property with a 
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different legal description. This case does not present a situation in which the Court is asked to 
choose which witness to believe after one of the witnesses has contradicted himself. In this case 
only one witness has provided consistent testimony regarding the legal description of the property 
subject to foreclosure and this testimony has been unrebutted. As such, there is no factual dispute 
regarding the legal description and summary judgment is appropriate. 
Moreover, the principle articulated in Capstar is not applicable to the case at bar because 
Defendants have not offered any evidence to contradict the moving party's witness. See Fragnella 
v. Petrovich, 153 Idaho 266,272,281 P.3d 103, 109 (2012) (awarding summary judgment where 
defendant testified that he acted reasonable and plaintiffs offered no evidence to suppo11 their 
allegation that he acted unreasonable, "other than their own conclusory assertions"). A party 
cannot defeat a properly supported motion for summary judgment "without offering any concrete 
evidence from which a reasonable juror could return a verdict in his favor and by merely asserting 
that the jury might, and legally could, disbelieve the [moving party's witness]." Anderson v. 
Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 256 (1986). "[D]iscredited testimony is not [normally] 
considered a sufficient basis for drawing a contrary conclusion." Id. at 257. Likewise, although a 
party may raise issues as to a witnesses credibility and request the opportunity to impeach them at 
trial, "neither a desire to cross-examine an affiant nor an unspecified hope of undermining his or 
her credibility suffices to avert summary judgment." Natl. Union Fire Ins. Co. of Pittsburgh, Pa. 
v. Argonaut Ins. Co., 701 F .2d 95, 97 (9th Cir. 1983 ). "Instead, the [ opposing party] must present 
affirmative evidence in order to defeat a properly supported motion for summary judgment." 
Anderson, 477 U.S. at 257. 
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"[I]t is clear enough from [Supreme Court] cases that at the summary judgment stage the 
judge's function is not himself to weigh the evidence and determine the truth of the matter but to 
determine whether there is a genuine issue for trial." Anderson, 477 U.S. at 249. As such, 
"[w]hen the motion is supported by depositions or affidavits, the adverse party 'may not rest upon 
the mere allegations or denials of his pleadings, but his response, by affidavits or as otherwise 
provided in this rule, must set forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial.'" 
Anderson v. City of Pocatello, 112 Idaho 176, 179, 731 P.2d 171, 174 (1986) (citing I.R.C.P. 
56(e)). A party must offer some "significant probative evidence" that tends to support their claim 
in order to defeat a properly supported summary judgment motion. Anderson, 477 U.S. at 256. 
Furthermore, a party cannot defeat summary judgment simply by submitting evidence showing the 
inaccuracies of the movant's witness, the evidence submitted must also support their position. 
See Nations bane Mortg. Corp. of New York v. Cazier, 127 Idaho 879, 908 P.2d 572 (Ct.App. 1995). 
The Idaho Court of Appeals decision in Nationsbanc Mortg. Corp. of New York v. Cazier 
is instructive. The district court was asked to resolve a dispute regarding the legal description of 
a parcel of land being foreclosed upon. Id. at 882, 908 P.2d at 575. The plaintiffs submitted a 
survey prepared by their expert as evidence in support of their motion for summary judgment. Id. 
In opposition to a motion for summary judgment, the defendants argued that the survey was 
inaccurate but provided no evidence to rebut the survey. Id. at 884, 908 P.2d at 577. The district 
court properly awarded summary judgment in light of the absence of evidence. Id. The defendants 
supported a motion for reconsideration with affidavits from two surveyors that challenged the 
correctness of the plaintiff's survey. Id. The district court held that the additional affidavits created 
a conflict and issue of credibility but refused to reverse the previous order granting 
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summary judgment. Id. The Court of Appeal's affirmed, noting that, although the defendants 
presented evidence to question the accuracy of the previous survey, the new evidence did not create 
a genuine issue of material fact because the defendants failed to offer a "correct, independent 
survey." Id. The Court of Appeals adopted the district courts rational and explained that: 
Id. 
. . . Even if the government monument is used to commence the 
survey [as Cazier [the defendant] contends] C. Drake Cazier has not 
presented any evidence to dispute the fact that the house is still upon 
the real property. Thus, no matter how much argument there may be 
about the starting point and proper surveying methods, the final 
outcome remains the same, and C. Drake Cazier, the moving party 
here, has presented no evidence to alter that conclusion. 
Similarly, even if there is a dispute regarding the internal consistency of Mr. Shafer's 
declaration, this dispute fails to create a genuine issue of material fact because Defendants have 
not offered any evidence to support their arguments that Mr. Shafer's testimony is inaccurate and 
have utterly failed to offer evidence which contradicts Mr. Shafer's testimony or demonstrates that 
his testimony is in fact inaccurate. 
In sum, there is no dispute as to the legal description of the property each mortgage 
encumbers and Valiant is entitled to summary judgment on this issue. 
I II I 
II II 
I II I 
II II 
I II I 
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V. CONCLUSION 
Based upon the foregoing, Valiant respectfully submits that there is no genuine issue of 
material fact that the 2007 RE Loans Note and the Pensco Note remain unsatisfied and that there 
is no genuine issue of material fact as to the real property as to the real property subject to the 
2007 RE Loans Note/Mortgage, the Pensco Note/Mortgage and the MF08 Notes/Mortgage. 
DATED this 24th day of September 2015. 
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I, Barney Ng, hereby state and declare: 
1. I was the President and an officer of Bar K, Inc. ("BarK) from August of 1975 to 
September 4, 2009. BarK was a California corporation that was in the business of originating and 
servicing loans. 
2. BarK served as the broker for the loans discussed below between Pend Oreille Bonner 
Development, LLC ("POBD") and the separate legal entities of R.E. Loans, LLC ("RE Loans"), 
Pensco Trust Co. ("Pcnsco") and Mortgage Fund '08 LLC ("MF08"). BarK serviced these loans 
after origination. 
3. BarK was obligated to and did, in fact, apply payments received from POBD in 
accordance with the loan documents discussed below. BarK did not have independent discretion 
regarding how to apply payments received. 
4. After my departure from BarK on September 4, 2009, Charles Reeves, who I knew to 
be the President of Pend Oreille Bonner Development Holdings, Inc., which managed POBD, 
requested that I remain involved in discussions between POBD and the managers of RE Loans and 
MF08. I agreed to assist as requested and therefore have personal knowledge regarding events 
related to the loans discussed below that occurred after September 4, 2009. 
5. While I was the President and an officer ofBarK, I acted as the broker for RE Loans 
in the negotiation and execution of a loan POBD and RE Loans entered on or about March 6, 2007 
("2007 Loan Agreement"). By brokering the 2007 Loan Agreement and thereafter servicing that 
agreement, I have personal knowledge and familiarity with the 2007 Loan Agreement and the 
amounts RE Loans loaned to POBD pursuant to that agreement. A true and correct copy of the 
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2007 Loan Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit l. Under the 2007 Loan Agreement, RE Loans 
agreed to lend POBD up to a maximum loan amount of $21,200,000.00. As the President and an 
officer of BarK, I was responsible for managing application of payments from POBD toward this 
loan with RE Loans. Because of these responsibilities, I have personal knowledge of the amounts 
POBD borrowed from RE Loans and the amount of this loan that POBD had not repaid as of 
September 4, 2009. I also have personal knowledge of the invoices and reports that BarK, 
as RE Loans' loan servicing agent, sent to POBD and I have supervised employees of BarK who 
compiled and maintained these records on behalf of BarK. 
6. A true and correct copy of the Promissory Note Secured by Mortgage ("2007 RE 
Loans Note") referred to by the 2007 Loan Agreement and executed by POBD in favor of RE Loans 
is attached as Exhibit C to the Affidavit of Charles W. Reeves ("Reeves Aff.") filed 
January 20, 2015 in this matter. 
7. The 2007 Loan Agreement and 2007 RE Loans Note were secured by a Mortgage, 
Assignment of Rents, Security Agreement, and Fixture Filing ("2007 RE Loans Mortgage") executed 
by POBD in favor of RE Loans, a true and correct copy of which is attached as Exhibit D to the 
Reeves Aff. 
8. Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of a Loan Transaction 
Detail Report created and maintained by BarK, which shows all amounts borrowed by POBD and 
payments POBD made to RE Loans under the 2007 Loan Agreement and 2007 RE Loans Note as of 
October 9, 2008. Exhibit 2 was made at or near the time of the occurrence of the matters set forth in 
Exhibit 2 by or from tnformation transmitted by a person with knowledge of those matters, was kept 
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in the course of the regularly conducted activity, and was made by the regularly conducted activity as 
a regular practice. The heading on the second column from the left is "P0099," which is the 
loan number for the 2007 RE Loans Note. The amounts borrowed by POBD are listed as 
"DRAW A" through "ORA W J," and the payments POBD made to RE Loans, or amounts received 
from third parties and credited against POBD's debt to RE Loans, are listed as "PA YDOWNS." 
As reflected in Exhibit 2, on August 1, 2008, POBD owed $7,322,325.18 on the 2007 RE 
Loans Note. After the closing on August 6, 2008, the balance owing was $6,172,325.18. 
9. At all times during 2008 and through the present I maintained a pension account with 
the Pensco. The account number for my account was Pensco Trust Account No. NG00S. I agreed to 
loan $2,700,000.00 from my Pensco pension account to POBD. I have personal knowledge and 
familiarity with the terms related to this loan as wdl as the amounts I loaned to POBD, and the 
amounts POBD still owes to repay said loan. I negotiated and executed loan documents to authorize 
all amounts disbursed by Pensco to POBD pursuant to the loan it entered with Pensco, as custodian 
for my benefit. 
10. A true and correct copy of the Promissory Note Secured by Mortgage ("Pensco Note") 
executed by POBD in favor of Pensco is attached as Exhibit F to the Reeves Aff. The Pensco Note 
memorializes POBD's promise to repay the $2,700,000.00 POBD borrowed from Pensco. 
11. The Pcnsco Note was secured by a Mortgage, Assignment of Rents, 
Security Agreement, and Fixture Filing ("Pensco Mortgage") executed by POBD in favor of Pensco, 
a true and correct copy of which is attached as Exhibit G to the Reeves Aff. 
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12. BarK was the loan servicer for the Pensco loan. Attached hereto as Exhibit 3 is a true 
and correct copy of the Loan Servicing Agreement which established BarK as the loan servicer for 
the Pensco loan agreement. As President of BarK, I was responsible for ensuring that any payments 
made by POBD towards the Pensco loan be properly applied. Because of these responsibilities and 
since my personal pension account funded the Pensco Note, I have personal knowledge of the 
amounts Pensco loaned to POBD and the amounts that POBD has not repaid. 
13. On July 30, 2008, I directed Pensco to loan $2,700,000.00 to POBD. A true and 
correct copy of the Deed of Trust/Mortgage Direction Letter I signed is attached hereto as Exhibit 4. 
14. On July 30, 2008, I provided payment and funding instructions to Pensco for the 
Pensco loan agreement/Note. A true and correct copy of the Payment and Funding Instructions I 
signed is attached hereto as Exhibit 5. 
15. While I was the President and an officer of BarK, I acted as the broker for MF08 in 
the origination of a loan POBD and MF08 entered on or about August 1, 2008 ("MF08 Loan 
Agreement"). By brokering the MF08 Loan Agreement and thereafter servicing that agreement, 
I have personal knowledge and familiarity with the MF08 Loan Agreement and the amounts MF08 
loaned to POBD pursuant to said loan agreement. A true and correct copy of the MF08 Loan 
Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit 6. 
16. A true and correct copy of the All-Inclusive Note Secured by Mortgage 
("MF08 Note") referred to by the MF08 Loan Agreement and executed by POBD in favor ofMF08 
is attached as Exhibit I to the Reeves Aff. 
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17. The MF08 Loan Agreement and MF08 Note are secured by a Mortgage, Assignment 
of Rents, Security Agreement, and Fixture Filing ("MF08 Mortgage") executed by POBD in favor 
of MF08, a true and correct copy of which is attached as Exhibit J to the Reeves Aff. 
18. The MF08 Loan Agreement is what is commonly referred to in the lending industry as 
a "wrap loan." In a wrap loan scenario, a second ( or third) lender agrees to provide additional funds 
to a borrower who has prior loans from other lenders. The total amount the wrap lender will agree to 
lend will exceed the amount owed to prior lender(s) by the amount the wrap lender is willing to lend. 
The wrap lender has the right, but not the obligation, to pay off the prior loans. Payments made by 
the borrower under a wrap loan are typically first applied to the most senior loan. 
19. In the case of the MF08 Loan Agreement, MF08 was willing to loan up to a 
maximum of$21,980,000.00 to POBD. Under the terms of the MF08 Loan Agreement, the prior 
loans were defined as "Included Notes" as set forth in the MF08 Note. The MF08 Note defines 
"Included Notes" as the 2007 RE Loans Note and the Pensco Note. Under the express terms of the 
MF08 Loan Agreement, the maximum amount MF08 was willing to lend was reduced by the 
principal amounts owed by POBD to both RE Loans and Pensco. 
20. The Pensco Note and the MF08 Loan Agreement/Note were simultaneously closed 
and funded through a single escrow on August 6, 2008 ("Closing"). BarK provided 
Escrow Instructions Dated August 1, 2008 to First American Title Company, a true and correct copy 
of which are attached hereto as Exhibit 7. 
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21. Pensco funded the Pensco Note on August 6, 2008 by transferring $2,430,000.00 into 
escrow with First American Title Company. Per the terms of the Pensco Note, Pensco retained 
$189,000.00 as points for originating the loan and $81,000.00 as three (3) months pre-paid interest. 
22. Paragraph 1 of the MF08 Loan Agreement states that the initial funding of the 
MF08 Loan Agreement/Note was to be made in accordance with the Borrower's Funding 
Authorization and Agreement ("BFAA") signed by POBD on August 1, 2008. A true and correct 
copy of the BF AA referenced in Paragraph 1 of the MF08 Loan Agreement is attached hereto as 
Exhibit 8. The BF AA set forth the disbursement of funds from both the Pensco Loan, Loan Number 
PO 106, and the MF08 Loan, Loan Number PO l 07. 
23. Under the terms of the BFAA, net proceeds of $2,975,000.00 were deposited into 
escrow after the credits and distributions identified in the MF08 Loan Agreement/Note and the 
Pcnsco Note. The net proceeds of $2,975,000.00 that went to POBD were calculated based upon 
the following: (a) Pensco loaned $2,700,000.00 to POBD; and (b) MF08 loaned $2,000,500.00 
to POBD. The $4,700,500.00 from Pensco and MF08 was disbursed as follows: 
a. As discussed below, POBD received a credit of $1,150,000.00 outside of 
escrow to reduce the balance owing on the 2007 RE Loans Note from $7,322,325.18 to 
$6,172,325.18. The source of this credit was the MF08 Loan Agreement/Note. 
b. BarK received a loan fee of $279,500.00 per the MF08 Note. 
c. Pensco retained $189,000.00 for points per the Pensco Note. 
d. Pensco retained $81,000.00 for three (3) months of pre-paid interest per the 
Pensco Note. 
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e. $11,000.00 was paid toward document drawing and other charges. 
f. $15,000.00 was paid toward attorneys' fees and administrative charges. 
g. The remaining $2,975,000.00 was distributed at closing to POBD orto entities 
other than RE Loans, Pensco and/or MF08 as directed by POBD. 
24. Prior to Closing, POBD owed $7,322,325.18 on the 2007 RE Loans Note. 
At Closing, MF08 was to pay $1,150,000.00 to RE Loans to reduce the principal amount ovving on 
the 2007 RE Loans Note to $6,172,325.18. As shown by the Loan Transaction Detail Report 
attached hereto as Exhibit 2, on August 6, 2008 - the date of Closing - POBD was credited with a 
payment of $1,150,000.00. The notation on this credit is "AITD P0107." I know "AITD" to be an 
abbreviation for "all-inclusive trust deed." I also know that the MF08 Loan was Loan 
Number P0107. As such, I know that the notation "AITD P0107" means that the source of the 
$1,150,000.00 credit was the MF08 Loan. This $1,150,000.00 credit was the only credit made to the 
2007 RE Loans Note at the time of the Closing. The 2007 RE Loans was not paid off at Closing, 
nor was the Pensco Note paid off at Closing. 
25. MF08 did not lend POBD $21,980,000.00. Under the express terms of the 
MF08 Loan Agreement, $12,257,174.82 of the $21,980,000.00 MF08 was willing to lend was to be 
unfunded at Closing. These funds were loan proceeds available to POBD per the signed 
loan agreement. These funds were for future loan draws after the MF08 Loan Agreement/Note 
closed and were to be funded at the discretion of MF08 per the MF08 Loan Agreement. 
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26. After the Closing, POBD made additional payments towards the 2007 RE Loans 
Agreement/Note. Any such payment made by POBD prior to my departure from BarK was applied 
to the balance owing on the 2007 RE Loans Note. 
27. At no point in time has any person or entity made any payments toward the 
Pensco Note. As such, the entire principal balance of the Pensco Note, plus interest, fees and costs, 
remain outstanding. 
28. After the Closing, POBD made two draws under the MF08 Loan Agreement: 
$104,685.67 on January 13, 2009 and $22,223.67 on February 4, 2009. These draws are shown on 
the Loan Transaction Detail Report attached as Exhibit H to the Reeves Aff. As such, 
POBD borrowed a total of$2,127,409.34 from MF08 pursuant to the MF08 Note. I am not aware of 
any payment that was made by POBD, or on POBD's behalf, toward the amounts owed by POBD 
under the Pensco Note. 
29. I have reviewed the document attached as Exhibit H to JV L.L.C. 's Memorandum in 
Opposition to Valiant Idaho, LLC's Motion For Summary Judgment ("JV Opp. Memo."). 
That document was not drafted by BarK and I did not see that document before the Closing. As the 
President and officer of BarK which brokered the MF08 loan, as the individual who personally 
funded the Pensco Note, and as the loan servicer of the 2007 RE Loans, Pensco and MF08 loans, 
I have personal knowledge that Exhibit H to JV Opp. Memo. is not an accurate statement of what 
occurred at Closing. As previously stated, MF08 did not advance $12,257,174.82 to POBD as 
"Retained Loan Funds." Likewise, neither the 2007 RE Loans Note nor the Pensco Note were 
paid-off at Closing. As of the Closing, the outstanding principal balance on the 2007 RE Loans Note 
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was $6,172,325.1 &. As of the Closing, the outstanding principal balance on the Pensco Note was 
$2,700,000.00. 
30. On or about July 17, 2007, RE Loans entered into a Collateral Assignment of 
Mortgage and Loan Documents ("Collateral Assignment") with Wells Fargo Foothill, LLC C'WFF"), 
a true and correct copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit 9. At all times after the 
Collateral Assignment and while I remained President and an officer of BarK, BarK continued to 
serve as the loan servicer for the 2007 RE Loans Loan Agreement/Note. During this time, 
payments made by POBD to RE Loans and the payments referred to previously in this declaration 
were applied to the debt owed by POBD to RE Loans under the 2007 RE Loans Note. 
I HEREBY CERTIFY AND DECLARE, under penalty of perjury pursuant to the laws of 
the State of [daho, that the foregoing is true and correct. 
DATED this 2Z.. day of September 2015. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 24th day of September 2015, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following party(ies): 
Bruce A. Anderson, Esq. 
Elsaesser Jarzabek Anderson Elliott & 
MacDonald, Chtd 
320 East Neider Avenue, Suite 102 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83815 
Telephone: 208.667.2900 
Facsimile: 208.667.2150 
Counsel For Jacobson, Lazar and Sa~e HoldinKs 
Gary A. Finney, Esq. 
Finney Finney & Finney, P.A. 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83 864 
Telephone: 208 .263. 7712 
Facsimile: 208.263.8211 
Counsel For JV., LLC 
D. Toby McLaughlin, Esq. 
Berg & McLaughlin 
414 Church Street, Suite 203 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Telephone: 208.263.4748 
Facsimile: 208.263.7557 
Counsel For Idaho Club HOA/Panhandle Mn~mnt 
Susan P. Weeks, Esq. 
James, Vernon & Weeks, PA 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: 208.667.0683 
Facsimile: 208.664.1684 
Counsel For VP Incorporated/North Idaho Resorts 
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[ ✓] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ ] Facsimile 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ✓] Electronic Mail 
brucea@ejame.com 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ ] Facsimile 
( ✓] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Electronic Mail 
g!!Q'.fi nney(@. finneyla w .net 
[ ✓] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
l ] Facsimile 
[ l Overnight Mail 
[ ✓] Electronic Mail 
toby@sand12ointlaw.com 
[ I U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ ] Facsimile 
[ ✓] Overnight Mail 
[ 1 Electronic Mail 
sweeks(a)jvwlaw.net 
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With two (2) copies via Federal Express to: 
Honorable Barbara A. Buchanan 
Judge of the First Judicial District 
Bonner County Courthouse 
215 South First A venue 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83 864 
(; 
( /) \ . . 1 ,, ~.· , ; I / 
\ ', ' / 'I 
' ~; 1 
ChadM.~ 
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Loan No. P0099 
LOAN AGREEMENT 
THIS LOAN AGREEMENT (''this Agreement") is dated as of March 6, 2007, and is 
entered into by and between R.E. LOANS, LLC, a California limited liability company 
("Lender"), and Pend Oreille Bonner Development, LLC, a Nevada limited liability company 
("Borrower"). 
RECITALS 
A. Borrower is or will be at closing the owner of the real property described in the 
Mortgage referred to below ("Property"). 
B. Lender has agreed to make a loan (the "Loan") to Borrower in the principal amount 
of$21,200,000. Borrow is about to execute a promissory note (the ''Note") to evidence the Loan 
and a mortgage (the "Mortgage") against the real property (the "Property") described in the 
Mortgage to secure the Loan. Both the Note and the Mortgage are of even date herewith. 
C. This Agreement is intended to govern the disbursement procedures that will be 
followed by the parties with reference to the proceeds of the Loan evidenced by the Note and 
Mortgage, as well as other issues. 
AGREEMENT 
NOW, THEREFORE, the parties agree as follows: 
1. INITIAL FUNDING. At the time the Loan evidenced by the Note and Mortgage 
closes, Lender shall initially fund $6,100,000. The aforesaid initial funding is hereinafter called 
the ''Loan Closing". The amount initially funded by Lender will be deposited by Lender into 
escrow, or paid directly by Lender, in accordance with the provisions of the BORROWER'S 
FUNDING AUTHORIZATION AND AGREEMENT signed by Borrower. Among other issues, 
this Agreement is intended to govern the disbursement of the unfunded remaining portion of the 
Loan in the amount of $15,100,000. 
2. LOAN COMMISSIONS. Lender and Borrower acknowledge and agree that at the 
time of the Loan Closing, Borrower paid the $73,950 loan brokerage commissions called for in 
the BORROWER'S FUNDING AUTHORIZATION AND AGREEMENT signed by Borrower. 
As and when the remaining $15,100,000 in loan proceeds are drawn down by Borrower, 
Borrower shall pay Bar K, Inc. a loan brokerage commission equal to five percent (5%) of the 
amount of each draw actually funded, not to exceed $815,000 in the aggregate (including the 
initial $73,950). These loan brokerage commissions shall be deducted from the amount of the 
draw actually funded at the time of funding by Lender, and paid by Lender directly to Bar K, Inc. 
By way of example, if Borrower draws down $100,000 in loan proceeds, Lender will disburse 
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$95,000 to Borrower and $5,000 to Bar K. fuc. No loan brokerage commissions shall be due or 
payable on any portion of the remaining loan proceeds not actually drawn down by Borrower. 
3. CONSTRUCTION. Borrower agrees to diligently proceed with construction of the 
improvements to be built on the Property in accordance with the plans and specifications 
approved or to be approved by the governmental agencies having jurisdiction. 
4. USE OF LOAN PROCEEDS. Borrower covenants and agrees that it shall use the 
proceeds (after payment of the 5% commission to Bar K, Inc.) from draws from the initially 
unfunded $15,100,000 covered by this Agreement to pay for the costs identified in line items on 
Exhibit A hereto, with no more than $10,000 per month allocated to Borrower's home office 
general and administrative expenses, and for no other purpose without Lender's prior written 
consent, in Lender's sole discretion. 
5. DISBURSEMENT OF FUNDS. Subject to the provisions of paragraph 5, the loan 
proceeds shall be disbursed to Borrower at any time and from time to time, in draws of not less 
than $50,000.00, based upon draw requests which describe the development work completed for 
which payment is due and for which the draw is sought. Each draw request shall be in writing 
and contain a detailed budget setting forth the intended use of the funds on a line by line and 
vendor by vendor basis. It shall be Borrower's responsibility to obtain mechanic's lien releases, 
in the standard form, as and when Borrower pays design professionals or other vendors providing 
labor, equipment, or materials to the Property. If required by Lender as a condition to any draw, 
Borrower shall provide reasonable written verification (including copies of cleared or pending 
checks) that funds previously drawn have been used for the purpose intended, and that Borrower 
has obtained proper mechanic's lien releases. 
6. ORA W REQUESTS. The disbursement of the loan proceeds by Lender shall be 
made within ten business days after Lender receives: (i) a written draw request from Borrower, 
and ifrequested by Lender (ii) written verification that funds previously drawn have been used 
for the purpose intended, and (iii) written verification that Borrower has obtained proper 
mechanic's lien releases. Written draw requests shall be sent via fax or mail to: 
R.E. Loans, LLC 
Attn: BameyNg 
201 Lafayette Circle 
Lafayette, CA 94549 
Facsimile: (925) 283-8885 
Telephone (925) 283-1771 
7. JOINT CHECKS. If required by Lender, the loan proceeds may be disbursed by 
check(s) made payable to Borrower and/or any contractor, materialmen, or laborer providing 
labor, equipment, or materials to the Property. 
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8. EFFECTS OF DEFAULT. Lender shall not be required to make any disbursement of 
the loan proceeds while Borrower is in default under any provision of this Agreement, the Note, 
the Mortgage, or any other agreement between Lender and Borrower. 
9. CONDITIONS TO FUNDING LOAN. As a condition to the disbursement of any 
draw Lender may require the title company that insured the priority of the Mortgage to issue 
endorsements (at Borrower's sole cost and expense) to Lender's title insurance policy insuring 
the continued unimpaired priority of the Mortgage, insuring that no mechanic's liens (which have 
not been removed by way of the recordation of a mechanic's lien release or a mechanic's lien 
release bond) have been recorded against the Property, and insuring that all taxes and 
assessments applicable to the Property are paid current. Lender shall have no obligation to fund 
draw requests if, in Lender's reasonable judgment, the balance of the loan proceeds in Lender's 
possession (including, without limitation, funds in the Development Account, proceeds from the 
Founders Program, and the proceeds of any loan Borrower may obtain on the lake front parcels) 
are inadequate to complete the construction of the improvements to be constructed by Borrower 
on the Property; and in this event, within 10 days of written demand, Borrower shall deposit in 
the Development Account sufficient funds to cover the completion of construction talcing into 
account the anticipated costs to complete construction as well as the remaining balance of the 
loan proceeds that Lender is holding. 
10. PARTIAL RELEASE CLAUSE. At anytime and from time to time, provided that 
there is no uncured default under the provisions of the Mortgage, the Note, or any other 
agreement between Borrower and Lender, and further provided that no bankruptcy petition has 
been filed by or against Borrower or Borrower's successor in interest in the Property, Borrower 
shall be entitled to the partial release of the lien of the Mortgage over the lots comprising the 
Property provided that Borrower has complied with all of the following conditions: 
a. That any proposed deed of partial reconveyance complies in all respects with 
any laws pertaining to the subdivision of real property, and that the Property that continues to be 
encumbered by the Mortgage also complies in all respects with such laws. 
b. If requested by Lender, Borrower shall cause the title company that insured the 
priority of the Mortgage to issue a CLTA 116.7 Endorsement (or its Idaho equivalent, if 
available) to its title insurance policy for that portion of the Property that will continue to be 
encumbered by the Mortgage following recordation of the partial reconveyance. 
c. If requested by Lender, Borrower shall cause the title company that insured the 
priority of the Mortgage to issue a CLTA 111.1 Endorsement ( or its Idaho equivalent, if 
available) to its title insurance policy. 
d. That Borrower shall pay any and all expenses associated with the processing 
of deeds of partial reconveyance. Lender shall cooperate with any escrow company or title 
insurance company in providing the paperwork needed to process deeds of partial reconveyance. 
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e. That the location, size and configuration of the lots, units, or parcels to be 
released is such that the value of the remainder to the Property to be encumbered by the 
Mortgage will not be impaired and will adequately secure the repayment of the Note, in Lender's 
sole and absolute discretion. 
f. Th.at all interest and other charges (including property taxes) secured by the 
Mortgage be paid current as of the date of partial release. 
g. That each lot is sold in an arms length transaction for cash at a purchase price 
that is consistent with the fair market value of the lot. Prior to the close of any sale of a lot 
Borrower shall cause the escrow closing agent to provide Lender with an estimated closing 
statement, for Lender's written approval, showing the actual consideration to be paid by the 
buyer of the lot, with a detailed break.down of all anticipated costs of sale. 
h. That the greater of (i) $115,000.00 per "cabin lot" or $290,000 per "single 
family lot," or (ii) 85% of the gross sales price1 for each lot is paid to Lender in consideration for 
the reconveyance of the lot from the lien of the Mortgage and shall be applied in reduction of the 
indebtedness evidenced by the Loan as provided in the Note. 
11. FOUNDERS LOTS RELEASE PROVISION. As used in this Agreement, the term 
"Founders Program" shall mean the offering dated April 28, 2006 of Class B limited liability 
membership interests in Pend Oreille Bonner Development, LLC. The parties acknowledge that 
65 of the lots that originally comprised the Property have been earmarked for sale in connection 
with the Founders Program. The lots to be sold under Founders Program do not include any 
sales to the general public. The parties further acknowledge that 51 of these lots were sold in 
connection with Loan No. P0094, and that 14 remain unsold. Subject to the provisions of 
paragraphs 10 (a) through (t), above, Lender agrees to issue a partial reconveyance for each of the 
remaining 14 lot included in the Founders Program without the payment of any consideration to 
Lender as those lots are conveyed to the individuals that purchased lots in connection with the 
Founder's Program. 
12. SUBORDINATION. Lender agrees to subordinate the lien of the Mortgage, as it 
relates to the Lake Front Lots, to the lien of a mortgage or mortgages encumbering the Lake 
Front Lots in favor of an institutional lender or lenders securing a loan or loans whose collective 
principal amount may not exceed $8,100,000 (including the existing indebtedness on the Lake 
Front Lots), the proceeds of which Borrower shall only use to pay for the improvement and 
development of Property, including, at Borrower's election, development of the Lake Front Lots, 
as well as the new lender's interest, fees, and charges. 
13. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS. 
1 The remaining 15% of the gross sales price shall be applied by Borrower to cover its costs of sale, escrow and 
title charges, commissiona, and like expenses, with any excess to be retained by Borrower. 
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a. All obligations contained in this Agreement, the Note, the Mortgage, and any 
other document which affects the loan shall be deemed joint and several, and the invalidity or 
unenforceability of any one or more of the provisions shall not invalidate the others. 
b. Lender, through its officers, agents, contractors, or employees, will have the 
right at any time, without notice to Borrower, to enter the Property and inspect the improvements 
and the work being done by Borrower. 
c. Any waiver by Lender of any provision of this Agreement shall be in writing 
and shall be effective only to the extent specifically set forth in such writing and shall have no 
force and effect on any other provision. No waiver may be implied from Lender's failure to take, 
or delay in taking, any action concerning any default or from any previous waiver of any similar 
or unrelated default 
d. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties as to the 
matters contained herein and supersedes all prior discussion, negotiations, and agreements, 
whether oral or written. Any amendment to this Agreement must be in writing and signed by the 
parties before it will be effective. 
e. This Agreement inures to the benefit of, and is binding on, the parties, their 
respective heirs, personal representatives, successors, and assigns. 
f. The captions heading the various paragraph headings in this Agreement are for 
convenience and shall not be construed so as to limit, expand, or define the contents of the 
respective paragraphs. 
g. The masculine, feminine, or neuter gender and the singular and the plural 
nwnber shall each be considered to include the other whenever the context requires. 
h. In the event of litigation under the provisions of this Agreement, the prevailing 
party shall be entitled to recover its attorney's fees and costs of suit. 
i. This Agreement shall be interpreted according to its fair meaning, and not in 
favor of or against any party as the drafter of any particular provision. 
j. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the 
laws of the state in within which the real property encumbered by the Mortgage is located, 
without regard to any conflict oflaws or principles. 
k. No representation, warranty, or recommendation is made by either party or 
their brokers or respective agents, employees, or attorneys regarding the legal sufficiency, legal 
effect of this Agreement or the transaction, and each signatory is advised to submit this 
Agreement to its attorney before signing it. 
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1. All of Lender's rights and remedies provided in this Agreement or in any of 
the other loan documents are cumulative and may be exercised by Lender at any time. Lender's 
exercise of any right or remedy will not constitute a cure of any default unless all swns then due 
to Lender are paid current and Borrower has cured all other default under the provisions of this 
Agreement, the Note, the Mortgage, and any other agreements between the parties. 
m. This Agreement is made and entered into for the sole protection and benefit of 
the parties and their successors and assigns, and no other person will have any right of action or 
any rights to funds at any time on deposit with Lender. 
n. Borrower irrevocably appoints Lender as its agent (the agency being coupled 
with an interest) to file or record any notices of completion, cessation of labor, or any other 
notice that Lender deems necessary or desirable to protect its interests. 
o. Borrower acknowledges, understands, and agrees as follows: (i) the 
relationship between Borrower and Lender is, and will at all times remain, solely that of debtor 
and creditor, and Lender neither undertakes nor asswnes any responsibility for or duty to 
Borrower to select, review, inspect, supervise, pass judgment on, or inform Borrower of the 
quality, adequacy, or suitability of any construction undertaken by Borrower on the Property; (ii) 
Lender owes no duty of care to protect Borrower against negligent, faulty, inadequate, or 
defective building or construction; and (iii) Lender will not be responsible or liable to Borrower 
for any loss or damage of any kind to person or property whether suffered by Borrower or any 
other person for negligent, faulty, inadequate, or defective building or construction, and 
Borrower will hold Lender harmless from any liability, loss, or damage for these things. 
p. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, each of which shall be 
deemed an original, and said collective counterparts shall together constitute one agreement, 
binding all of the parties, notwithstanding that all of the parties are not signatory to th~ same 
counterparts. For all purposes, including, without limitation, recordation, filing, and delivery, 
duplicate unexecuted and wiacknowledged pages of the counterparts may be discarded and the 
remaining pages may be assembled as one document. 
q. Lender and Borrower waive any right to trial by jury with respect to any action 
or proceeding between Borrower and Lender relating this Agreement, the Note, the Mortgage, or 
any other agreement between the parties. The parties agree that this Agreement constitutes a 
written consent to waiver of trial by jury and a copy of this Agreement may be deposited with the 
clerk of the court by either party to evidence the consent of the parties to this waiver. 
SIGNATURES ON NEXT PAGE 
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THE UNDERSIGNED ACKNOWLEDGE(S) AND UNCONDITIONALLY 
AGREE(S) THAT THE WRITTEN AGREEMENTS AND DOCUMENTS 
PREPARED BY LENDER AND EXECUTED BY BORROWER(S) AND 
LENDER REPRESENT THE F1NAL AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE 
PARTIES. fflE WRITTEN LOAN DOCUMENTS MAY NOT BE 
CONTRADICTED BY ANY PRIOR, CONTEMPORANEOUS, OR 
SUBSEQUENT ORAL AGREEMENTS OF THE PARTIES. THERE ARE 
NO UNWRITTEN OR ORAL AGREEMENTS BETWEEN THE PARTIES, 
NOR CAN ANY UNWRITTEN OR ORAL AGREEMENTS BE MADE IN 
THE FUTURE. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement as of the date set 
forth above. 
R.E. LOANS, LLC, a California limited 
liability company 
By Its Manager: B-4 PARTNERS LLC, 
a California limit liability company 
LOAN AGMT #P0099 (3-6-07)#2 
Pend Oreille Bonner Development, LLC, a 
Nevada limited liability company 
By: Pend Oreille Bonner Development Holdings In 
By: ~;?Jc£.--
Charles W. Reeves 
Its:. President 
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EXHIBIT A 
!hJan-07 
Budget Revisions Current PrevSpent Current Prevloua TotatDnws Spent to Date Cost to 
Budget Request Draws Complete 
$800,000 $0 $800,000 $108,540 $0 $3,150 $3,150 $111,690 $688,310 
$2,100,000 ($200,000) $1,900,000 so $17,411 $77,805 $95,216 $95,216 $1,804,785 
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
$175,000 $26,061 $201,061 $201,061 $0 $0 so $201,061 $0 
$955,000 ($930,000) $25,000 $25,000 $0 $0 $0 $25,000 $0 
$2,373,000 $1,452,00 $3,825,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $3,625,000 
0 
$750,000 $0 $750,000 so $0 $0 $0 $0 $750,000 
$943,000 $414,287 $1,357,287 $0 $0 $7,287 $7,287 $7,287 $1,350,000 
$1,250,000 $2,096,65 $3,346,654 $2,446,827 $120,735 $649,827 $770,562 $3,217,389 $129,265 
4 
$876,000 $0 $876,000 $0 $0 $0 so $0 $876,000 
$750,000 so $750,000 so $163,500 $0 $163,500 $163,500 $586,500 
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 so so 
$0 $0 so $0 $0 $0 $0 so $0 
$150,000 ($150,000) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
$150,000 ($30,000) $120,000 so $0 $0 $0 $0 $120,000 
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
$300,000 $0 $300,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $300,000 
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
$600,000 $780,268 $1,380,268 $125,047 $29,391 $805,221 $834,612 $959,659 $420,609 
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
$500,000 ($500,000) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
$12,672,00 $2,959,27 $15,631,270 $2,906,475 $331,037 $1,543,290 $1,874,327 $4,780,802 $10,850,468 
0 0 
$12,000,00 $0 $12,000,000 $2,455,404 $129,874 $2,813,769 $2,943,643 $5,399,047 $6,600,953 
0 
$750,000 $254,461 $1,004,461 $679,129 $40,881 $200,332 $241,213 $920,342 $84,119 
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
$50,000 ($50,000) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
$150,000 $0 $150,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $150,000 
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
$12,950,00 $204,461 $13, 1S4,461 $3,13',533 $170,755 $3,014,101 $3,184,856 $6,319,389 $6,835,072 
0 
Page 8 of9 
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$1,080,000 
s2.ooo.ooo 
$905,000 
$950.000 
$0 
$4,750,000 
$0 
$9,685,000 
$35,307,00 
0 
$3,530,700 
$38,837,70 
0 
$14,900,00 
0 
$3,079,483 
$1,835,000 
$1,125,000 
$20,939,48 
3 
$20,693,75 
0 
$245,733 
$836,363 
$1,101,31 
4 
$0 
($201,790) 
$240,000 
$401,726 
$560,000 
$2,937,61 
3 
$6,101,34 
4 
($1,558,D1 
2) 
$4,543,33 
2 
$1,916,363 $939,665 $127,482 $371,668 $499.170 $1,438,835 
$3,101,314 $1,231,648 $125,213 $368,079 $493,292 $1,724,940 
$905,000 $536,829 $86,057 $7,566 $93,623 $630,452 
$748,210 $87,903 $34,208 $520,885 $555,093 $642,996 $240,000 $0 $0 $25,455 $25,455 $25,455 
$5,151,726 $5,151,726 $0 $0 $0 $5,151,726 
$560,000 so so $0 $0 $0 $12,622,613 $7,947,771 $372,959 $1,.293,673 $1,686,632 $9,614,403 
$41,408.344 $13,988,n9 $874,751 $5,851,064 $6,725,815 $20,714,594 
$1,972,888 
$43,381,032 
Cash on hand after current draw 
Net sales revenue after releases and commissions and prior to sales during Summer, 2007 launch 
50 @ $45,000 with 50% collected upon sale of memberships 
Page 9 of9 
$477,528 
$1,376,374 
$274,548 
$105,214 
$214,545 
$0 
$560,000 
$3,008,210 
$20,693,750 
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Date 
031151Q1 
03/16/07 
03/15/07 
03/16107 
04/09/07 
04/18/07 
05/03/07 
05107/07 
00/10107 
05/18/07 
05/21/07 
OM3/07 
05131/07 
OEl/01f07 
08/14/07 
06/14/07 
07/17107 
07/20/07 
07/30/01 
08/09/07 
08/17/07 
011123/07 
08/27/07 
09/14/07 
~A'inr~-.r;..,a111o••:,u1:~1il"',.q,.·••i • •-•-,c-;.. · l'r • .; - 1-;: -· •• 
~G11'1l'""'mi ..... r·K1P:V"'"''"'"'"~-~191w-. -~-·- ... -·.• ·:.· ~· 
POOH 
PEND OREILLE BONNER DEVELOPMENT HOLDINGS INC. 
HIDDEN LAKES 
Payment due --=1 •T or u,e Month 
Note Loan Amount: 921.Z00,000.00 
POOS9 PEND ~~ .. ,c:: PaVffltll!t 
lnltAdwnee 18, 100jj()C).OO 
PAYOOWr-1 ($138.000.00) 
PAYDOWN (1100,000.00) 
NewBal 115,eM,000.00 
DRAWA Sf ,928.095.48 
NawBal $7,490,006.41 
PAYDOWN (1831;125.00) 
New Bal SS,8!58.970.48 
DRAWS $2,0715,812,80 
NawBitl $8,937,783.28 
PAYDOWN ($240,975.00) 
Newe~ 18,898,80&.28 
PAYOOWN ($33:Z,rntOO) 
fW(OOWN ($178,600.00) 
New Sal H, 186,633.28 
PAVDOWN ~.82.5.00) 
NewBal $7,875,708.28 
PAYDOWN ($455,175.00) 
PAYOOWN ($187,000.00) 
NiirN Bal $7,233.6~.28. 
PAYOOWN (5344.250.00) 
ORAWC $407,880.18 
NewB::if $7,297, 1 G3.◄G 
PAYDOWN ($286,875.00) 
NswBal $7,010,288.49 
PAYDOWN (1573,750.00) l'RCIM TIT\.E TO BCl'IROW!I\ 
New Bal SS,438,B:sl.48 
ORAWD S949,31MU1 
Naw8al $7,385,9:W,87 
DRAWE $831,578.95 
PAVDOWN ($115,000.00) FROM TtnE TO IOMOWER 
N8W8al ts, 102,513.82 
CRAWF $4,820,044.54 
DRAWG $82,021.01 
NevtBal $12,804.S79.37 
PAYOOWN (1212,500.00) 
Newl!Sal S12,592,079.37 
ORAWH $4,335.053.24 
New Bal $1&.927,132:81 
DRAWi $109,182,95 
New Bal $17,036,295.,.fl 
PAVDOWN ($229,500.00) 
N-B•I $16,808,795.58 
PAYDOWN ($234,250.00) 
PAYOOWN ($224,216.00) 
PAYOOWN ($215,175.00) 
New Bal $'t&, 133, 1515-~5 
PAVOOWN ($140,210.00} 
N•whl $15.9112,905.56 
PAYDOWN (S 178,500.00) 
PAYDOWN (Sf 1 B,000.O0) 
New Bal S15,899,405,SfJ 
EXHIBIT 2 
PAGE 04/06 
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r 09/21107 DRAWJ "9,954.44 
New191ai 110,r::J111,~.uu 
09/28107 PAYOOWN (S470,'47S.OD) 
PAYDOWN {$5&2,275.00) 
New Bal S14, 72f,810.00 
10/01/07 PAYOOWN (M65;175,00) 
N.W8llil S 14,27, ,435.00 
1(W4/07 PAYDOW'N ($$24,029.00) 
NawBal $13,747,'10.00 
10/09/07 PAYDOWN ($353,291.00) 
New BIii S13,39'4,129.00 
10/12/07 PAYDOWN (t371,026.00) ($531,IJTIU)O) 
($309,825.00) 
New Bal $12.181,604.DO 
10/22/07 PAYDOWN ($443,700.00) 
l'fewBal 111,737,904.00 
10123/07 PA'fCOWN (SS71,025.00) 
New Bal $11,388,879.00 
11/05/0T PAYDOWN ($371,025.00) 
NewB.11 S10,nu54,00 
11/07/07 PAYCJOWN (5401,625.00) 
NewBal S10,&94,229.DO 
11/091U7 PAYDOWN (S400,917.50) 
NewBal SfO, 193,2,41 ,50 
11/13/07 PAYDOWN ($989,000.00) 
Newlal 19,224,241.50 
01107108 PAYCJOWN (S2V4,525.00) 
NawBal $8,929,718.50 
01/14/08 PAYDOWN ($15,957.34) PO102,P0103,PO104 
NewBal $8,.013, 7159.18 
02/25/08 PAYDOWN cs1a1.ooo;oo, 
PAYDOWN ($371,025,dO) 
New Bal SB,SM,734. 16 
-03/31/08 PAYDOWN (S290,030.00) 
NewBal ss.~~704.16 
04/15/08 PAY'DOWN (S290,000.00) 
NewBal $7,170. 704.16 
06/12/08 PAYDOWN ($11,220.00) P01O2,P01O3,PD104 
Naw&al $7,764,484.18 
07/18/08 PAYDOWN ($140,838.98) 
Ne-ttBel $7,621,,541:i.18 
08/01/08 PAYOOWN (SH ,220.00) P0102,P0103,P0104 
PAYDOWN ($290,000.00} 
New Bal $7,322,S2'5.13 
08f06J08 PAYDOWN ($1,100,000.00) ' ' I Arrn POHJ7 
N.twBaJ SEr, 112,325. ,a 
08/07/08 PAYDOWN ($29O,QOO.DO) 
NewBal SS,882.32.5; 1 B 
our.z,roe PA'YDO"'./N ($191).000.00} 
NewSal $5,592,325.18 
08/2.2J08 PAYDOWN {$28O,DD0.O0) 
W.WBsl SB,302,32.5, 18 $53,023.25 
Payment Due IJ9/1/0t: ffJD,15Ufl 
l'a,)lffle't Due 1t11fl06: $63,013.U 
Total DIN 10/f/DI: $113,179.83 
$5302325.18 REMDRAW go,ao 
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Loan Servicing Agreement 
Use this form when funding I loan from your PENSCO Trust Account. 
Note: You may substitute a signed copy of your Loan Servlcer's own .,,,..,,,.m for Oris form. 
I. Account / Investment Information 
~ccountHolcltr'■ Nam, ---····-··-- -···-····-··---· --·--···-··--Mlddle LMt ·-· -·-··•-· ----··----····-··-····-·-··S.u_!I!!_, .. _ ... 
i ................... ·---·Bar-na ···----··-······-·-····---·-·-···-···-··---·----~ .... ______ . ___ ._. ____ ... _ •• _ ....•. -- ... ·- ··· · 
2. loan Servicer Information 
If the Loan Servlc8r has their own loan serncho agreement, a copy signed by both the Account Holder~ the Loan Servicer may be substituted In lieu of this 
form. In either case, a loan servicing agreemenl must a1:company each DHd of TMt I Mottpge Dhctlon Letter. 
PENSCO Trust Company Is not responsible tir any loan serklng runclfon, loll1 collection, or paymen(s due on any nole. It is also not responsible for late 
payments, late fees, defiut on the note, 1111g a notice of default or any part of 1ha roreclosure p,oceas other than signing docume= the wrlllen lnstrudlon 
of the Account Holder or their OeslgnaSad Rapresenlatlve. For this reason. we require that a loan se,vfclng agreement be for au loans funded by a 
PENSCO Trust Account You may use this fonn as your loan 88MClng agreement. or you may furnish a oopy of an agreemen provided by your loan servicei. 
~ The Loan ServiCer can be an Independent agent/broker or the note can be serviced by the Account Holder. 
If tht Account Holder services Vie note, write 'Stl' In lh• 0 Loa, Servicer" lleld befow. 
r, The Loan Servicer agrees to forward promptly lo PENSCO Trust Company all payments received for this note and record all payments received from lhe 
bom>wer. In addition, the Loan Servicer wil alow all parties to review these records upon request. On all loans, and palticularty on amortized 
loans, the Loan Setvlcer wl keep track of cumtnt balance owed. 
i,1 PENSCO Trust Company must be advised Immediately upon any default by the borrower on this note or default on any note or encumbrance relallng to 
the note's security lnltrumenL 
1i1 In the event of a default, the Loan Servicer agrees to lake immediate acllon to con-ect the default. 
L' All funds received for lhls loan bY. the Loan Servicer wll not be commlngled with &ny other funds. 
&1 Loan Servfcer 81J888 to provide borrower with a mortgage Interest statement for tax JUP088S as required. 
•• Loan Servicer agrees to prepare or arrange for the preparation of any demand for payoff or request ror the re-conveyance or this loan, upon request of the 
borrower. . 
The original Note and Deed of Trust/Mort9119e, must be made payable to: 
~ For IRAa: PENSCO Tt'ust Company CUstodl.,, FBO 'Account Halder Name' IRA 'PENSCO Account ti' 
~ For Solo(k)s: PENSCO Trust Company Custodian of 'Plan Name' FBO 'Acco1111t Holder Name~ 'PENSCO Account#' 
All borrower checks must be payable to "PENSCO Trust FBO 'Account Holder Nam, or Plan Name,' Account #" on the payee line. 
Make sur" to: 
;ii Include note name in memo field/check voucher. 
:v.'.i Include payment breakdown (interest, princli,al, ate.) In memo field/check voucher. 
Loan ServloarCont1otFlflfN1me .. ··-·· .•..• - .. ___ .... --·--·---···--· Mlddl• L•t. ---······-·-··-·---·-----··-·-·-··--·----·· .. ··---·--·~ff!!i. ...... 1 
-• •- •·-•••- •••-••-•----• - • •• ••-• •-- ·•- --••---••-• •--••••---- ------••-••••,.. ••••-·--•-- ••-----•os•"-•• -•- --•-• •- ••• • 
,Loan Seivlce, Comp~ny Name (lfanrL._ ... - ··-····-·-· .... --"-··--·--·----- ·--··-·--···--- -·-·---·· -··--· __ -··-···-
1 ........... ---·····•-Ba-r-K-.Inc-w---····--•···· .. -··-··--··-·-----·--.. --... ---·------·••·· ·········-----···--··· · ·-· 
Addren[ .::::::: :.:::::. 201 .• Laf 9tat..t.e....ci:ccle...:.=:=:.~.=-::::=-··---.. ·=--·-·---·· -:=·:.-:-.::::::· .. -::::::'.:·- ··:::·-~·=. · .. _ · 1 
City L_ .. ·-· --··· ··Lafaye-t-te-••·-.. ---· --·---··· -·-- ·---·-=1 Stale G;::l Zip Code L.~---.J ··· [_ ...... -·· .J 
Primary Phone# Fax# 
i •• ·~;5 .. ] C~-;~J-C:.i;.-;.~:-.] L#~] Cia,;:J-[338-5 .. _J 
3. Authorization 
AUTHORIZED BY: ( O Account Holdar 
· 1?( Aooount's Dnlgnated Reprnentatln 
TF-LSA·03• 1106 
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Deed of Trust / Mortgage Direction Letter 
Terms Defined: 
r-1 The "IRA Owner" or "Solo(k) Participant" are referred to as: "Account Holdet' 
~ "IRA" or "Solo(k) Plan" are referred to as: "Accounr 
I. Ac.count / Investment Information PENSCOJruit[- · ··- •··• ·-·-- ·] Account .. N.G0.05-.-.... _ . 
Account Hold1r'1 Name Mlddl• Lui Suffix 
i ·········--· ••. Barney·----------··------·--·-- Wg -----·---·-···--·--·--··· - ------·· ......... ] 
Thia loan Information applies to Account Holder's Investment amount: 
IPwcenltgeofOwHrlhlpl ,°:tlarAmout\t ··-··--· --··, 1~eltR1t, --, [IWur!f.'Dllt,!_ .. [·---·--·--] .. 100 ... _ .. .. ~i t! .. ...2+20.0...._0rul .... 0O ..... -•-·-·-' u.2 _ _. _.__J L._ __ J __________ 24 months from fu 
Borrowor'I J.Jipdi t Fund. $2,430,000 • 00 Mlddle Lui Monlll Day Ynr Sllfflx 
. . . ·- .... .:e~nd ·.o '~ill.e ---·- __ ···-·--··-·····-----·------···----··--·---··---·-... -.-· --·-·····-·-· ·······--··_] 
Borrower'• Tax ID a 1,1 Deed of Truet Amount 2nd Deed ofTru■tAmount e,i:row Number IOldtr II, Filt #, Al'N #J 
L~.·o·~:. J c;; ::I C~.-:=J ff_-2. .. ,5m.J.l·~] [}:~ 4 miJJion.J [2.39iii-.L-----·····7 
:,~:~~!,ir:~~~~o~~] + .,,erll1 [(~~:.iz~Mii:._o_oJ = Tolll Monthly Payment [~:~Iz,)oQ .. ~r-~=J 
2. funding Instructions 
The original Note and Deed of Truat/Mortgage, must be made vested II follows: 
•
1 For IRAs: PENSCO Trust Company Custodian FBO !Account Holder Name' IRA 'PENSCO Account#' 
!II For Solo(k)a: PENSCO Trust Company Cualodlan of 'Plan Name' FBO 'Account Holder Name', 'PENSCO Account#' 
Documenta n1qulred by PENSCO Trust: . 
1. Deed of Trustlllortpg• Direction Letter: Authorizes PENSCO Trust to fund lhe loan rrom your self-4Irected Acoount. Both ttle Account Holder and 
loan seNlcer must sign. lnfonnatlon requested applies lo your po,tion of Iha loan. 
2. Loan Strvlclnf Agreamtnt: PENSCO Trust does not se,vlce any loans (Le., track loan payments, h~ defaults, forecJosun,s, etc.). You may use 
elher 1he loan servlcer's own agreement or lie Loan 5elYlclnf Ag,nment form provided by PENSCO Trust. Both Account Holder and the 
loan servicer must sign. 
3. Paym,nt Md Fumlfng lnsftudlona: Use 1h11 form to Indicate whether we are funding via wire or check. 
4. Copy of llklte and Deed of Trust/Mortgage: Make sure bolh are vested correctly (see aboW). If It is a mufti-beneficiary note (more than one lender) 
then the loan servicer maintains the original documen1s. If a sole beneficiary note Q.e., Ute Aec:ount Is the sole lender), then PENSCO Trust maintains 
the original documents, 
5. Escrow Instructions: Either from the broker or escrow/tlUe company, 
3. Authorization 
I understand Iha! I am ,esponaible (and PENSCO Trust Company and PENSCO, Inc. are not responslbla) for safecllng and revlewtng lhe above lnveslmenl(s) and tor delermlnlng 
lhe sullablllly, nalura, vaue, rlik, safely and merll.t ot any ln*lmenl(a) ll18t I aulhorlze PENSCO Trlllt to make for my Acc011nt. 
I undet8tand that PENSCO Trust Company and PEHSCO Inc. nei1her endorse nor recommend the above i11V881ment, and I lhererore release and hold PENSCO Trust company 
and PENSCO Inc. harmless from all claims arising out or making such lnvestmenls. 
I agree lhal any dispute AIQerdlng this Investment allall be aubmllled to bllldlng arbi11a11an at JAMS in Boslon, MA or San Francisco, CA at PENSCO Tll/lflJ ciscrelloo, aad the 
prevaing pmty shal be endtled lo recover al 1eQa1 fees. reasonable coals and &lqle!IMS. These sball be In adltllon to aRy awatd of dsma!le or any other relef towhlch \he piewll-
lng party Is entitled. 
I represent lhal lhe above lnveslmenl Is not a prohlbilad lranuctlon. as dallnad In the Internal Revenue Code and IRS Md Department of Labo, regulallons. 
I agree to foUoW any guidelines applicable to flla lnvaatment guldellnes as may be required by PENSCO Tru&l. 
Acl:ount Holder Printed N of Authorlilng f THORIZED BY: Barney Ng 1 AccoUTit', DHl11111ted R1pr11entaflve .. =,!.4.~~~~4--.!:. __ ..:::::~ ...... ====--------
TF-OTM-03-1106 
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R«NteCcde: PU-PO 
Payment and funding Instructions (lffundlng an Investment, use this in conjunction with our Investment Authorization Form) 
A STOP PAYMENT CANNOT BE PLACED UNTIL 4 BUSINESS DAYS HAVE ELAPSED FROM THE ISSUANCE OF THE ORIGINAL CHECK. 
I. Account / Payment Information PENSCOrructl---·-·--··-- ··1 
AcQnant# -NG00-3------- . 
Account Holder•• Ffret Name Mfddlt La,t Suffix 
f... -- - ... .B.arn.e.y__________________ Ng -··---··--··--.,--- -----·-· ...... - ____ J 
!~-' ... 1 r·· · ----··1--[-··-i· ···-]- ~.or,-,.,y,t _____________ J u~·:re-nre·----- -, 
,_ 925. .. __ , ... 2.83___ .. lZ.7.______ L___ Investment _____________ _ ______________ J 
e.g. °Melllblrlhlp In LLC," "Plln:lllse ~ • '&ptllse Payinellt") Ea®w #, APN f, ln¥Olce #, PGl!cy#, AccoU111 # 
lilame of fnveslment (I.e. llaffllJof .an!. LLC, LP or (}Co,p) _____________ ----------··-·--···---·· ·--_ [A'!~"!!. Q ··•·· · •· • ·· OQ- : 
-- .... ·--·-- --·-·-··----···-··- --·----·------------···-··· ·---··---·-.J ~ 2. zo ,OOQ., .. -·' 
2. Payee Information Credit Fund Only $2,430,000.0( 
Payee•• N•me __________ ··-· --·-····----·--···-·-··-·· _________ P~~?.'.3:i~ .. !..:1-!e_~~~~- -~~llec ted j n Ef 
l ...... - ... . .B9 r-K Inc.-··- __ ·- __ --· ·-·-·-·::=:=::.:::::::=--:::::.=:::·-- ·-· __________ ---·--·· _____________ .... 
Addr$Ss;' __ -_·~-~--20.L.Laf.a;:ti1..tt~_~rc...le~---.:_==··--·-·-·-:···-==-~-=~-~=-~=~~~ =-=~~~=-::.=~~---=·-] 
City I.. .. -·-·····•Laf-aye-1.-te-----········ ---····- ···---··------·- .. ::=J Sl•lo [C§.] ZlpCDda[~--~~~~5{f~] -' 
3. Funding Instructions Salectmathod 
0 VIA WIRE (lNb lnflMlkm, muatl!I dQQmtobJdbctt $30 fea for wir11) 
SanlcName 
r ·: --~-~~- -_·-_ ~---~---~~=--~-:~~-=-===-.-::.·=---=-=~~~--~~=J 
BankAddrHt 
.. --~~~-~~-~~:~--~-=-:=-~-~=-~~~--~~---·····-··---·-· -----~:] 
?'1---·- ... --·-··-· ----·------·-1 [~ l [~Code -·---·-1 
'•• •♦--- •~!M•·--·----------•.0~~-•~_J ___ __J -0,-•••-· 
Phone# 
r ··. ~~--:~.J _· ~~~~~-~~-.J --c·~-~~-=-] 
ABA/Routing# f _·····-····---···- · ----···- ·-· · ---~ 
Bank Account# L ~~:_··-~-~--=~--=---~-=-~~-=:. -··--.. -==~=] 
01herln•tr11clton, ________________ _ 
:£) VIA CHECK (!'O fee for regular mall 111d pl~t-11p opllons, $18 fee !01 ovemlUhl mal) 
Ch,ckOn•: 
0 Plck•Up By:,,..,..,....,..,.,---------------
Prtlled Nlme 
Slg!IUlre (upon p!Gk-up) 
0 Mall Chegk to P1yt11 Addrt" (above) 
0 MIii Check to: 
ifii Ovemfgh1Ct11,k to Abov11Atldr111 (Physlca1Add111$$ only: Fee $18) 
4 . AU th Ori za ti On Muet be 11rtholll1dlly tither th, AC$ount Holcl1r o, 1 Dt1lgn1ltd Rtprt11ntatlva for the Account on file with PENSCO Trust Company. 
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EXHIBIT 53683 
Loan No. P0107 
LOAN AGREEMENT 
TIIIS LOAN AGREEMENT ("this Agreement'') is dated as of August I, 2008, and is 
entered into by and between MORTGAGE FUND '08 LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company ("Lender"), and Pend Oreille Bonner Development, LLC, a Nevada limited liability 
company ("Borrower"). 
RECITALS 
A. Borrower is the owner of the real property described in the Mortgage referred to 
below ("Property"). 
B. Lender has agreed to make a loan (the "Loan") to Borrower in the principal amount 
of $21,980,000. Borrower is about to execute a promissory note (the "Note") to evidence the 
Loan and a mortgage (the "Mortgage") against the real property (the "Property") described in 
the Mortgage to secure the Loan. Both the Note and the Mortgage are of even date herewith. 
C. This Agreement is intended to govern the disbursement procedures that will be 
followed by the parties with reference to the proceeds of the Loan evidenced by the Note and 
Mortgage, as well as other issues. 
AGREEMENT 
NOW, THEREFORE, the parties agree as follows: 
I. INITIAL FUNDING. At the time the Loan evidenced by the Note and Mortgage 
closes, Lender shall deposit into escrow, or pay directly, the amounts called for by the 
BORROWER'S FUNDING AUTHORIZATION AND AGREEMENT signed by Borrower of 
even date herewith. The parties acknowledge that, per the BORROWER'S FUNDING 
AUTHORIZATION AND AGREEMENT, PENSCO TRUST CO., custodian fbo BARNEY NG 
will deposit the moneys therein described into escrow. The parties further acknowledge that at 
closing the sum of $12,257,174.82 will be unfunded under the provisions of the Loan, and this 
Agreement is intended to govern $12,257,174.82 in additional Loan proceeds potentially 
available to Borrower under the terms of this Agreement. 
2. DISCRETIONARY FURTHER FUNDING. The parties acknowledge that Lender's 
ability to fund this Loan beyond what it funds at closing per the BORROWER'S FUNDING 
AUTHORIZATION AND AGREEMENT is dependent upon a number of factors including but 
not limited to Lender's obligations to other borrowers and Lender's obligations to its investors. 
Borrower agrees that if Lender determines, in its sole and absolute discretion, that it is unable to 
fund all or any portion of this Loan beyond what it funds at the initial closing per the 
BORROWER'S FUNDING AUTHORIZATION AND AGREEMENT, such determination and 
failure to fund shall not constitute a breach of any of Lender's obligations under this Agreement 
or any other documents evidencing this Loan. 
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3. LOAN COMMISSIONS. As and when the remaining $12,257,174.82 in Loan 
proceeds are drawn down by Borrower, Borrower shall pay Bar K, Inc. a loan brokerage 
commission equal to seven percent (7%) of the amount of each draw actually funded, not to 
exceed the sum of$777,000 in the aggregate. These commissions shall be deducted from the 
amount of each draw actually funded at the time of funding by Lender, and paid by Lender 
directly to Bar K, Inc. By way of example, if Borrower draws down $100,000 in loan proceeds, 
Lender will disburse $93,000 to Borrower and $7,000 to Bar K, Inc. No loan brokerage 
commissions shall be due or payable on any portion of the remaining Loan proceeds not actually 
drawn down by Borrower. 
4. INTEREST RESERVE. Subject to the provisions of paragraph 2 of this Agreement, 
Lender shall fund and pay, on a monthly basis, from the funds on deposit in the Development 
Account (as defined below) or from the funds allocated as an interest reserve in the budget set 
forth below, the MONTHLY INSTALLMENT of interest that accrues on the Note and the 
INCLUDED NOTES (as defined in the Note) as and when the same becomes due and payable. 
Notwithstanding the generality of the foregoing, Borrower acknowledges and agrees that it shall 
be obligated to pay the MONTHLY INSTALLMENT of interest accruing under the Note and the 
INCLUDED NOTES from Borrower's own funds (i.e., not from the Development Account or 
the interest reserve) after the Development Account and interest reserve have been exhausted, or 
at any time that Borrower is in default under any provision of this Agreement, the Note, the 
Mortgage, or any other agreement between Lender and Borrower. 
5. USE OF LOAN PROCEEDS. Borrower covenants and agrees that, subject to the 
provisions of paragraph 2 of this Agree~ent, it shall use the proceeds of the Loan to pay for the 
costs identified in the budget set forth below, with no more than $10,000 per month allocated to 
Borrower's home office general and administrative expenses, and for no other purpose without 
Lender's prior written consent, in Lender's sole discretion. 
Description 
Roads 
Water/sewer 
Water tank 
Landscaping 
Engineering 
Clearing 
Dry utilities 
Highway 200/tunnel 
Golf tunnel 
Golf course 
Club amenities 
Marketing 
General/administrative 
Lien payoffs and Accounts Payable 
Interest Reserve 
Future points on draws 
Total Budget 
$ 900,000 
800,000 
200,000 
75,000 
75,000 
50,000 
175,000 
500,000 
275,000 
850,000 
2,500,000 
653,087 
300,000 
3,130,661 
1,200,000 
812,000 
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Total Potential Draws $12,495,748 
The parties acknowledge that to the extent that the above budget exceed the amount 
available to Borrower under the provisions of this Agreement ($12,257,174.82), they 
expect that funds available to Borrower in the Development Account (as defined below) 
should be more than adequate to cover any shortfall. 
6. DISBURSEMENT OF FUNDS. Commencing no sooner than 30 days after Loan 
closing, and subject to the provisions of paragraph 2 of this Agreement, the Loan proceeds shall 
be disbursed to Borrower at any time and from time to time, in draws of not less than 
$50,000.00, based upon draw requests which describe the development work completed for 
which payment is due and for which the draw is sought. Each draw request shall be in writing 
and contain a detailed budget setting forth the intended use of the funds on a line by line and 
vendor by vendor basis. It shall be Borrower's responsibility to obtain mechanic's lien releases, 
in the standard form, as and when Borrower pays design professionals or o~er vendors 
providing labor, equipment, or materials to the Property. If required by Lender as a condition to 
any draw, Borrower shall provide reasonable written verification (including copies of cleared or 
pending checks) that funds previously drawn have been used for the purpose intended, and that 
Borrower has obtained proper mechanic's lien releases. 
7. DRAW REQUESTS. The disbursement of the loan proceeds by Lender, subject to 
the provisions of paragraph 2 of this Agreement, shall be made within fifteen business days after 
Lender receives: (i) a written draw request from Borrower, and if requested by Lender (ii) 
written verification that funds previously drawn have been used for the purpose intended, and 
(iii) written verification that Borrower has obtained proper mechanic's lien releases. Written 
draw requests shall be sent via fax or mail to: 
MORTGAGE FUND '08 LLC 
Attn: Barney Ng 
201 Lafayette Circle 
Lafayette, CA 94549 
Facsimile: (925) 283-8885 
Telephone (925) 283-1771 
8. JOINT CHECKS. If required by Lender, the loan proceeds may be disbursed by 
check(s) made payable to Borrower and/or any contractor, materialmen, or laborer providing 
labor, equipment, or materials to the Property. 
9. EFFECTS OF DEFAULT. Lender shall not be required to make any disbursement of 
the loan proceeds while Borrower is in default under any provision of this Agreement, the Note, 
the Mortgage, or any other agreement between Lender and Borrower. 
10. CONDffiONS TO FUNDING LOAN. As a condition to the disbursement of any 
draw Lender may require the title company that insured the priority of the Mortgage to issue 
endorsements (at Borrower's sole cost and expense) to Lender's title insurance policy insuring 
the continued unimpaired priority of the Mortgage, insuring that no mechanic's liens (which 
have not been removed by way of the recordation of a mechanic's lien release or a mechanic's 
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lien release bond) have been recorded against the Property, and insuring that all taxes and 
assessments applicable to the Property are paid current Lender shall have no obligation to fund 
draw requests i( in Lender's reasonable judgment, the balance of the loan proceeds in Lender's 
possession (including, without limitation, funds in the Development Account, proceeds from the 
Founders Program, and the proceeds of any loan Borrower may obtain on the lake front parcels) 
are inadequate to complete the construction of the improvements to be constructed by Borrower 
on the Property; and in this event, within 10 days of written demand, Borrower shall deposit in 
the Development Account sufficient funds to cover the completion of construction taking into 
account the anticipated costs to complete construction as well as the remaining balance of the 
loan proceeds that Lender is holding. 
11. THREE SELLER CARRY-BACK NOTES AND SELLER CARRY-BACK DEEDS 
OF TRUST. 
a. Borrower acknowledges that it previously sold three lots commonly described 
as Marketing Lot A6 - Lot 7, Block 2; Marketing Lot D3 -Lot 4, Block 9; and Marketing Lot 
Nl -Lot 16, Block 2, and that Borrower carried back three promissory notes ("Seller Carry-
Back Notes"), each secured by a deed of trust from the buyer of these three lots ("Seller 
Carry-Back Deeds of Trust''). Borrower further acknowledges that it previously assigned the 
Seller Carry-Back Notes and Seller Carry-Back Deeds of Trust to R.E. Loans, LLC, as 
collateral securing a prior loan from R.E. Loans, LLC to Borrower. 
b. Borrower agrees that if and when the loan in favor of R.E. Loans, LLC is paid 
off, R.E. Loans, LLC shall assign these three Seller Carry-Back Notes and Deeds of Trust to 
Lender as additional personal property collateral securing the Loan. 
c. The value of the Seller Carry-Back Notes will NOT be credited to principal or 
interest due under Borrower's Note to Lender unless and until Lender receives actual 
payments of cash from the makers of the Seller Carry-Back Notes. Payments on the Seller 
Carry-Back Notes, when received by Lender, will be credited to Borrower's Note to Lender as 
follows; 
i. As the maker of a Seller Cany-Back Note makes a payment of principal 
or interest to Lender on a Seller Carry-Back Note, Lender will treat that 
payment as a payment of principal on Borrower's Note to Lender. 
ii. Subject to Lender's obligation to credit payments received by Lender 
from the makers of the Seller Carry Back Notes as provided in 
subparagraph (i) immediately above, in any foreclosure of the Mortgage 
from Borrower to Lender, no value is to be attnbuted to the unpaid 
portion of the Seller Carry-Back Notes. 
iii. If Borrower defaults and Lender (or an affiliate or assignee of Lender) 
forecloses, or if Lender (or an affiliate or assignee of Lender) acquires 
the Property by deed in lieu of foreclosure, then Lender (or its affiliate 
or assignee) shall be entitled to retain each of the Seller Carry-Back 
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Notes and Seller Carry-Back Deeds of Trust with no further obligations 
to Borrower with reference thereto. 
d. If Borrower voluntarily pays off Borrower's Note to Lender in full, then Lender 
will promptly reassign the Seller Carry-Back Notes and Seller Carry-Back Deeds of Trust to 
Borrower, without recourse. 
12. PARTIAL RELEASE CLAUSE. At any time and from time to time, provided that 
there is no uncured default under the provisions of the Mortgage, the Note, or any other 
agreement between Borrower and Lender, and further provided that no bankruptcy petition has 
been filed by or against Borrower or Borrower's successor in interest in the Property, Borrower 
shall be entitled to the partial release of the lien of the Mortgage over the residential lots 
comprising the Property provided that Borrower has complied with all of the following 
conditions: 
a. That any proposed deed of partial reconveyance complies in all respects with 
any laws pertaining to the subdivision ofreal property, and that the Property that continues to be 
encumbered by the Mortgage also complies in all respects with such laws. 
b. If requested by Lender, Borrower shall cause the title company that insured 
the priority of the Mortgage to issue a CL TA 116. 7 Endorsement ( or its Idaho equivalent, if 
available) to its title insurance policy for that portion of the Property that will continue to be 
encumbered by the Mortgage following recordation of the partial reconveyance. 
c. If requested by Lender, Borrower shall cause the title company that insured 
the priority of the Mortgage to issue a CLTA 111.1 Endorsement (or its Idaho equivalent, if 
available) to its title insurance policy. 
d. That Borrower shall pay any and all expenses associated with the processing 
of deeds of partial reconveyance. Lender shall cooperate with any escrow company or title 
insurance company in providing the paperwork needed to process deeds of partial reconveyance. 
e. That the location, size and configuration of the lots, units, or parcels to be 
released is such that the value of the remainder to the Property to be encumbered by the 
Mortgage will not be impaired and will adequately secure the repayment of the Note, in Lender's 
sole and absolute discretion. 
f. That all interest and other charges (including property taxes) secured by the 
Mortgage be paid current as of the date of partial release. 
g. That each lot is sold in an arms length transaction for cash at a purchase price 
that is consistent with the fair market value of the lot. Prior to the close of any sale of a lot 
Borrower shall cause the escrow closing agent to provide Lender with an estimated closing 
statement, for Lender's written approval, showing the actual consideration to be paid by the 
buyer of the lot, with a detailed breakdown of all anticipated costs of sale. 
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h. That the greater of (i) $115,000.00 per "cabin lot" or $290,000 per "single 
family lot," or (ii) 85% of the gross sales price1 for each lot, is paid to Lender in consideration 
for the reconveyance of the lot from the lien of the Mortgage. These moneys shall be credited or 
administered as provided by the next subparagraph of this paragraph of this Agreement. If 
required by R.E. Loans, LLC, the holder of the INCLUDED NOTE (as defined in the Note), 
until the note in favor of R. E. Loans, LLC is paid in full this payment may be made directly to 
R.E. Loans, LLC in lieu of Lender, in which case it shall be administered in accordance with the 
provisions of the loan agreement between Borrower and R.E. Loans, LLC. 
i. Provided that there is no default under the provisions of this Agreement, the 
Note, the Mortgage, or any other agreement between Lender and Borrower, the proceeds of sale 
referred to in preceding subparagraph of this Agreement, when received by Lender, shall applied 
by Lender as follows: the minimum release price set forth above ($115,000 or $290,000) shall be 
applied to the pay down of the principal balance of the Note2, and any excess above the 
minimum will be deposited by Lender into an interest bearing bank account referred to below 
(the "Development Account") under the control of Lender, with the interest on such account to 
be added to the Development Account. Except as set forth below, funds in the Development 
Account shall NOT be credited to the principal sum due on the Note. To the extent that there are 
funds available in the Development Account, Lender agrees to use these funds to first pay any 
interest due on the Note or the INCLUDED NOTE, and Lender shall also make these funds 
available to Borrower to pay for the cost of construction on the Property (i.e., funds in the 
Development Account may be drawn out by Borrower, in lieu of drawing the proceeds of the 
Loan, using the same procedure that would be applicable to a draw of the proceeds of the Loan). 
At any time that Borrower is in default under the provisions of this Agreement, the Note, the 
Mortgage, or any other agreement between Lender and Borrower, Lender shall have the right, 
but not the obligation, to use all or any portion of the funds in the Development Account to fully 
or partially cure such default, it being understood that the funds in the Development Account 
shall be deemed additional personal property collateral securing the Note. At any time that 
Borrower is not in default under the provisions of this Agreement, the Note, the Mortgage, or 
any other agreement between Lender and Borrower, Borrower shall have the right to require 
Lender to use all or any portion of the funds in the Development Account to pay interest or 
principal due under the Note or the INCLUDED NOTE. If moneys are on deposit in the 
Development Account when the Note is paid in full, then such moneys including interest shall be 
promptly refunded to Borrower. If, at any time, the funds in the Development Account exceed 
the amount necessary to fully pay off the Note, Borrower shall have the right to require Lender 
to fully pay off the Note and remit any excess funds to Borrower; in which case Lender shall 
have no further obligation to fund any portion of any un-disbursed loan proceeds. Borrower and 
Lender acknowledge that each will benefit by the agreement set forth above in that Borrower 
may be able to construct the improvements on the Property using profit from the sale of the lots 
and thus avoid drawing down all of the loan proceeds and paying loan commissions and interest 
1 The remaining 15% of the gross sales price shall be applied by Borrower to cover its costs of sale, escrow and 
title charges, commissions, and like expenses, with any excess to be retained by Borrower. 
2 Until the INCLUDED NOTE (as defined in the Note) in favor of R. E. Loans, LLC is paid in 
full, this payment may be made directly to R.E. Loans, LLC in lieu of Lender, thus reducing the 
unpaid principal balance of both the Note and the INCLUDED NOTE in like amount. 
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on all or a portion of the loan proceeds, and Lender will benefit by having a lower loan to value 
ratio. Nothing contained herein is intended to excuse Borrower from its obligation to pay the 
interest under the Note to the extent that funds are not available in the Development Account. 
j. The parties acknowledge that Borrower and R.E. Loans, LLC previously 
opened an interest bearing bank account (the "Development Account'') at Wells Fargo Bank in 
Borrower's name. Until the INCLUDED NOTE in favor of R. E. Loans, LLC is paid in full the 
Development Account shall be administered in accordance with the provisions of the loan 
agreement between Borrower and R.E. Loans, LLC. After the INCLUDED NOTE in favor of 
R.E. Loans, LLC is paid in full the Development Account shall be administered in accordance 
with the provisions of this Agreement. Any bank interest earned on the Development Account 
shall be added to the Development Account and belong to Borrower. The parties shall execute a 
DEPOSIT ACCOUNT AGREEMENT and any other docwnents required by the bank to open 
and administer the Development Account. The funds on deposit in the Development Account 
will be maid available to borrower in accordance with the provisions of the previous 
subparagraph of this Agreement Until disbursed, but subject to the rights of R.E. Loans, LLC, 
the funds on deposit in the Development Account shall be deemed additional personal property 
collateral, as defined by the security agreement provisions of the Mortgage securing the 
repayment of the Note. Borrower acknowledges that the rate of interest to be paid by the 
bank on the funds on deposit in the Development Account will be substantially less than the 
rate of interest set forth in the Note. 
13. CLUB MEMBERSHIPS. Borrower acknowledges that it may sell memberships in 
the Golf Club with the sale of a lot or separate and apart form the sale of a lot. Borrower agrees 
that the proceeds of sale of Golf Memberships shall be deposited in the Development Account. 
Lender agrees that Borrower may withdrawal Golf Membership funds on deposit in the 
Development Account on the same basis and for the same purposes as the other funds on deposit 
in the Development Account. Upon Lender's receipt of the proceeds of sale of Golf 
Memberships, Lender will issue a UCC-3 release of lien at to the applicable membership. 
14. SUBORDINATION. Lender agrees to subordinate the lien of the Mortgage, as it 
relates to the Lake Front Lots only (aka Parcels 22, 23, and 24 of The Title Commitment dated 
May 15, 2008 (Fifth Commitment) issued by First American Title Company under Order number 
23 921 7-S), to the lien of a mortgage or mortgages encumbering the Lake Front Lots in favor of 
an institutional lender or lenders securing a loan or loans whose collective principal amount may 
not exceed $11,000,000 (including the existing indebtedness on the Lake Front Lots), the 
proceeds of which Borrower shall only use to pay for the improvement and development of 
Property, including, at Borrower's election, development of the Lake Front Lots, as well as the 
new lender's interest, fees, and charges. 
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15. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS. 
a. All obligations contained in this Agreement, the Note, the Mortgage, and any 
other document which affects the loan shall be deemed joint and several, and the invalidity or 
unenforceability of any one or more of the provisions shall not invalidate the others. 
b. Lender, through its officers, agents, contractors, or employees, will have the 
right at any time, without notice to Borrower, to ent.er the Property and inspect the improvements 
and the work being done by Borrower. 
c. Any waiver by Lender of any provision of this Agreement shall be in writing 
and shall be effective only to the extent specifically set forth in such writing and shall have no 
force and effect on any other provision. No waiver may be implied from Lender's failure to take, 
or delay in taking, any action concerning any default or from any previous waiver of any similar 
or unrelated default. 
d. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties as to the 
matters contained herein and supersedes all prior discussion, negotiations, and agreements, 
whether oral or written. Any amendment to this Agreement must be in writing and signed by the 
parties before it will be effective. · 
e. This Agreement inures to the benefit of, and is binding on, the parties, their 
respective heirs, personal representatives, successors, and assigns. 
f. The captions heading the various paragraph headings in this Agreement are 
for convenience and shall not be construed so as to limit, expand, or define the contents of the 
respective paragraphs. 
g. The masculine, feminine, or neuter gender and the singular and the plural 
number shall each be considered to include the other whenever the context requires. 
h. In the event of litigation under the provisions of this Agreement, the 
prevailing party shall be entitled to recover its attorney's fees and costs of suit. 
i. This Agreement shall be interpreted according to its fair meaning, and not in 
favor of or against any party as the drafter of any particular provision. 
j. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the 
laws of the state in within which the real property eµcwnbered by the Mortgage is located, 
without regard to any conflict of laws or principles. 
k. No representation, warranty, or recommendation is made by either party or 
their brokers or respective agents, employees, or attorneys regarding the legal sufficiency, legal 
effect of this Agreement or the transaction, and each signatory is advised to submit this 
Agreement to its attorney .before signing it. 
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I. All of Lender's rights and remedies provided in this Agreement or in any of 
the other loan documents are cumulative and may be exercised by Lender at any time. Lender's 
exercise of any right or remedy will not constitute a cure of any default unless all sums then due 
to Lender are paid current and Borrower has cured all other default under the provisions of this 
Agreement, the Note, the Mortgage, and any other agreements between the parties. 
m. This Agreement is made and entered into for the sole protection and benefit of 
the parties and their successors and assigns, and no other person will have any right of action or 
any rights to funds at any time on deposit with Lender. 
n. Borrower irrevocably appoints Lender as its agent (the agency being coupled 
with an interest) to file or record any notices of completion, cessation of labor, or any other 
notice that Lender deems necessary or desirable to protect its interests. 
o. Borrower acknowledges, understands, and agrees as follows: (i) the 
relationship between Borrower and Lender is, and will at all times remain, solely that of debtor 
and creditor, and Lender neither undertakes nor assumes any responsibility for or duty to 
Borrower to select, review, inspect, supervise, pass judgment on, or inform Borrower of the 
quality, adequacy, or suitability of any construction undertaken by Borrower on the Property; (ii) 
Lender owes no duty of care to protect Borrower against negligent, faulty, inadequate, or 
defective building or construction; and (iii) Lender will not be responsible or liable to Borrower 
for any loss or damage of any kind to person or property whether suffered by Borrower or any 
other person for negligent, faulty, inadequate, or defective building or construction, and 
Borrower will hold Lender harmless from any liability, loss, or damage for these things. 
p. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, each of which shall be 
deemed an original, and said collective counterparts shall together constitute one agreement, 
binding all of the parties, notwithstanding that all of the parties are not signatory to the same 
counterparts. For all purposes, including, without- limitation, recordation, filing, and delivery, 
duplicate unexecuted and unacknowledged pages of the counterparts may be discarded and the 
remaining pages may be assembled as one document. 
q. Lender and Borrower waive any right to trial by jury with respect to any 
action or proceeding between Borrower and Lender relating this Agreement, the Note, the 
Mortgage, or any other agreement between the parties. The parties agree that this Agreement 
constitutes a written consent to waiver of trial by jury and a copy of this Agreement may be 
deposited with the clerk of the court by either party to evidence the consent of the parties to this 
waiver. 
REMAINDER OF PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFf BLANK 
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THE UNDERSIGNED ACKNOWLEDGE(S) AND UNCONDITIONALLY 
AGREE(S) THAT THE WRITTEN AGREEMENTS AND DOCUMENTS 
PREPARED BY LENDER AND EXECUTED BY BORROWER(S) AND 
LENDER REPRESENT THE FINAL AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE 
PARTIES. THE WRITTEN LOAN DOCUMENTS MAY NOT BE 
CONTRADICTED BY ANY PRIOR, CONTEMPORANEOUS, OR 
SUBSEQUENT ORAL AGREEMENTS OF THE PARTIES. THERE ARE 
NO UNWRITTEN OR ORAL AGREEMENTS BETWEEN THE PARTIES, 
NOR CAN ANY UNWRITTEN OR ORAL AGREEMENTS BE MADE IN 
THE FUTURE. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement as of the date set 
forth above. 
MORTGAGE FUND '08 LLC, 
a Delaware limited liability company 
By Its Manager: THE MORTGAGE FUND 
LLC, a California limited liability company 
PEND OREILLE BONNER 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Nevada limited 
liability Company 
By: PEND OREILLE BONNER 
DEVELOPMENT HOLDING, INC., a Nevada 
corporation, its managing member 
.,~_~:~ /.7 ~o 
By:-....:~=-------"./~-=------
Charles W. Reeves, President 
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BARK, INC. 
Loan Broker 
201 Lafayette Circle, 2nd Floor 
Lafayette, CA 94 549 
Telephone (925) 283-1771 
FAX (925) 283-8885 
ESCROW INSTRUCTIONS DATED AUGUST 1, 2008 
ESCROWffITLE LOAN 
First American Title Company Loan No. P0I06 & P0107 
Attn: Casey Linscott, Escrow Officer 
419 N. Second Ave. BORROWER: Pend Oreille Bonner 
Sandpoint ID 83864 Development Holdings, Inc. 
Tele: 208/263-6833 
Fax: 208/263-5890 PROPERTY: Various 
Order or Commitment No. 239217-S 
The following documents (hereinafter "Itcm(s)") are deposited with you as escrow agent 
for MORTGAGE FUND '08 LLC ("MF08") and PENSCO TRUST CO., custodian tbo 
BARNEY NG («Pensco") (collectively "LENDERS"), and LENDERS' authorized agent BAR 
K, Inc.("BAR K"), and shall be used by you only in accordance with these instructions: 
1. Note Secured by Mortgage. 
2. Mortgage Assignment of Rents, Security Agreement, and Fixture Filing. 
3. All-Inclusive Note Secured by Mortgage. 
4. All-Inclusive Mortgage Assignment of Rents, Security Agreement, and Fixture 
Filing. 
5. Borrower's Funding Authorization an~ Agreement. 
6. UCC-1 Financing Statement. 
7. Loan Agreement (Borrower and MF08). 
8. Second Amendment to Loan Agreement (REL/WF/Borrower) 
9. Assignment of Borrower's Interest in Construction Documents. 
10. Deposit Account Agreement. 
11. Subordination Agreement (N to Iv!F08/Pensco) 
12. Subordination Agreement (Jacobsen to MF08/Pensco) 
13. Subordination Agreement (REL/WF to FNB) 
14. Subordination Agreement (REL/\VF to Jacobsen) 
15. UCC-3 - (as to title exception 50) 
16. Partial Release of Mortgage (REL/WF as to IO cottage lots described in footnotes I 
and 2 hereto). 
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ESCROW INSTRUCTIONS 
NO DOCUMENT DEPOSITED VVI'IH YOU BY BARK AND/OR LENDERS MAY BE 
ALTERED WITHOUT THE EXPRESS WRITTEN CONSENT 
OF LENDERS OR BARK 
I. If you are unable or unwilling to abide by the following instructions, contact 
LENDERS at the above number and arrangements will be made to pick up the enclosed 
documents from you. Your use of the enclosed documents in connection with the referenced 
transaction, or your receipt or disbursement of any funds from LENDERS or BARK, will 
signify your agreement to abide each of the instructions set forth below. Contact LENDERS or 
BARK at the above number if you have any questions or require any clarifications. 
2. The names shown on the enclosed documents must exactly match the names on title 
as of closing. Immediately contact the BORROWER to insure that any signature block for any 
entity (trust, corporation, LLC, LLP, or partnership) is correct. Immediately advise LENDERS 
if corrections are required. It is assumed that only the Borrower will be vested in fee title to the 
property at closing. 
3. Cause the BORROWER (or other signatory, as indicated) or its duly authorized 
trustee(s), officer(s), partner(s), manager(s), or member(s) to execute, complete, and/or date, as 
needed, all documents listed above. 
4. Obtain the Borrower's written approval as to the form and content of the UCC-1 
Financing Statement. 
5. When you and the BORROWER are ready to close, call BARK and let it know, and 
fax to BARK the Borrower's Funding Authorization and Agreement signed by the 
BORROWER. 
REMAINDER OF PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK 
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ESCROW INSTRUCTIONS 
6. You may close when the loan has been funded by BARK and you: 
a. Record the Mortgage Assignment of Rents, Security Agreement, and Fixture 
Filing (Item 2, above): in First priority position as to the property described in footnote 1; in a 
Second priority position (Junior only to title exceptions 62 & 63) as to Parcels 1 through 21; and 
in a Junior priority position as to Parcels 22, 23, and 24. NOTE TO TITLE COJHP ANY -
PARCEL 20 IN EXHIBIT A TO THIS MORTGAGE (WHICH IS THE SAME AS THE 
PROPERTY DESCRIBED IN FOOTNNOTE 2 BELOW) HAS BEEN INTENTIONALLY 
OMITTED TO ENABLE THE MORTGAGE DESCRIBED IN THE NEXT SUBPARAGRAPH 
OF THESE INSTRUCTIONS TO BE A FIRST PRIORITY LIEN ON PARCEL 20. 
h. Record the All-Inclusive Mortgage Assignment of Rents, Security Agreement, 
and Fixture Filing (Item 4, above): in First priority position as to the property described in 
footnote 2; in a Thim priority position (Junior only to title exception 62 & 63 and the mortgage 
described in the subparagraph immediately above) as to Parcels l through 21; and in a Junior 
priority position as to Parcels 22, 23, and 24. 
c. Record the Partial Release of Mortgage. 
d. Record one original counterpart of the UCC-1. 
e. Record the UCC-3. 
f. Record all four Subordinations. 
1 Lot 4, Block 22 ofREPLAT OF GOLDEN TEE ESTATES AND GOLDEN TEE ESTATES 
1ST ADDITION AND UNPLATTED LAND, according to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 
of Plats, page 77, records of Bonner County, Idaho. 
Lots 5A and 6A, Block 22 of A REPLAT OF LOTS 5 & 6, BLOCK 22 AND LOT 20, BLOCK 
20, REPLAT OF GOLDEN TEE ESTATES & GOLDEN TEE ESTATES 1ST ADDITION 
AND UNPLATTED LANDt according to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 9 of Plats, page 6, 
records of Bonner County, Idaho. 
Lots IA and 2A ofREPLAT OF LOTS 1 THROUGH 4, BLOCK l GOLDEN TEE ESTATES 
8TH ADDITION AND BLOCK 16A, REPLAT OF BLOCKS 15 & 16 OF THE REPLAT OF 
GOLDEN TEE ESTA TES & GOLDEN TEE EST ATES 1ST ADDITION, according to the plat 
thereof, recorded in Book 9 of Plats, page 82, records of Bonner County, Idaho. 
2 Lots 5, 6, 1 and 8, Block I and Lot 2, Block 2, GOLDEN TEE ESTA TES 8TH ADDITION, 
according w-the plat thereof, recorded in Book: 9 of Plats, page 7, records of Bonner County, 
Idaho. 
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ESCROW INSTRUCTIONS 
g. Have confirmed that all requirements set forth in Schedule B -- Part I -- of the 
title commitment described below have been satisfied or waived and you have taken all other 
actions required to issue a title insurance policies in accordance with these instructions 
h. Cause First American Title Insurance Company to issue to Pensco, c/o BAR 
K, within 15 working days after close of escrow, an extended coverage 2006 ALTA Loan Policy 
(6-17-06) with the following endorsements attached: ALTA Form 9.3-06 and ALTA Fonn 21-
06, naming Pens co as insured, with a limit of liabifity on such policy in the amount of 
$3,240,000 (120% of the amount of the note in favor of Pensco), insuring that the mortgage in 
favor of Pensco is a valid lien, in the recording priority position described in subparagraph (a) of 
this paragraph, subject fil!!l:: to Exception Nos_ 7 (with all 2007 taxes paid in full by escrow at 
closing), 8-44, 46-48, 49 (this mortgage may only be shown as senior insofar as it encumbers 
Parcels 22, 23, and 24 of the title commitment}, 51-79, 81, 82 (this mortgage may only be shown 
as senior insofar as it encumbers Parcels 22, 23, and 24 of the title commitment), 83 (this 
mortgage may only be shown as senior insofar as it encumbers Parcels 22, 23, and 24 of the title 
commitment), and 86-95 as shown on Schedule B - Part II, of the Title Commitment dated May 
15, 2008 (Fifth Commitment) issued by First American Title Company under Order number 
239217-S. The following exceptions may be shown in Schedule B, Part Il, as a matters 
subordinate to the lien or charge of the insured mortgage as to parcels 1-21 of the title 
commitment: 45 and 83. 
i. Cause First American Title Insurance Company to issue to MF08, c/o BAR K, 
within 15 working days after close of escrow, an extended coverage 2006 ALTA Loan Policy (6-
17-06) with the following endorsements attached: ALTA Form 9.3-06 and AL TA Form 21-06, 
naming MFOS as insured, with a limit of liability on such policy in the amount of $26,376,000 
(120% of the amount of the note in favor ofMF08), insuring that the mortgage in favor ofMF08 
is a valid lien, in the recording priority position described in subparagraph (b) of this paragraph, 
subject .2J!!y to the new mortgage in favor of Pensco and Exception Nos. 7 (with all 2007 taxes 
paid in full by escrow at closing), 8-44, 46-48, 49 (this mortgage may only be sho\Vll as senior 
insofar as it encumbers Parcels 22, 23, and 24 of the title commitment), 51-79, 81, 82 (this 
mortgage may only be shown as senior insofar as it encumbers Parcels 22, 23, and 24 of the title 
commitment), 83 (this mortgage may only be shown as senior insofar as it encwnbers Parcels 22, 
23, and 24 of the title commitment), and 86-95 as shown on Schedule B - Part U, of the Title 
Commitment dated May 15, 2008 (Fifth Commitment) issued by First American Title Company 
under Order number 239217-S. The following exceptions may be shown in Schedule B, Part II, 
as a matters subordinate to the lien or charge of the insured mortgage as to parcels 1-21 of the 
title commitment: 45 and 83. 
j. With.in one business day ofrecordation of the mortgages deliver the original 
UCC-1 Financing Statement, together with an extra photocopy of the same marked by you on the 
bottom as an "ACKNOWLEDGMENT COPY," to the office of the NEVADA Secretary of 
State, UCC Division, 200 North Carson Street, Carson City, NV 89701 (Phone: 775-684-
5708) with instructions for the Secretary of State to file the original and conform and forward the 
ACKNOWLEDGMENT COPY to BARK. 
k. Comply with all of the other provisions of these instructions. 
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ESCROW INSTRUCTIONS 
7. All delinquent truces, bonds, assessments, and HOA dues that affect the subject 
property must be paid current or in full at or before close of escrow. Do not record if you are 
aware of any liens which affect the subject property, other than liens expressly agreed to herein, 
which are not paid in full in escrow and which are not cleared of record at closing. Do not 
record unless all transfer taxes have been paid 
8. Secure First American Tax Service agreement, Delinquency Type B, or a comparable 
tax service agreement, on the subject property. Bar-K Customer #2444 for First American Real 
Estate Tax Service. Forward a completed copy upon dose of escrow to BARK. Collect the fee 
in escrow from BORROWER. Transamerica Tax Service will not be accepted. 
9. Obtain approval from BORROWER to pay the following charges which you must 
pay through escrow at closing, and obtain mechanic's lien releases from: 
ACI Northwest Inc. $1 400 000.00 
Genesis Golf Builders Inc. fkaNational Golf Builders Inc. $450 000.00 
You may disburse the balance of the funds you are holding, less the above amounts and the 
amounts needed by you to clear title per these instructions and your escrow and title charges, to 
BORROWER. 
10. Prior to closing obtain written evidence that hazard and liabtuty insurance is in 
place (the premium must be prepaid or paid by you for at least one year) issued by an insurance 
company duly licensed in the state where the property fonning the subject of these instructions is 
located which shows the following: 
a. The property address or other reasonable description. 
b. That the coverage includes all risk, fire, and extended coverage. 
c. That the minimum coverage must be equal to the lesser of the principal 
balance of the promissory note or the full replacement value of the itnprovements on the property 
with guaranteed replacement cost endorsement. 
d. A lender's loss payable endorsement in favor of "MORTGAGE FUND '08 
LLC and PENSCO TRUST CO., custodian fbo BARNEY NG, and THEIR SUCCESSORS AND 
ASSIGNS". 
e. That "MORTGAGE FUND '08 LLC and PENSCO TRUST CO., custodian 
fbo BARNEY NG, and THEIR SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS" is an additional insured. 
f. The insurance type, amount (no less than $1 million for liability) and effective 
date of coverage (no later than close of escrow), and deductible amount. 
g. The insurer's agreement to provide at least 30 days notice to LENDERS prior 
to any reduction in coverage or cancellation of the policy, without a disclaimer of liability for the 
failure to give such notice. 
h. Signature of authorized representative of insurer. 
i. Deliver evidence of the foregoing insurance to BARK within one business 
day of closing. 
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11. After close of escrow immediately return to BAR K the originals of all of the 
enclosures except for any Item that was recorded with the County Recorder or filed with the 
Secretary of State. 
12. After close of escrow immediately provide BORROWER with a certified (by you) 
copy of all of the enclosures. 
13. After close of escrow immediately fa.x BARK confonned (by the County Recorder) 
copies of all documents which recorded in this transaction. 
14. You may immediately prepare BORROWER'S instructions and you may record 
when you have fully complied with every instruction and condition set forth herein. These 
instructions are expressly made revocable and may be withdrawn, amended or supplemented at 
any time by letter, wire or by telephone message confirmed in writing. If there is a dispute 
between LENDERS or BARK and escrow concerning these instructions, the prevailing party 
shall be entitled to recover its attorney's fees and costs of suit. 
15. Neither LENDERS nor BARK is to be at any expense in this transaction. The 
BORROWER shall be responsible for all escrow and title costs and other expenses. 
16. Nothing contained in these escrow instructions should be deemed or construed as a 
commitment or agreement by LENDERS or BARK to make the loan in question. The 
unde1writing process for the loan in question is ongoing, these instructions and related 
documents have been prepared in anticipation of the making of the referenced loan; however, 
until the loan is actually funded by LENDERS or BARK, no commitment to make the loan in 
question is intended, and none may be implied. 
ESCROW #P0l07 (8-1-08) 
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PENSCO TRUST CO., custodian fbo 
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BAR-K, INC. 
Loan Broker 
201 Lafayette Circle, 2nd Floor 
Lafayette, CA 94549 
Telephone (925) 283-1771 
FAX (925) 283-8885 
BORROWER'S FUNDING AUTHORIZATION AND AGREEMENT 
(To be faxed to Bar-K, Inc. upon completion) 
Escrow Holder: 
Order or Commitment No. 
Loan No. 
August 1, 2008 
First American Title Company 
239217-S 
P0106 & P0107 
The undersigned hereby requests that the net proceeds of the referenced loans be made available 
to the undersigned and deposited into escrow (and for this purpose the term escrow includes any 
title company sub-escrow) by bank wire transfer on f>::(,p -0~ , 2008, to enable the 
undersigned to close escrow as soon as the escrow bolder is in a position to comply with all 
applicable escrow instructions. 
The undersigned agrees to pay the following fees and charges, which sums may be deducted by 
the lenders from the proceeds of their loans and paid directly by lenders at closing: 
Gross Loan Amount by MORTGAGE FUND '08 LLC 
Note: This amount includes the unpaid principal balances of 
the FIRST AND SECOND INCLUDED NOTES described 
below. The FIRST INCLUDED NOTE has already been 
funded by the lender thereon. The lender on the SECOND 
INCLUDED NOTE shall fully fund its loan by depositing the 
proceeds thereof, less the credits noted below, into this escrow. 
Principal amount of FIRST INCLUDED NOTE - Loan No. 
P0099 
Note: The parties acknowledge that concurrently with the 
closing of this loan MORTGAGE FUND '08 LLC will pay the 
holder of the FIRST INCLUDED NOTE outside of escrow the 
sum of $1,150,000, thus reducing the principal balance of the 
FIRST INCLUDED NOTE from $7,322,325.18 to 
$6,172,325.18. 
Principal amount of SECOND INCLUDED NOTE - Loan No. 
P0106 (this amount will be deposited into this escrow by 
PENSCO TRUST CO., custodian fbo BARNEY NG less any 
FUNDING#P0J07 (8-1-08) 
$21,980,000.00 
-$6,172,325.18 
-$2, 700,000.00 
EXHIBIT 8 
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credits described below. 
Principal amount of SECOND INCLUDED NOTE -Loan No. $2,700,000.00 
P0106 
Amount to be funded by MORTGAGE FUND '08 LLC after -$12,257,174.82 
closin2 per loan wrreement 
Less commission/fee due Bar K., Inc. per promissory note due -$279,500.00 
MORTGAGE FUND '08 LLC 
Less points retained by PENSCO TRUST CO., custodian fbo -$189,000.00 
BARNEY NG per promissory note due PENSCO TRUST CO., 
custodian fbo BARNEY NG 
Less three (3) months pre-paid interest to PENSCO TRUST -$81,000.00 
CO., custodian fbo BARNEY NG per promissory note due 
PENSCO TRUST CO., custodian fbo BARNEY NG 
Less document drawin2 and other char2es -$11.000.00 
Less attomev's fees and administrative char_ges -$15.000.00 
NET PROCEEDS to be deoosited into escrow $2.975,000.00 
The undersigned acknowledges that interest on the promissory notes forming the subject of this 
request will commence to accrue as of the date that lenders wire the funds to escrow. 
The undersigned IRREVOCABLY agrees that until escrow has closed: (i) lenders shall have the 
absolute and unconditional right to withdraw, on their unilateral written instructions to escrow, 
the funds deposited by lenders into escrow; and (ii) if after funding escrow fails to close thru no 
fault of lenders the undersigned shall pay lenders, on demand, interest at the maximum legal rate 
on the funds deposited by lenders into escrow for the period of time that such funds remained on 
deposit with escrow, and the undersigned shall pay lenders' loan broker (Bar K., Inc. and any 
referring broker) the commission due such broker(s). 
REMAINDER OF PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK 
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In the event of litigation concerning this request, the prevailing party shall be entitled to recover 
its attorneys fees and court costs. 
THE UNDERSIGNED ACKNOWLEDGE(S) AND UNCONDITIONALLY 
AGREE(S) THAT THE WRITTEN AGREEMENTS AND DOCUMENTS 
PREPARED BY LENDER AND EXECUTED BY BORROWER(S) AND 
LENDER REPRESENT THE FINAL AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE 
PARTIES. THE WRITTEN LOAN DOCUMENTS MAY NOT BE 
CONTRADICTED BY ANY PRIOR, CONTEMPORANEOUS, OR 
SUBSEQUENT ORAL AGREEMENTS OF THE PARTIES. THERE ARE 
NO UNWRITTEN OR ORAL AGREEMENTS BETWEEN THE PARTIES, 
NOR CAN ANY UNWRITTEN OR ORAL AGREEMENTS BE MADE IN 
THE FUTURE. 
FUNDING#P0J07 (8-1-08) 
PEND OREILLE BONNER 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Nevada limited 
liability Company 
By: PEND OREILLE BONNER 
DEVELOPMENT HOLDING, INC., a Nevada 
corporation, its managing member 
By: ~r ~ 
Charles W. Reeves, President 
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
AND WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO; 
WeJls Fargo Foothill, LLC 
14241 Dallas Parkway, Suite 1300 
Dallas, Texas 75254 2 7 Attention.: Loan Portfolio Manager - R.E. Loans 7 3 4 0 
Space Above Line For Recorder's Use Only 
COLLATERAL ASSIGNMENT 
OF MORTGAGE AND LOAN DOCUMENTS 
This COLLATERAL ASSIGNMENT OF MORTGAGE AND LOAJ."\f DOCUMENTS 
("Assignment") is made as of July 17, 2007 by R~I.onns~~Califomia limited liability company 
("Assignor"), with an a~ at 201 Lafayette Circle, Lafayette, California 94549, in favor of W.db, .• ,, 
~go~othiU;:sLJ,,G:;-~.a.:Oelawar.e::.limited liability company ( "Assignee"), with an address at 14241 
North Dallas Tollway, Suite 1300, Dallas, Texas 75254, as follows: 
I. FOR VALUE RECEIVED, Assignor hereby assigns, conveys and transfers to Assignee 
as collateral security for the performance of the Obligations (as defined in the Loan and Security 
Agreement described be[ow) i,.11 of Assignor's right. title, and interest in and to that certain Mort a e 
Assignment of Rents, Security Agreement, and Fixture Filing dated March 6, 2007, executed b 
lf.~~~l9~P~ recorded on ~h 15, _2007 in Bonner Co~ty , as Instrumen o. 
-·7~sz9"'(heremafter called the ''Mortgage"), dcscnbmg certam real property therein (the "Real Property") 
as: 
Please refer to Exhibit A attached hereto and made a part hereof by this reference for the 
legal description. 
TOGETIIER, with (i) the note or notes 8-"ld all other indebtedness secured thereby, (ii) any and all 
guaranties of the foregoing, (iii) all other documents and instruments executed in connection therewith, 
(iv) any and all title insurance commitments and polities issued, or hereafter issued, by any title insurer 
insuring the lien of the foregoing lien instrument, (v) any and ali rights with respect to escrow deposits, 
(vi) all modifications, supplements or advances made in connection with the foregoing, (vii} all monies 
due and to become due thereon, and ( viii) all rights accrued or to accrue under, and all proceeds of, the 
foregoing. 
2. Assignor represents and warrants that it is the legal and equitable owner and holder of the 
indebtedness secured by the Mortgage and the foregoing lien instrument and the documents executed in 
connection therewith and the same are beina- conveyed to Assignee hereby, free and clear of any lien, 
claim or encumbrance of any nature. 
3. The provisions of this Assignment shall be binding upon and sha11 inure to the benefit of 
Assignor and Assignee and their respective heirs, executors, administrators, successors and assigns. 
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4. This Assignment is being delivered pursuant to that certain Loao and Security 
Agreement, dated as of July J1._, 2007, as amended, restated, supplemented, or otherwise modified from 
time to time, among Assignor, B-4 Partners LLC, and Assignee. 
5. If any provision of this Assignment or the application ther6of to any person or 
circumstance shall be invalid or unenforceable to any extent u11der applicable law, the remainder of this 
Assignment and the application of such provisions to other persons or circumstances shall not be affected 
thereby and shall be enforced to the greatest extent pel'mitted by la.w. 
6. This Assignment shal I be interpreted, construed and enforced according to the laws of the 
state in which the Real Property is located. 
7. Neither this Assignment nor any provisions hereof may be changed, waived, discharged 
or terminated orally, but only by an instrument in writing signed by the party against whom enforcement 
of the change, waiver, discharge or termination is sought. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Assignor bas executed this Assignment as of the date first set forth 
above. 
R_E. LOANS, LLC, 
a California limited liability company 
By: B-4 Partners LLC, 
a California limited liability company, 
its Manager 
By: __ i;J;;.._~...:.A,..c;+------
Name: ............,._Wal....____~ '1-'--1----
Title: __,M.....,a"'11____"-'....__,.._..._ ___ _ 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
COUNTY OF CONTRA COSTA 
On Jul~_t., 2007, before me, Guadalupe Rodriguez, Notary Public, personally appeared 
Walter Ng, [E" personally known to me - OR -- □ proved to me on the basis of satisfactory 
evidence to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the within instrument and 
acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same in his/her/their authorized capacity(ies), 
and that by his/her/their signature(s) on the instrument the person(s), or the entity upon which the 
person(s) acted, executed the instrument. 
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EXHIBIT "A" 
Legal Description 
The land rc:fi;rrcµ to in this document is situated in the Statl' ofidaho, County of Bonner, and is described as 
follows: 
SECTION A: 
PARCEL 1: 
A tract of f.lind Joc-ted ln li:ection 36, Township 58 North, Range 1 West AND Section 31, Townsb:ip 58 North, 
Range 1 East of the Boise Meridian, Bonner County, Idaho. more particularly described as follows: 
That po11ion of said Seetlons 36 and 31 lying Enst of Pack River Road, a county rond, West of the Pack River, 
North or State Highway No. 200, apd South of the South line of Government Lot 1 of said. Section 31 and 
South of the 5loutb line of the Northeast quarter of the Northeast quarter of said Section 36; 
LESS tµat bµtd included in the Plat of Hldiien Lakes Subdivision as recorded in Book 4 of Plats, page 64, 
records of Bonner County, (daho. 
ALSO LESS a pal"\!el of land h1 Section 36, Township 58 North, Ra.uge l West of the Boise Meridian, 
Bonner County, Idaho more partlctr1arly described as follows: 
Commencing at the Southeast corner of said Section 36; 
Thence North. 5Z" ll.'33" West 953.40 feet (record pe:r Instrument No. 457973 = Narth 54• 29'10" West, 
1010.58 feet) to a point on the Nort,hc:rly right of way of State Highway No. 200 and the true point of 
begin.riirig; 
Thence North 01° 19'29" West, 244.70 feet (record per lnstroment N~. 457973 = North -01° 07'07" East, 
244.28 feet); · 
Thence South 88° 04'08" West, 348.50 feet (record per Instrument No. 457973 = Sooth 87° S2'03"West, 
348.49 feet) 
Thence Sooth 01" 19'12" West, 250,00 feet (record per Instrument No.457973. • South 01° 07'0711 West, 
250.00 feet) to the Northerly right of way of State Highway No. 20Q; 
Thence aloog said right of way North 80" 34'1.9" East 66.04 feet (record per InstruJDent No. 457973 = North 
79° 46'41" East, 66,62 feet); 
Thence on a curve to the right having a ce11tral angle of 05" 47'35" and a radius of 2803.37 feet, for an a.re 
cJ,iBtllnce of 283.45 feet (record per Instrument No. 457973 = a central angle of os• 47'02" and an arc length of 
282.99 feet) to the true point of begbming. 
LESS a tract of land in Governme;ut Lot 2 of SecUo:r1 31, Township 58 North. Range 1 East of the Boise 
Meridian, ~ooner County, Idaho, more pnrtlcularly described as follows: 
Begiuing ~ mtorseclion of the North line of $IUd Government Lot' 2 and an existing fence line markfng 
the right of way of an old County Road, said point being South 89° 06'38" East, 398,07 feet from the 
Northwest corner of Government Lot 2 (record .. 361.00 feet); 
3706 
Thence along said feo<ie line as noted of record per Instrument No, 217765 on a curve to the lett (radia1 
bearing• North 62° 13•4:zt• East) having a ccntra1 a°'gle of 19" 17'J5" and a radius of 650.32 feet, for an arc 
distance of218.98 feet (chord= Soutb 37• 25'05" East, 217.95 feet); 
Thence continuing along said fence line, South 4r 03'53" East, 43.24 feet; 
Thence North 89° 06'38" West, 12.33 feet; 
Thence continuing along the fence line, South 59" 55'24" East, 65.99 feet to nn iron pfpe as described in 
Instrument No. 217765; 
Thence along the fence liJJe, Soutli 70° 07'45" East, Z6Z.49 feet to an iron pipe as describad in Instrument No. 
2.17765 (record= Soutb 70° 18'00" East 262.00 feet; 
Thence South 54° 48'04" East, 67.00 feet; 
Thence North 40° 08'56" East, 168.45 feet to the right bank of Pack River (record = 200.0·0 feet to the thread 
of Pack River); 
Thence North 40° 08'56" ll;ast to the intersection with the thread o.f Pack River; 
Thence Northerly and upstream along tbe thread line of Pack River to tbe intersection with the North line of 
Government Lot 2 of said Section 31; 
Thence South 89" 06'38" East, along said North line to the true point of beginning. 
LESS any part of the above described property lying North and East of Pack River. 
LESS a tract of laud ln Government Lots 1 and 2 of Seetion 31, Townshfp 58 North, Range 1 East and the 
Southeast quarter of the Northeast quarter of Section 36, Township 58 North, Range 1 West of the Boise 
Meridian, Bonner County, Idaho and more particularly described as follows: 
Mary's Pack River Lots nnd all that property dedicated to the public for right of way as shown and recorded 
in Instrument No. 699091, i-ecords of :Sonner County, Idaho. 
PARCEL 2: 
A tract of land locate(,{ in Section 36, Township 58 North, Range 1 West Al"l'D Section 2, Township 57 North, 
RJmge 1 West of the Boise Meridian, Bonner County, Idaho, more fully described as follows: 
Beginning at A point thnt is North 80 degrees 05' 57" Enst, a distance of 386.0Z feet from the South. quarter 
corner of said Section 36i said point also being at the Intersection of the South rigl1t of way of State Highway 
No. 200 and the East right of way of the Old Country Road; 
thence South 5 degrees 14' 00" East along said East right of way of the old country road, a distance of 171.80 
feet; 
thence .contlnufng South 14 degrees 35' SO" East along said East right of way, a distance of 254. 70 feet Jo an 
intersection with the North right ofw~j• of Old Higfrway No, 200 (FAP No. 95F); 
thence North 72 degrees 38' 24° East along said North ript of way, 11. distance of 372.40 feet; 
thence continuing along said N~rtb right of way, North 72 degrees 58' 33" East, a distance of 336.00 feet to an 
inter.section 'With the West high bank of Dry Creek; 
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thence Northeasterly along said West high bank, a distance of 578 feet, more or less, to an lntersectloo with 
·the South right of way of said State Highway No. 200; 
thence Westerly along said Sout11 rigllt of way the following six (6) courses: 
1) Around a curve to the left with a radios of 2643.37 
feet, a distance of 48,44 feet (the chord of which 
bears South 88 degrees 02' 31 r, West, a distance of 
48.43 feet); 
2) North 79 degrees 07' 52" West, 100.50 feet; 
3) Around a curve to the left with a radius of 2668.37 
t.'eet, a distance of 247.30 feet (the chord of which 
bears South 82 degrees 54.' 00" West, a distance of 
247.:24 feet) to a P.S.C.; 
4) Along a sp'kal curve {S=2 degrees 1.2.3'), a distance of 
:Z07.68 feet (the chord ofwhlcb bear.ii South 70 degrees 
27' 12" West, a distance of207,67 feet) to a :P.S.; 
5) South 69 degrees 43' 21" West, 328.60 feet; 
6) South 61 degrees 11' 3-0" West, 119.79 feet to the point ofbeginnlni:. 
AND TOGETHER WITH any portion of the old Highway l'ight of way abandonment, described in that 
certain Quit Claim Deed, executed by the State of Idaho, as Instrument No. 696025 and 1·ecorded on January 
11, 2006, lying within the bounds of the above described property 
PAR.CEL3: 
A tract of land in Government Lot 1 of Section 31, Township 58 North, Range 1 East or the Boise Meridian, 
Bonner County, Idaho, being that property described in Instrument No. 484825 and more particululy 
described as follows: 
Beginning at a p~lnt on the South line of said Government Lot 1, which is South 89" 06'38'' East (record = 
South 89° 06'.55" East) 330.00 feet from the Southwest corner or Government Lot 1, marked by a brass cap 
stamped RLS 974; 
Thence parallel to the West line of the Section, North 00° 07':it" East., 118.03 feet; 
Thence in a Southeasterly direction on II curve to the right (radial beftrlng = South 50° 01'02" West) having a 
central angle of 12° 44'09" and a radius of 233.31 feet, for an a.re distance of 51.86 feet (chord = South 33~ 
36'53" East, 51.76 feet); 
Thence South 27° 14'49" East, 79.53 feet; 
Thence on II curve to the left (radial bearing,. North 62° 45'11" East) having a central angle of00° 31'29" 
(record"' oo• 31 '2~") and a radius of 6S0.32 feet for an arc distance of 5.95 (record = 5.94 feet) feet (chord = 
South z7• 30'31" East, 5.95 feet), to the South line of Government Lot 1; 
Thence along said South line North 89° 06'38" West (record = North 89° 06'55" West), 68.07 feet to the true 
point of beginning. 
PARCEIA: 
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A tract of Jund in Government Lot 1 of Section 31, Towni.hip 58 North, Range 1 Enst of the Boise Meridian, 
Bonner County, Idaho, being th11t property described in Ini.trument No. 495753 and more l}arlicularly 
described as follows: 
Beginning at a. point on the South line of said Government Lot 1, which Is South 89° 06'38" East (record = 
South 89° 06'55" East) 330.00 feet from the Southwe8t corner of Go,•ernment Lot 1, marked by a- brass cap 
stamped RLS 974; 
Thence parallol to the West line of the Section North 00° 07'21" East, 118.03 feet; 
Thence on a curve to the left (radiaJ bearing ... South 50° 01 '02" West) having a central 1mgle of 04° 01 '30" 
and a radius of233.31 feet, for an arc distance of 16.39 feet (chord "'°North 41" 59'43" West 16.39 feet) 
Thence North 44° 00'28" West 23.,17 feet to the Southeasterly right of way of the-Lower Pack River Road; 
Tnenae along said right of w11y on II curve to the right (radial hearing= North 53° 09'38" West) having a 
central angle of 12° 31'30" and a radius of 275.00 feet, for an arc distance of 60.20 feet (chord "' South 43° 
06'37" West, 60.08 feet); 
Th.ence leaving said right ofwny, South 44° 00'281' East, 20.15 feet; 
Thence on a curve to the rigllt having a central angle of 16" 45'40" and a radius of 173.31 feet, for an arc 
dJstance of 50.70 feet (chord= South 3d" 37'39" East 50.52 feet); 
Thence South 27° 14'49" East, 53.38 feet to the trne point o·fbeginning 
PARCELS: 
A tract of Iaud in Government Lot 2 of Section 31, Towm,hip 58 North, Range 1 East of the Boise Meridian. 
Bonner County, Idaho, being that property d.escribed io Instrument No. 495753 and more particularly 
described as follows: 
Beginning at a point on the· West fine of said Government Lot 2 (West line of Sect.ion 31) which is South 00° 
07'21" West, 200.00 feet fro;m the Northwest corner of said Government Lot 2; 
Thence pnraUel to the North line of Government Lot 2, South 89° 06'38" East (record = South 89° 06155" 
East) 562.61 feet (record"" 562.58 feet); 
Thence North 47" 03'53" West, 43.24 feet (record= 43.21 feet); 
Thence on II curve to the right havtn~ 11 eentral angle of 19° 17'35" (ncord = 19° .17'39") and a radius of 
650.32 feet, for an arc dist:iince of218.98 feet (chord= North 37" 25'03" West 271.95 feet) to the North line of 
Government Lot 2; 
Thence along said North line North 89° 06'38" West (record"' North 89° 06'55" West) 68.07 feet; 
Thence South 27° 14'49" East 26.15 feet; 
Thence oil a curve to the left having a central angle of 09° 49'00" and a radius of 710.32 feet, for an arc 
distance of 121. 70 feet (chord-= South 32° 09'19" East, 121.SS feet); 
Thence South 80" 25'01" West 412.81 feet (record = South 80° 24'50" West 412.82 ,feet) to the- point of 
beginning. 
EXCEPTING from Parcels 1, 3, 4 and 51 the following two tracts: 
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Any portion eucompassad by the Plat of GOLDEN TEE ESTATES PLANNED TINIT DEVELOPlVIENT 
(PH.ASE ONE), according to the plat thereof, recorded in Book 6 of Pfats, Page ·108, records of Bonne~ 
County, Idaho. 
AND any portion enco~passed by·t11e Plat of GOLD.EN TEE ESTATES FIRST ADDI'TION,{PHASE TWO) 
according to the plat thereof, re':o.rded !n Book 6 of Plats, Page 114, records of :Bormsr County, Idaho. 
PARCEL 6: 
Lot 2, 1Hock 3 in GOLDEN TEES EST ATES PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT (PHASE ONE), according 
to the plat thereof, recorded in Boolt 6 of Plat.5, Page 108, records of Bonner Count':}', Idaho. 
l'ARCEL7r 
All private roads ip. GOLDEN TEE ESTAT.ES PLANNED UNIT DEVELOP.MENT (PB.ASE ONE), 
according to the plat thereof, recorded.in Book 6 of Plllts, Page 108, records of Bonner County, Idaho. 
PARCELS: 
-------·· 
All private rna.ds iu GOLDEN TEES ESTATES FmST ADDrrION (PHASE TWO), according 1o the plat 
thereof, recorded in Book 6 of Plats, Page 114, records of Bonner County, Idaho. 
:)l:XCEPTING from Parcels 1,2,3,4,5,6, 7 and 8 any portion lying within the bound~ of fue following plats: 
Replat of Golden Tee Estates ancl Goldoo Tee Estates 1st Addition and unplamd land. recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats, Page 77. 
PARCEI.9: 
Lots 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20 and 21, Block 2; All of Block 5A; Lot 4, Block 7; Lots lA · , Block 11; Lots 1A, 
'2A snd 3A Block 12; Lot 13A~ Bl~k 13; Lot 1, Block 14.-'\,; Lots 1 & 2, Block 15; Lots 1 ~;l .l, :Block.17; all of 
Black 18; Lots 1 aDd 2, Block 19; Lots 21 3, 5, 6, 7, ·8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 1-6, 17~ 18, 19 and 20, Block 20; Lots 1, 
3 and 4 Block 21; Lots l, 1, 4, 5 and-6, Block 22 of the replat of Golden Tee Estates and Golde1:1 Tee Estates 
1st Add"rtion and unplatted lnnd, according to the Plat thereof. recorded 1n Book 8 of Plats, Page 77, records 
of Bonner County, Idaho. 
PARCEL 10: 
Lot 5A, Block 4, of the re plat of Golden Tee EstJttes and Golden Tee Estates 1st Addition and unplatted land 
according to the. Phlt thereof, recorde.d in Book 8 of Plats, Page:77, records ofBouner County, Jdabo. 
fARCELll: 
All of Block 16 of the replat of Golden Tee E~tates and Golden Tee Estates 1st Addjtion and unplatted land 
according to the Plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of Plats, .Page"77, records of Bonner County, Idaho. 
PARCELll: 
Lot lA Block 10 of the repla.t of Golden Tee Estates ao d Golden Tee Estates 1st Addition and u1.1pln.tted land, 
according to the plat thereof, r_econled in Book 8 of Plats, Page 77, records of Bonner County, Idabo. 
PARCELU; 
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Lot I, Block 20 of the replat of Golden Tee Estates and Golden Tee Estates 1st Addition and unplatted land 
n<:cording to the plat thereof, recorded In Book 8 of Plats, Page 77, records of Bonner County, Idaho. 
SECTIONB: 
PARCEL 1: 
Lot 1 in Blockl of the FIRST ADDffiON TO IDDDENLAKES, according to the plnt thereof, recorded in 
:Sook 4 of Plats, page 161, records of Bonner Couaty, [daho. 
PARCEL:Z; 
Lots 2, 3, 4, S in Bloclc 2 of the SECOND ADDITION TO HIDDEN LAKES SUBDMSlON, according to the 
plat thereof, recorded in Book 5 of Plats, Page 58, records of Bonn~T County, Idaho, 
PARCEL 3: 
A tract of land in the East half of the Nortfleast quarter of the Southwest qunrter and tile Northwest quarter 
of the ·Somheast quarq,I_" or Section 36, Townahip S8 North, Range 1 West of the Boise Meridum, Donner 
Co11nty, Idaho, more particularly described as follows: 
Begfu.olng at tbe Southeast coru.er of the East half of the Northeas1 quarter of the Southwest quarter of said 
Section 36; 
Theiice along the South line of the East half of the Northeast quarter of the Southwest quarter, North 89° 
36'27" West, ·661.51 f~t (record ""N;orth 89" 37'10" Wl!st, 661.57 feet to tbe Southwest comet of the East half 
of th~ ·Northeast quarter of the Southwest quarter; . 
Thence along tf).e West line of t!te Ea.st !ialf of the Northeast quarter of the Southwest quarter, North 00° 
10'22' East 856.45 feet (record =- North 00° 09'25'' East, 856.45 feet); 
Thence .North 89° 10'53" East, 30.!U feet (record= East, 29.58 feet) to the Westerly right of way of Berry 
Drive {shown as Olympic Drive on the Second Addition Plat to Hidden Lakes); 
Thence Southeasterly aloug said right of way the following six (6) courses: 
1. oo a noo tangential curve to the left (radial bearing - North 87° 39'13" East) having a central angle of 36° 
44'{)6" and a radius of 131.00 feet for an arc distance of 83.99 feet (r~ord • 84.54 feet) (cliord = South 20° 
42'50'' East, 82.So feet- record= South 20" 37'2711 East, 83,08 feet); 
'.l. thence South 39° 04'53" East, 419.67 feet (record= South 39° 06'45" East, 419.68 feet; 
3. thence on a curve to the left having a central angle ofll° 42'45" and a radius of530.00 feet for an arc 
distance of 108.34 feet (chord = South 44° 56'16" East, 108.15 feet - record == South 44° 58'08" East, 108.16 
feet); · 
4. thence South 50" 47'39" East, 69.68 feet (record '= South 50° 49'31" East, 69.68 fee(); 
S. th.ence on a curve to the right havini a central angle of23° 42'51" and a :radius of 970.00 feet, for an arc 
distance of 401.47 feet (chord"" South 38° 56'14" East, 398.61 feet~ record• South 38" 58'05" East 398.61 
feet); 
6. thence South 27" 04'48" East, 31.65 feet to the South line of the Northwest quarter of the Southeast 
quarter (record""' Soutll 27° 06'40" East, 30,77 feet); 
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thence leaving gafd right of way North 89" 36'03" West, 60.37 f~t (record= North 89° 37'09" West, 59.55 
feet) to the point of beginning. 
PARCEL 4: 
A tract of laud located in a portion of the Southwest quarter ot tJ1e Southeast quarter of Section 36, Township 
53 North, Rangel West. Boise Meridian, .Bonner County, Idaho, more particularly described as follows: 
Beginning at tlle Northwest corner of said Southwest quarter of the Soutllcast quarter Df Section 36; 
Thence South 89° 36'03" East 60.37 feet (record"" South 89" 37'09" Ec1st, 59.55 feet) to 1he Westerly right of 
w;i.y of Berry Drive (shown llS Olympic Drive on the Plat of the Second Addition to Hidden Lakes); 
Tb!lnce along said right of way for the followillg four (4) courses: 
l. South 27• 04'48" East, Z99.95 feet (record= South 27" 06'40" East, 300.83 feet); 
2. North 62" 5S'12" :Ji;~ 60.00 feet (reeord"" North 62" 53'20" East, 60.00 feet); 
3. North 27° 04'48" West, 125.34 feet (record"' North 27" 06'40" West, 125.34 feet): 
4. thenee on a curv, to the right having a central angle of 79° 01 '27" and a -radius of 25.00 feet, for an arc 
dlstanee of 34.48 feet (ehord = North 1.2° 25'55" East, 31.81 feet- record -North t:z• 24103" East, 31.81 feet) 
to a point on the South.erlyrlght of way of Fairway View Drive, as shown on the Plat ofFirst Aadition to 
Hidden Lakes; 
thence along said right of way for the following eight (8) courses: 
I. North 51" 56'39" Eai.t, 74.67 feet (record= North 51° 54'47" East, 74.67 feet); 
2. thence on a curve to the right having a central angle of99" 26'33" and a radius of70.00 feet, for an arc 
distance of 1.21.49 feet (chord = South 78° 20'05" East, 106.81 feet - r~cord = South. 78" 21 '57'' East, 106.81 
feet); 
3. tbence South 28° 361 48" :East, i54.03 feet (record= South 28° 38'40" East, 154.03 feet); 
4. thence on a curve to the right having a. centrnlangle of 55° 41 '27" j!Dd a radios of 90.00 feet for an arc 
distance of 87.48 feet (chord~ South 00° 46'05" East, 84.08 feet - record - South 00" 47'56" East, 84.08 feet); 
5. the.nee South 21• 04'39"West, 170.14 feet; 
6. thence on, cnrve to the right having a central angle of 71" 37'11." aod a radius of 60.0 feet, .for an arc 
distance of 75.00 feet (chord= South 08° 43'57" East, 70.21 feet); 
7. thence South 44° 32'32" East, 50.94 feet; 
8. thence on a curve to the right havine- a central angle of69° .10'16" and a J'adlos of25.00 feet, for an arc 
dlstunce of30.18 feet (chord:= South 09° 57'24" East, Z8..38 feet - record"" South 11° 23'51" East, 30.18 feet) 
to apofnt on the West right of way of Lower Pack River Road: 
thence Southerly along said right of way for the t'ollomng four (4) courses: 
1. 011 a non tangential curve to the right having a eentr11l angle of04° 15'19" and a radius of 1180.00 feet for 
an arc dJstunc:e of87.69 feet (chord"" South 22° 30'38" West, 87.67 feet); 
2. thence South 20° 22'44" West, 114.57 feet; 
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3. thence oo a curve to the left havini a central angle of 22• 29' 50" and a radius of 502.65 feet, for an arc 
dlstRnee of 197,36 feet (chord = South 09" 07'49" West, 196.10 feet) 
4. thence Sontb 02" 07t06" East, 157.81 feet to the Northerly right ofwiiy of State Highway No. 200; 
the11ce along the highway right of way, South 77° 42'28" West, 72.14 feet (reco1·d = South 78" 15'06" West, 
71.11 feet); 
t.hence continuing along the Highway right of way, South 69" 44'57" West, 262.22 feet (record= South 69" 
43116" West, 261.6S feet) to the West line of the Southwest quarter of tbe Southeast quarter of said Section 
36; 
thence along the West line of the Southwest quarter of the Southeast quarter, North oo~ 08'19" E;ist, 1223.36 
feet (record ""North oo• 07' 13" East, 1223.17 feet) to the point of beginnlni. · 
PARCELS; 
That portion of the Southeast quarter of the Northeast quarter of Section 36, Township 58 North, Rani,;e 1 
West of the Boise M1tridial1, 1fonner County, Idaho, lying West of the Lower Pack River Road, 
EXCEPT the Flt·st Addition to Hidden Lakes Subdivision, according to ihe plat thereof, recorded in Book 4 
of Plats, Page 161, record of Bonner County, Id11ho. 
BCTIONC: 
PARCEL 1: 
All that portion of the Southeast Quarter in Section 36, Township 58 North, Range 1 West, Bobe Meridian, 
Bonner County, Idaho, lying South of State Highway ZOO; and all that portion of GovernmeDt Lot 4 in 
Section 31, Township 58 North, Range 1 East, Boise Meridian, Bonner County, Idaho, lying South of State 
Highway 200; 
LESS the following described property: 
A tract of land in the Southeast quarter of Section 36, Township 58 North, Range 1 West of the Boise 
Merldinn. Bonner County, Idaho, being that property described in Instrument No. 92981, records of Bon.Der 
County, Idaho and more particularly described as follows: 
Commencing at the Southeast corner of sajd Section 36; 
Thence along the East line of Section 36, North 00° 08'06" East, 460.00 feet; 
Thence perpendicular to the East line of the Section, North 89" 51'54" West, 568.00 feet to the true point of 
beginning; 
Thence South 47° 08'06" West, 250.00 feet; 
Thence South 42° 51 '54" East, 34&.SO feet; 
Thence North 47• 48'06" East, 250.00 feet; 
Thence North 42° 51'54" West, 348.50 feet to the true poiut of beginning. 
AND 
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AU that portion of Government Lots z. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9; the Southwest quarter of the Northeast quarter; 
and the South half of' the Northwest quArter of Section z~ Township 57 North, Range 1 West of the Boise 
MerldiitlJ., Bonner County, Idaho, lying South of State Highway No. 200 and lying North and East of the 
Nort11ern Pacific Railroad (now Montana Rail Link) right of way. 
LESS that portion of Section 2, Township 57 North, Range l We11t of' the Boise Meridian, Bonner County, 
tdabo; being that property described In Instrument No. 592059 and more particularly described !ls follows: 
Beg.Inning at ,a right of way monument on the South right of way of State Highway No. ZOO, from which the 
Northwest corner of said Section 2 bean North 25° S4'43" West, 798.00 feet (record ... North 26° 28'08" West, 
798.ll feet; 
Tben·ce along the South right of way of the Highway, North 68° 35'39'' East, 266.l 0 feet; 
Thenoe continuing along the Highway right of way, on a curve to thee left (radial bearing= No1'th 14° 03'28" 
West) hnving a ce,itral angle of OOG 08'55" and a radius of 5799.58 feet for au arc distance of 15.03 feet (chord 
= North 75" 52'05" East, 15.03 feet- total distanc.e along right of wi:iy from point of beginning= 281.13 feet -
record 281.13 feet); 
thence leaving said right of way South oo• 04'10" West, 725.53 feet; 
Thence North 89" 14'40" West, 330.00 feet; 
Thence North 00° 03'26" West 607.20 feet, to the Southerly right of way of State Highway No. 200; 
Thence along said right of way North 79° 11 '55'' East, 70.38 feet to the true point ~f beginning. 
LESS a tract of_hmd located fil Section 36, Township 58 North, Rau~e 1 West and Section 2, Township 57 
North, Range 1 West of the Boise Meridian, Bonner Connty, Idaho; being a po1·tion of that property 
described in Instrument No. 464572 and more particularly described ll$ follows: 
Beginning at a point that Js North 80° 05'57" East 386.02 feet from the South q:uarter of said Section 36, said 
point also being at the Intersection of the South right of way of State Hi~hway No. 200 and the East rigbt of 
way of the Old County Road; 
Thence S011th 05° 14'00" East along the Enst right of way of the Old County Road, 171.80 feet; 
Thence continuing South 14q 35'50" East along said East right of way, 254. 70 feet to the intersection with the 
North right of way of Old Highway 200 (.F AP No. 95F); 
Then.ce North 72" 38'24" East along said North right ofwa.y, 372.40 feet; 
Thence continuing along said North right of way, North 72° 58'33" East, 336.00 feet to the intersection with 
the West high bank of Dry Creek; 
Thence Northeasterly along said West high bank. a distance of 578 feet, more or less, to the intersection with 
tl1e South right of way of State Highway No. 200; 
Thence Westerly along said South light of way the following six (6) courses: 
!. around a cw-veto the left with a radius ofZ643.37 feet, 11 distance of 48.44 feet (chord= South 88° 0Z'31" 
West. 48.43 feet); 
2. North 79" 01'5:2'' West, 100.~0 feet; 
3. around a cm-veto the left with a radius of2668.37 feet for a distance of247.30 feet (chord-= South 82" 
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54'00" West, 247.J4 feet); 
4. along a spiral curve (Soiith = 02° 12'18"), a di.stance of207.68 feet (chord= South 70° :Z7'12'' West, 207.67 
feet); 
5. South 69° 43'21" West, 328.60 feet; 
6. South 61° 11 '30" West, 119.79 f~et to the point of beginning. 
TOGETHE.R WITH any portion of the old highway right of way abandonment described ln that certain 
Quitclaim Deed, executed by th!! State ofldllha, as Instrument No. 696025 nnd recorded on J'anuary 11, 2006, 
and lying within the botwds of the above descrJbed property, 
AND 
Goveroment Lou 5, 9, 10 and 11; the Southeast quarter of the Northwest quarter; the East half of the 
Southwest quarter; and Government Lot 6, all In Section 6. Township 57 North, Range 1 East of the Boise 
Meridian, Bonner County, Idaho. 
LESS that property described in Instrwnent No. 22533, records of Bonner Coqnty, Id11ho, and describeli as 
follows: 
Beginning at the North quarter corner of said Section 6, Townsltlp 57 North, Range 1 East of the Boise 
Meridiari, Bonoer Co1;1nty, Idaho; 
Thence South 1669.70 feet to PackRlver and the True Point of Beginning; 
Thence South 66° 47' West, 203 feet; 
Th('nce South 69" 54' West 165.3 feet; 
Thence Soutb 79" 56' West, 242.5 feet; 
Thence South 01" 11' Ea.st, 146 feet; 
Thence South 25° 18' East, 118.20 feet; 
Thence South 54° 29' East, 137.2 feet; 
Tbence South 68" 1 0' East, 1.67.1 feet; 
Thence North 535.6 feet to a point 1669.7 foet South of the North quarter corner of Section 6. 
LESS a tract of land in Government Lot 6 and the Southeast quarter of the Northwest quarter of Section 6, 
Towusbip 57 North, Range 1 East of the Boise Meridian, Bonner County, ldabo, being that property 
identified as Tract No. Q-1755-2 in Instrument No. 42975 and more particularly described as follows: 
Beginning at a point on the Southerly right of way of State Highway No. 200 whicli is South ss• 03'21" East, 
2460.29 feet from the Northwest corner of said Sectloo 6 (record= South 55° 14' East, 2451.3); 
Tl1ence South 14° 53'00" East, 223.22 feet (record); 
Thence South 04° 43'00" East, 640.00 feet (record); 
Thence South 39° 48'00" East, 430.00 feet (record); 
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Thence South J0° 28'00" East, 387,49 feet (record= 500 feet plus or minus) to the East line of the Southeast 
quarter of the Northwest quarter of said Section 6. 
TOGETHER WITH aoy portion of the Old Highway right of way abandonment described in that certain 
Quitclaim Deed, executed by the St;1te ofldaho, as Instrument No. 696025 and recorded on January 11, 2006, 
lying within the bounds or tbe above described property 
EXCEPTING therefrom all of the above described properties, a11y portion lying within the bounds of the 
ronow!ng Plats: 
Replat of Golden Tee Estates nnd Golden Tee Estates 1st Addition and unplatted fond, recorded in Book 8 of 
Plats, Page 77, 
Golden Tee Estates- 2nd Addition, recorded in Book 8 of Plats, Page 79 
Golden Tee Estates - 3rd Addition, recorded in Book 8 of Plats, Page 78, 
Golden Tee Estates - 4th Addition, recorded_ in :Book 8 of Plats, Page 80, 
Golden Tee Estates - 5th AddWon, recor.ded' in Book 8 of P!llts, Page 81 nnd Golden Tee Estates- 6th; 
recorded in Book 8 of Plats, .Page 82 
PARCEL 2: 
Lots l, 2, 4., 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10, Block 1; Lots 1,2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, !I and 10, Block 2; Lots l, 2, 3, 6, and IO, Block 3 
of Golden Tee Estates 2nd Addition according to the Plat thereof, recorded ln Book 8 of Plats, Page 79, 
recorifs of .Bonner County, Idal10 and 
Lotl 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, ll, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17 Block 1; Lot 1, Block 2; Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, S, 6, 7 and 8, 
Bloclc 3; Lots 1, +• 3 ,4 ,5 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 15, Block 4; Lots 1, 2, 7 and 8, Bloclt 5; Lots 1, 2, 3, and 
4, mock 6; Lots 3, 5, 6 and 10, Block 7: Lots 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6 Blook 8; Lots 2, 3, 4 Jtnd S, .Bloek. 9; Lots 6, !llld 8, 
Block 10; Lot 2 Block 11 of Golden Tee Estates 3rd Addftiou, according to the Plat thereof, recorded In Book 
8 of Plats, Page 18, records of Bonner County, Idaho. 
AND 
Lots 1, 2, 3, s; 6, 7 and 8, Block 1; Lots 2, aud S, Block 2; Lota 1, 2 and 3, Block 3; Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 
9, Block 4; Lots l, 4, 5, 6 and 7, Block S of Golden Tee Estates 4th Addition, according to the Plat thereof, 
recorded m Book 8 of Plats. Page 80, records of.Bonner County, Idaho. 
AND 
Lots I, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9, Block l; Lots 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11, Block 2 of Golden Tee Estates· 5th 
Addffion, according to the Plat thereof, recorded In book 8 of Plats, Page 81 records of Bonner County, 
Idaho. 
AND 
Lots 21 6, 7 and 8, block. I; Lots 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, Block 2; Lot 1, Block 3; Lots 1, 2, 3, 4 and S, Block 4; Lot 1, 
Block 5 of Golden Tee Estates 6th Addition, according to the Plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of Plats, Page 
82, records of Bonner County, Idaho. 
SECTIOND: 
PARCEL!: 
3716 
Thid portion of the Southwest quarter of the Southwest quarter of Sel!tion 16, Town.tbip S7 North, Range 1 
East, Boise Meridian, lying West of the State Highway No. 200 right of way and East of the Northern Pacific 
Railway right of way; and lying North of tile North line of the following described tract: 
Beginning at a pofnt where the Section Hne between Sections 16 and 21, Towuship ~7 North, Rangel West, 
.Boise Marldfan, Intersects the State High,vay on the Westerly side as ft now exirts; 
thence in a Northwesterly dfrectlon along the Westerly side of said Highway, 752 feet; 
the11t.-e fn II Southwesterly direction, 97 feet; 
thence in a Sontlrnusterly direction, 672 feet to tbe Section Hne between ~ctfons 16 .and Zl; 
thenee Euton said Section line between said Sections 16 and 21, 104.25 feet, more or less, to tl1e place of 
beginning. 
SAID parcel is now described as follows: 
A tract of l:tnd situated m the Southwest quarter of the Southwest quarter or Section 1~, To1vnshfp 57 Nol'th. 
Range 1 East of the Boise Merldlan, Bonner County, Icbho, lying Southwest of the rigftt of way of St.lite 
HiglrwlQ' No.200 and Nortbe3$t of the right of way of Montana Rail Link Raihvay; being a portion of tliat 
property described as Parcel 1 of Instrument No. 168846 and more particularly descn'bed as follows: 
Commencing at the intersection of the South line of the Southwest gnarter or the Southwest quarter of 
Sectlon 16 a~d me Northeasterly right of way of Montana Rall Link Railway wldch is South 88° 10'56" East, 
944.95 feet from the Southwei.1. eoruei· of Sectlo.n 16; 
Th"CJlce feavi~g said South !me and along said right of way North 23° 38'59" West, 672.00 feet to tb.e true 
point of beginning; 
Thence continuing aJoni said right of way North z3• 38'59" West. 786.99 feet to the intersection with the 
North line of the Southwest quarter of the Southwest quarter; 
The.nee Jeaving said right of way and along snld North Une South 88° 43'23" East, 241.38 feet to the Westerly 
right of way of State Hi_ghway No. 200; 
Thence leaving said North line and along said right of way the f'ollowfng four (4) courses: 
on a non-tanaential curve to the right havln& a central angle of0l 0 19'25" (radial bearing= South 73° 15'16" 
Wes-t), a radius of768.50 feet, for an arc lengtl, ofl7.75 feet (chord= South 16° 06'41" East, 17.75 feet); 
Thence along .a line offset 50.00 feet Westerly of and pnr.alleI to a spiral curve (centerline ls= 200 feet, a - 3.5, 
S ... 7") for a chord or South 10• 43'01" East 193.81 feet); 
Thence South 08° 25'19" East, 86.06 feet; 
Thence on a curve to the left having a central angle ol 13° 56' 48", a radius of 1482.53 feet, for an arc length of 
360.87 feet (chord-South 15° 23'43" East, 359.98 feet); 
Thence leaving said right of way South 44° 37'10" West, I 06.45 feet (record= "Southwesterly 97 feet") to the 
true point of beg!nnfng. 
PARCEL 2: 
That part of the Bo11thwest quarter oftbe Southwest quarter In Secdou 16, Township 57 Nortl1, Range 1 East 
of the Boise Meridian, lying South and West of the Burlington Northern Inc. Railway right of way and 
3717 
Government Lot 5 tu Section 17, Township 57 North, Range 1 East, of the Boise Meridian, save ani_l excepting 
therefrom: 
The South 350 feet of Government Lot 5 in said Section 17, and also that part of the Southwest quarter of tbe 
Southwest quarter in said Section 16 lying Westerly of said Burlington Northern Inc. right of way ns now in 
use and described as follows: 
Bei:ilmiug at the Soutlnvest corner of said Section 16; 
thence North along the West Section line 350 feet; 
thence East to the centerliDc of Trestle Creek; 
thence SoutJuu1sterly Q}ong said centerline to the Sl>uth line of Section 16; 
thence West along the Section line 720 feet, more or less, fo the point of beginning. 
SAID parcel is now described a6 follows: 
A tract of hind situat11.d in the Southwest quurter of the Southwest quarter of Secth.m 16, lying Southwest of 
Montnn11 b,il Llnk Railrond right of wa.y and Govenunent l.9t 5 of Section 17, ~ in Township 51 North, 
Range 1 East or the Boise Meridian, Bonner County. Idaho; being J portion of that proper!:)' described ai; 
Parcel 2 of lnstrumeut No. 168846 and more particularly descril>ed as follows; 
Begin~ng at ~e fntersectfon of the South line of tbe So1;1thwest quarter of the Southwest quarter of Section 
16 an.d. tj!e S~utbwesterly right of way of Montana Ra.fl Link Railway which is South 88° 10'56" East, 834.19 
feet from the Southwest corner of Section 16; 
Thence leaving sald ~uth line and along said .right of way North 23° 38'59'• West, 1457.84 feet to the 
intersection with the North line of the Southwest quarter of tl1e Southwest quarter; 
Thence leaving said right of way and along the North line of the SoJithwest quarter of the Southwest quarter, 
North 88° 43'23" West, 243.71 feet to ~e Nortbweit cornet, of the Southwest quarter of the Southwest 
quarter; 
Thence along the Ne>rth line of Government Lot Sin Section 17, North 89° 23'45" West, 1223.84 feet fo the 
meander line of Lake Pend Oreille, as defined by the orlgJnal GLO Survey; 
Thence leaving said North Jine and along said meander line the following two (2) course: 
South 52° 55'48" East, 561.00 feet; 
Thence S011th 37° 55'48" East, 798.96 feet to a point on a line lying 350.00 feet North of and parallel to the 
South line of the Southwest quarter of the Southwest quarter 'of Section 16; 
Thence along said parallel tine, South 88° 10'56" East, 281.27 feet to the West line of the said Southwest 
quarter of the Southwest quarten 
Thence continuing South 88" 10'56'' East, 159.02 feet to the fntersection with tlle centerline of Trestle Creek; 
Thence along the centet'Hne of Trestle Creek the following eight (8) courses: 
South sz• 54'34" East, 63.58 feet; 
Thence South 44° 37'26'' East, 117.83 feet; 
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Thence ~outh 42° 08'45" East, 77.28 feet; 
Thence South 80° 05'07" .Ea.st, 145.49 feet; 
Thence South ss~ 15'32" East, 86.34 feet; 
Thence South 46" 56'31" East, 113.98 feet; 
Thenc.c South 75° 43'10" East, 58.83 feet; 
Thence South 3r 48'28" East, 27.37 feet to the intersection with the South line of the Southwest quarter Df 
the Southwest quarter; 
Thence leaving said creek centerline and along said South line South 88" 10156 11 East, 116.80 feet to the true 
point of beginning, 
PARCEL 3: 
A portion Qf the Northenst quarter of the Northwest quarter and Government Lot 1 of Section 21, Township 
57 North, Range l East, Boise Meridian, Bonner County, Idaho, described ns follows: 
Beginning at a point where the Soutb JfDe or the Northeast quarter of the Northwest quarter of Section 21, 
Towoship 57 North, Range l East or the Boise Meridian, Bonner County, Idaho, intersects the West llne of 
the Northern Pacific Railroad Company right of way; 
thence 600 feet Northerly atong said railroad.right of way; 
thence West to the meander lfne of lake; 
thence 600 feet Southerly to the South line of Lot 1 ot' said Section 21; 
thence East to the Point of Beg:lnnb1g. 
SAID parcel is now described as follows: 
A tract of land situated JD. tile Nortbea.vt quarter of the Northwest quarter and Government Lot l of Section 
21, Township 57 North, Range 1 East of the Boise Meridian, Bonner County, Idaho, more particularly 
descn1>e<l as follows: 
:Beginning at the Intersection or the South Jlne of the Northeast quarter of the Northwest quarter of Section 21 
aad the We~terly rfght of way of Montwla Rail Link Ratlroad which Is South 88" 55'48" East, 139.54 feet 
from the Southwest corner of said Northeast quarter of the Northwest quarter; 
Thence leaving said South line and along said right of way the following two (2) courses: 
On a non-tangential curve to the left having a central angle of to• 44'25" (radial bearing,., South 65° Ol '49" 
West) a radius of2664.79 feet, for an arc length of 499.53 feet (chord= North 30" 20'24" West, 498.80 feet); 
Thence North 25° 10'12" West, 100.47 feet; 
Thence leaving said right of way and paraJJel to tbe South. Une of Government Lot 1, North 88° S5'48'' 
West,!>36.05 feet to the meander line of Lake Pend Oreille as defined in the original GLO Survey; 
Thence along md nwinder Jine the followmg two (2) courses: 
South 14" 25'48" East, 271.54 feet; 
3719 
Thence South 46° 40'48'' East, 378.00 feat to tile intersection with the SoutJJ line of Government Lot li 
TheDce 11Iou2- s,11fd South Hne South Une South 88" !5'48" East, 748.52 feet to the_ South(tast corner of 
GovemmentLot l; 
Thence along the South line of the NortJ1east quarter of the Northwest quarter, South 88" 5514811 East, 139.54 
feet to the true point of beginning. 
,, 
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STATE OF IDA/iO 
COUtlTY ,_OF BONNER 
FIRST JUD11.,IQJ.. DISTRICT 
ZU/5~ 
Richard L. Stacey, ISB #6800 
Jeff R. Sykes, lSH #5058 
Chad M. Nicholson. ISB #7506 
?vlcCONNELL WAGNER SYKES & STACEY PLI.C 
82 7 East Park Boulevard, Suite 20 I 
Boise, Idaho 83712 
Telephone: 208.489.0100 
Facsimile: 208.489.0110 
stacey@mwsslawyers.com 
svkes@mwssJawyers.com 
ni<.;holson@mwsslawycrs.com 
Attorneys For Valiant Idaho, LLC 
9: 2S 
CLERK DISTRICT COURT 
DEPUTY 
11' THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
GENESIS GOLF BUILDERS, INC., 
fo1mcrly known as 
NA TlONAL GO£ ,F BUTT DERS, TNC., 
a Nevada corporation, 
vs. 
PEND OREILLE BOI\J'NER 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC. 
Plaintiff, 
a Nevada limited liability company; et al., 
Defendants. 
AND RELATED COUNTER, CROSS 
AND THIRD PARTY ACTIONS 
PREVIOUSLY FILED HEREIN. 
Case No. CV-09-1810 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S 
OBJECTIONS AND OPPOSITION TO 
NORTH IDAHO RESORTS, LLC 
AND VP, INCORPORATED'S 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER AND 
MOTION TO ALTER AND 
AMEND JUDGMENT 
Honorable Barbara A. Buchanan 
Hearing: 
October 7, 2015-11:00 a.m. PDST 
VALIAI\T IDAHO, LLC'S OBJECTIONS AND OPPOSITION 
TO NORTH IDAHO RESORTS, LLC AND 
VP, INCORPORATED'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
AND MOTION TO ALTER AND AMEND JUDGMENT - Page 1 
I.\ 154 7 20 l\PLD\CV-200'<- l8 I O\Obj~ction-NIR VP '.illn 15()930.doc 
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COMES NOW, Valiant Idaho, LLC ("Valiant"), by and through its attorneys of record, 
McConnell Wagner Sykes & Stacey PLLC, and hereby files its objections and opposition to North 
Idaho Resorts, LLC ("NIR") and VP, Incorporated's ("VP") Motion to Reconsider a.pd Motion to 
Alter and Amend Judgment ('·NfR/VP Motions"). These objections and opposition are made 
pursuant to Rule 54 of the ldaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Idaho Code§ 45-1302, and this Court's 
Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Valiant Idaho. LLC's Motion For Summary Judgment 
Against JV. LLC. North Idaho Resorts. LLC and VP. Incorporated entered April 14, 2015 
("SJ Decision'"), and its Memorandum Decision and Order Re: (l) N. LLC. North Idaho 
Resorts, LLC, and VP, Incor_porated's Motions to Reconsider, [and) (2) Valiant's Request For Entrv 
of Proposed Final Judgment and Decree of foreclosure Sale entered July 21, 2015 
("07 .21 . 15 Decision"). 
I. 
PROCEDURAL HISTORY 
On April 14, 2015, by way of the SJ Decision, this Court granted Valiant' s first summary 
judgment motion against Defendants JV, L.L.C. ("JV''), NIR and VP (collectively, 
"Cross-Defendants"). The SJ Decision established that the mortgages assigned to Valiant by 
R.E. Loans, LLC (''RE Loans"), Pensco Trust Co. ("Pensco") mid Mortgage Fund '08 LLC 
(''MF08") (collectively, "Valiant Mortgages") are prior in all right, Lille an<l inkresl to any interest 
possessed by Cross-Ddendants. 
On June 23, 2015, the Court granted Valiant's second summary judgment motion 
C2nd SJ Decision'') ag<linst Cross-Defendants. The 2nd SJ Decision adjudicated the real prope1ty 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S OBJECTIONS AND OPPOSITION 
TO NORTH IDAHO RESORTS, LLC AND 
VP, INCORPORA TED'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
AND MOTION TO ALTER AND AMEND .JUDGM.ENT- Page 2 
1:1.1547.201\PLD\CV-2009-1810\0bJec;tiun-NlR VP Mtn 150930.doc 
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encumbered by and subject to the Valiant Mortgages. At some point after this Comt's entry of the 
2nd SJ Decision, Cross-Defendants apparently reached a settlement agreement and stipulated as to the 
respective junior priorities of N, NIR and VP. 
On September 4, 2015, this Court entered its Memorandum Decision and Ordi!r 
Grantjng in Part Reconsideration of the Julv 2L 2015 Memorandum Decision & Order 
("Reconsideration Order"). Pursuant to the Reconsideration Order, this Cou1t dete1mined that there 
are questions of fact concerning two discrete issues in this case (i.e .. [I] whether the 2007 RE Loans 
Note and the Pcnsco Note have been satisfied; and [2] as to the legal description of the property 
encumbered by the Valiant Mortgages), The Reconsideration Order did not alter this Court's 
adjudication that the Valiant Mortgages are prior in right, title and interest to any inkresLs held by 
Cross-Defendants. 
II. 
ARGUMENT 
The NIRJVP Motions raise two grounds on which they ask this Court to reconsider its 
07, 21.15 Decision. first, they assert that questions of fact exist as to whether the RE Loans and 
Pensco Mortgages were satisfied by the MF08 loan. As Lhe Court's Reconsideration Order has 
already determined there is a genuine issue of material fact regarding this issue, NIR/YP's arguments 
regarding the first basis for reconsideration are moot. As such, this opposition will not raise any 
further argument regarding Lhis issue. 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S OBJECTIONS AND OPPOSITION 
TO NORTH IDAHO RESORTS, LLC AND 
VP, lNCORPORATED'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
AND MOTION TO ALTER AND AMEND JUDGMENT - Page 3 
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N lR/V P's second alleged ground for reconsideration is that genuine issues of fact exist as to 
whether NIR/VP possess prescriptive easements or an equitable servitude having priority over the 
Valiant Mortgages. Although this argument is not mooted by the Reconsideration Order, it should 
be rejected. 
The Court's 07.21.15 Decision correctly held that KIRNP's claims of prescriptive easement 
and equitable servitude for infrastructure did not survive Va!iant's second summary 
judgment motion. The basis for this Court's 2"d SJ Decision was that NTR/VP did not plead said 
claims as affim1alive defenses in their pleadings, nor did they raise said affinnative defenses in 
response to Valiant's second summary judgment motion. NIR/YP feebly argue in the 
NlR/VP Motions that they were not required to do so, as Valiant merely sought to foreclose the 
Valiant Mortgages and did not bring claims to quiet title against NIR or VP. This argument 
is nonsensical. Pursuant to its motions for summary judgment, Valiant submitted undisputed 
evidence establishing that the Valiant Mortgages are prior in righl, title and inkrest to any interest 
claimed by NIR and/or VP (necessarily including any interest VP claims by virtue of an 
equitable servitude or prescriptive easement). Rule 56(e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 
expressly requires :\'IR and VP to respond with affidavit testimony made on personal knowledge, 
setting forth such facts as would be admissible into evidence, and specifically establishing that there 
is a genuine issue for trial. See J.R.C.P. 56(~). To <late, NIR and VP have not submitted any 
admissible evidence by affidavit testimony or otherwise from which this Court might conclude that 
there is a genuine issue of material fact whether NIR and/or VP have an equitable servitude or 
prescriptive easement at all, let alone ones that may have priority over the Valiant Mortgages. 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S OBJECTIONS AND OPPOSITION 
TO NORTH IDAHO RESORTS, LLC AND 
VP, INCORPORATED'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
AND MOTION TO ALTER AND AMEND JUDGMENT - Page 4 
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Valiant was not required to take any further steps to establish the priority or'the Valiant Mortgages 
over any right, title or interest claimed by NJR or VP. As NIR/VP have failed to raise even a scintilla 
of evidence to support their claims of prescriptive easement or equitable servitude, these claims have 
plainly not survived summary judgment and the NIR/VP Motions should be denied. 
Ill. 
CONCLUSION 
Based upon the foregoing law and argument, together with records on file with this Court, 
Valiant respectfully requests that this Court find the objc1.:lions slati;:d herein to constitute good cause 
to deny NIR/VP's Motions, in their entirety. 
DATED this 30~' day of September 2015. 
McCO 
BY: 
L. Stacey 
Attorneys For Valiant Idaho, LLC 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
l HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 30th day ofSeptember2015,a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing document was: served by the method in<licc1led below upon the following pmty(ies): 
Bruce A. Anderson, Esq. 
Elsaesser Jarzabek Anderson Elliott & 
MacDonald, Chtd 
320 East Neider Avenue, Suite 102 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83815 
Telephone: 208.667.2900 
Facsimile: 208.667.2150 
Counsel For Jacobson, Lazar and Sage Holdings 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S OBJECTIONS AND OPPOSITION 
TO NORTH IDAHO RESORTS, LLC AND 
VP, INCORPORA TED'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
AND MOTION TO ALTER AND AMEND JUDGMENT- Page 5 
l:11547.101\PLDICY-2009-1810\Objcction-NlR VP Mtn 150930.doc 
✓] U.S. Mail 
l Hand Delivered 
✓) Facsimile 
] Overnight Mai 1 
] Electronic Mail 
brucea@ejarne.com 
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Gary A. Finney, Esq. 
Finney Finney & Finney, P.A. 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Telephone: 208.263.7712 
Facsimile: 208.263.821 I 
Counsel For JV, LLC 
D. Toby McLaughlin, Esq. 
Berg & McLaughlin 
414 Church Street, Suite 203 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Telephone: 208.263.4748 
Facsimile: 208.263.7557 
Counsel For Idaho Club HOA/Panhandle MnKmnt 
Susan P. Weeks, Esq. 
James, Vernon & Weeks, PA 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene. Idaho 83814 
Telephone: 208.667.0683 
Facsimile: 208.664.1684 
Counsel For VP Incorporated/North Idaho Resorts 
With two (2) copies vta United States Mail to: 
Honorable Barbara A. Buchanan 
Judge of the First Judicial District 
Bonner County Courthouse 
215 South First Avenue 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S OBJECTIONS AND OPPOSITION 
TO NORTH IDAHO RESORTS, LLC AND 
VP, INCORPORATED'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
AND MOTION TO ALTER AND AMEND JUDGMENT - P.tgc 6 
1:\1547 ,2,11 l\f'LD\CV-2009-1810\Objcctmn-NJR VP Mtn 150930.<loc 
[ ✓] U.S. Mail 
r ] Hand Delivered 
[ ✓] Facsimile 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
l J Electronic Mail 
ga!'.j'.finne)'.@finne~law.net 
r ✓ l U.S. :vtail 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
l ✓ J Facsimile 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Electronic Mail 
toby@sangw.iintlaw.~m 
[ ✓] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ ✓] Facsimile 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ J Ek1.:lronic Mail 
sweeksrp,jvwlaw.net 
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STATE OF 1D/\HO ' 
County of BDnncr ~ss 
FILED l O -5-15 
AT Jf'.,30 O'CLOCK_&_ M 
CLERK, l?~ICT COURT 
Deputy 
J.N THE PIS1RICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRlCT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TIIE COUNTY OF BONNER 
GENESIS GOLF BVILDERS, INC,, formerly 
known as NA110NA.L GOLF BUILDERS, 
INC., a Nev$ coi:po:ration 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
· - PENl) OREil;l:.:SBONNER. · · 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Nevada limited 
liability co:inpany; ·et al., 
Defendants 
AND RELATED COUNTER. CROSS 
AND ntIRJ) PARTY ACTIONS 
PREVIOUSLY FU,EP HERElN 
STATE OF IDAHO ) ) ss 
Col,lllty of Kootenai ) 
CASE NO: CV 09-1810 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 
I, KALEB TRlNKLE, am over the age of 18 y~s old, a United States Citi~n, an~ a resident of 
Wa~hington. County of SPQk.1µ1ei am competent to testify to the information set forth and ~EING FIRST 
SWORN ON OA1H, deposes a.Qd sayeth the following: 
1. On September 18, io15 I received. tho following documents for Sandpoint Title Insunmce, 
Inc.: SUBPOENA PUCES TECtJM TO SANDPOINT TITLE INSURANCE INCORPORATED 
2.. On September 21, 201 S at 12:40 PM I served said documents to a female over the age of 18 
who identified herself to me as Jenn Markwardt. 
Page 1 of2 
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3. Said service was ~mpleted at S~dpoiot Title Insurance Jocated at 120 Lake Str~et Suite 202 
in San4Point Idaho 
~. TRINKLE 
---·~--.• --- ·-·· --------~--~------ ·~·····-~ ·-•-· ····--·-,.- ------·~----
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN t.Q tlefore me this 21 Sr day of Sep~mber, 2015 
de I IM~\~• -Notary Public for th state~ Idaho ........... 
Residing at Hayden 
Commission expires: 3/29/16 
Page ;2 of2 
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. I 
IN THE DISTIUCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL D1$TI:UCT 
OF 'IllE STATE OF IDAHO, lN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
GENESIS GOLF ~UILDERS, INC., fonnerly I 
known M NATIONAL GOLF BUUDERS, I 
INC.. a Nevada corp0ration I I Plaintiff, 
vs. 
I 
I 
. -•--P.~- -··----- _., .. -·-+ 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Nevada limited I 
liability company; et at.. I I Defendants 
______________ I 
____ _,_ ___ ...,--______ I 
AND RELATED coUNTE,R, CROSS 1 
ANDUDRDPAR1Y ACTIONS \ 
PREVIOUSLY FILED HERE.IN \ I 
STATE OF IDAHO ) )SS 
CASE NO: CV 09•1810 
- --- ••• ··~- • • - ::r• 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 
< ...,_ •• - ~ 
County of Kootenai ) 
I, KALEB T~LE, am over the age of 18 years old, a United States Citizen, and a resident of 
Washington, (;:ounty of Spolca~e, am compet.ent to testify to the information set forth !l,nd BEIN'G FlRST 
SWORN ON OA nI, l:t,eposes ~d sayeth the following: 
1. On September 18, 20151 received the fc;,llowing documents for First American Title 
Company: SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM TO FlRST AMERICAN TITLE COMPANY 
2. On September 21, 2015 at 12:50 PM I served said doouments to a female over the age of 18 
who identified herself to me as Rhonda Hlmtley. 
Page 1 of2 
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3. Said service was completed at Fir.st American Title Company located ,at 419 N. 2nd Avenue in 
S~dpoint Idaho 
KALJm TRINKLE 
SUBSCRIBED ANP SWORN to before me this 21st day Qf Sep~~. 2015 
Not.iµy Public for e State O(Idaho 
Residing at Hayd'ln 
Commission expires: 3/29/16 
Page2 of2 
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ST~TE OF !D~HO 
COUNTY OF BOtiNER. 
FIRST JU"f C /AL DIST. 
rN THE PISTlUCT COURT Of THE PntST JUPICIA,L orsTRic-fU15 OCT 5 APl 11 30 
OF THE STATE OF IPAI-10, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNE_R 
. CLERK D~T COURT 
GENESIS OOLF BUILDERS. IN~,, fornler}y I DEPUTY 
known u NATIONAi,. GOLF BUILDERS, I 
INC., a Nevada cotpofation I 
t>laintiff', I 
vs. 
PEND OREJLI:,~.BONNER 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Nevada limited 
liability oompany; et al., 
I 
I 
I· 
I 
I 
Defendap,ts I 
.-----------~--~--I 
--...,.,.,.-=~____,....,........,=------=--='"""-- I AND RELATED COUNTER, CllOSS I 
AND THIRD PARTY ACTIONS I 
PREVIOUSLY FILED HEREIN I 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)SS 
County of Kootenai ) 
CASE NO: CV 09wl810 
AFFIDA VI! OF SERVICE 
I, l<ALBB UUNKLE, am over the ~e of 18 ~ars old, a United Swtes Citizen, and a resident Qf 
W~bmgton, County of Spokane, am ~ompetent to testify to the information set forth and BEING flRST 
SWORN ON OATH, deposes a,nd sayeth the following: 
1. On September 18, 201S I (eceived the following doeumen,ts for First Am.eri~ Title 
CQmpany! SECONP SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM TO FXR,ST AMERICAN TITLE COMPANY 
z. On Sq,tcmber 21, 201~ iµ 12:50 PM I served said. document:, to a fem~le overt~ age of 18 
who identified herself to me !!S Rhonda Huntl~y. 
-· ' 
Page 1 of2 
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3. Said service was completed at First American Title Campany located at 419 N. 2nd Avenue in 
S~dpoint Idaho 
KAL:EB TRINKLE 
... .. . . . . ·---·· ·-····. -·-··' 
SUBSCRIBED A.ND SWORN to before me this 21 ST day of September) 2015 
£-. l \S)O i&1f •"''---- =-Notary Public for ~Stae Of ldaho' 
Residing at Hayden 
Conunission expires: 3/29/16 
Page 2 of2 
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Richard L. Stacey, ISB #6800 
Jeff R. Sykes, ISB #5058 
Chad M. Nicholson, ISB #7506 
M<.:CONNELL WAGNER SYKES & STACEY i,iic 
&27 East Park Boulevard, Suite 20 I 
Boise, Idaho 83 712 
Tekphone; 208.489.0100 
Facsimile: 208.489.0110 
stacey@mwsslawyers.com 
sykes@mwssJawyers.com 
nicholson@lnwsslaWYcrs.com 
Attorneys For Valiant Idaho, LLC 
STATE OF ID:.Ho 
COUNTY OF 8')NNER 
Fi RS T JUD I C 1.~ L o ; S 1. 
?u15 OCT 9 Pfl 2 5g 
CLERi\ DISTRICT COURT 
-'J;) 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COVRT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE ST A TF OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
GENESIS GOLf- BUILDERS, INC., 
formerly known as 
NATIONAL GOLF BUILDERS, INC., 
a Nevada corporation, 
vs. 
PEND OREILLE BONNER 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, 
Plainliff. 
a Nevada limited liability company; et al., 
Defendants. 
AND RELATED COUNTER, CROSS 
AND THIRD PARTY ACTIONS 
PREVIOUSLY FILED HEREIN. 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S MOTION TO 
STRIKE lNADMlSSJBU EVIDENCE· Page 1 
1,\1547201\Pl.DICV-2009-l 8 lO\Strike exhibit & Dcpo - Mtn 150923.doc 
Case No. CV-09-1810 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S 
MOTION TO STRIKE 
INADMISSIBLE EVIDENCE 
Honorable Barbarn A. Buchanan 
Hearing: 
October 23, 2015 - l :30 p.m. PDST 
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COMES NOW, Valiant Idaho, LLC ("Valiant"), by and through its attorneys of record, 
McConnell Wagner Sykes & Stacey PLLC, and, pursuant to Rules 32(a) and 56(e) of the Idaho Rules 
of Civil Procedure and Rules 602, 801-804, and 901-902 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence, moves this 
Court for an order striking: 
1. Under Rule 32(a) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and Rules 801 through 804 of 
the Idaho Rules of Evidence. the deposition testimony of Charles Reeve'}, which deposition was 
taken on August 19, 2013. in Bonner County Case No.CV-2011-0135 ("Union Bank Case") and was 
filed in this action as (a) Exhibit E to JV, L.L.C.'sMemorandum in Opposition to [VaJimu's) Motion 
For Summary Judgment filed on or about f-ebrnary 2, 2015 (".I V's SJ Opposition") and (b) Exhibit A 
to the Affidavit of Susan P. Weeks in Suoport ofNorth Idaho Res011s, JJ,C and VP. lnc. 's Motion to 
Reconsider and Motion to Alter and Amend Judgment filed on or about August 19, 2015; 
2. Under Rule 56(f) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and Rules 602,801 through 
804, 90 l and 902 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence, the "Borrower's Settlement Statement'' dated 
July 31, 2008, attached as (a) Exhibit G to N's SJ Opposition and (b) Exhibit A to James Berrv's 
Affidavit in Opposition to R.E. I ,oan's Motion For Partial Summary Judgment filed in the 
Union Bank Case, of which Defendams N011h Idaho Resorts, LLC and \/P, Inc. requested that this 
Comt take judicial notice on F cbruary 4, 2015; and 
3. Under Rule 56(f) of the Idaho Rules or Civil Procedure and Rules 602, 801 through 
804, 90 I and 902 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence, the "Borrower's Final Settlement Statement" dated 
Augusl 6, 2008 attached as Exhibit H to JV's SJ Opposition. 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S MOTION TO 
STRIKE INADMISSIBLE EVIDENCli: - Page 2 
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This motion is made and based upon the records and files herein; the Memorandum in 
Support of !Valiant' s] Motion to Strike Inadmissible Evidence filed herewith; and, all other nnd 
forther evidence and arguments presented at the hearing or this motion. 
DA TED this 9ih day of October 2015. 
McCONNELL WAGNER SYKES & STACEYPLLC 
BY: 
on 
Attorneys Fo( Valiru ·)daho, LLC 
CERTIFICATE OF SF,R\-1C.F, 
,I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 9th day of October 2015, a true and corre~t copy of the 
foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following party(ies): 
Bruce A. Anderson, Esq. 
Elsaesser Jarzabck Anderson Elliott & 
MacDonald, Chtd 
320 East Ne.ider Avenue, Suite 102 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83815 
Telephone: 208.66 7 .2900 
Facsimile: 208.667.2150 
Counsel For Jacobson, /,azar and Saxe Holdini;s 
Gary A. Finney, Esq. 
Finney Finney & Finney, P.A. 
J 20 East Lake Street, Suite 3 l 7 
Sandpoint. fdaho 83864 
Telephone: 208.263. 7712 
Facsimile: 208.263.8211 
Counsel For J. V, LLC 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S MOTION TO 
STRIKE lNAOMISSIBLE EVIDENCE - Page 3 
J:\1547.21l!IPLl)\CV-2009-18101Sinkc E:<hil>it & Depo- Mtn l:\0\123.doc 
[ ✓] U.S. Mail 
l 1 Hand Delivered 
[ ✓ j Facsimili: 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Electronic Mail 
brucea@ejamc.com 
[ ✓] U.S. !v1ail 
[ l Hand Deli" er~d 
[ ✓] Facsimile 
I -, Overnight Mail 
[ J Electronic Mail 
gar_y:finne):(~finne;tlaw .net 
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D. Toby McLaughlin, Esq. 
Berg & McLaughlin 
414 Church Street. Suite 203 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Telephone: 208.263.4748 
Facsimile: 208.263.7557 
Counsel For Idaho Club HOA/Panhandle Mngmnt 
Susan P. Weeks, Esq. 
James, Vernon & Weeks, PA 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: 208.667.0683 
Facsimile: 208.664.1684 
Counsel For VP lncorporated1North Idaho Resorts 
With two C2) cooies via United Stat~s Mail Lo: 
Honorable Barbara A. Buchanan 
Judge of the First Judicial Distdct 
Bonner County Courthouse 
215 South First A venue 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S MOTION TO 
STRIKE INADMISSIBLE EVIDENCE - Page 4 
hl54720l\PLDICV-2009-I311J1S1rike E,hibil & l.lepo- Min J~r,q2_1 d0, 
[ ✓] C.S. Mail 
l J Hand Delivered 
[ ✓ J Facsimile 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Electronic Mail 
lObl'.0~and12ointJaw.com 
[ ✓] C.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ ✓] Facsimile 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ J Electronic Mail 
sweeks@jvwlaw.net 
Paye: 10/10 
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Richard L. Stacey, ISB #6800 
Jeff R. Sykes, ISB #5058 
Chad M. Nicholson, ISB #7506 
McCONNELL WAGNER SYKES & STACEY i'LLc 
827 East Park Boulevard, Suite 201 
Boise, Idaho 83712 
Telephone: 208.489.0 I 00 
Facsimile: 208.489.0110 
stacey@mwsslawyers.com 
sykes@mwsslawyers.com 
nicholson@mwsslawyers.com 
Attorneys For Valiant Idaho, LLC 
STATE OF !DAHO 
COUNTY OF BONN ER 
FIRST JUDICIAL. DiST. 
2015 OCT 9 Prl 2 59 
CLER!<, DISTRICT COURT 
~v DEPU 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
GENESIS GOLF BUILDERS, INC., 
fonnerly known as 
NA TJONAL GOLF BUILDERS, INC., 
a Nevada corporation, 
Plaintiff: 
vs. 
PEND OREILLE BOt',,TNER 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, 
a Nevada limited liability company: el al., 
Defendants. 
AI\D RELATED COUNTER, CROSS 
AND THIRD PARTY ACTIONS 
PREVIOUSLY FILED HEREIN. 
Case No. CV-09-1810 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
V ALIA.:.'IT IDAHO, LLC'S 
MOTION TO STRIKE 
INADMISSIBLE EVIDENCE 
Honorable Barbara A. Buchanan 
Hearing: 
October 23, 2015 - l :30 p.m. POST 
MEMORA~Dt:M lN SLPPORT OF VALIANT IDAIIO, LLC'S 
MOTION TO STRIKE INADMISSIBLE EVIDENCE- Pa~e 1 
J:\l547.20l\PLTJ\CV-2009-1&10\Strike fah:bit & Dcpo - \1emo 150923.doc 
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CO:VIES NOW, Valiant Idaho. LLC (''Valiant"), by and through its attorneys of record, 
McConnell Wagner Sykes & Stacey PLLC, and files its Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike 
Inadmissible Evidence ("Motion to Strike''). 
I. 
INTRODUCTION 
011 September 4, 2015, this Court issued its Memorandum Decision and Order Granting 
in Patt Reconsideration of the July 21, 2015 Memorandum Decision and Order 
("Reconsideration Decision"). The l{ec.onsi<leration Decision held that genuine issues of 
material fact existed regarding three discrete issues: ( l) whether the 2007 RE Loans Note, 
Loan Number P0099, has been satisfied, (2) whether the Pcnsco Note, Loan Number PO] 06, 
has been satisfied, and (3) the legal description of the real propcny which secures the 2007 RE Loans 
Note/l'vlortgage, the Pensco Note/Mortgage and the MF08 NotelM011gage. 
The Reconsideration Dcdsion states that this Court's holding that a genuine issue of 
material fact exists regarding satisfaction of the 2007 RE Loans Note and the Pensco Note is based 
on a "Borrower's Settlement Statement" ,md a "Bonower's Final Settlement Statement'' that were 
attached as Exhibits G and H. respectively to JV L.L.C.'s Memorandum in Opposition to 
Valiant Idaho, LLC's .\lotion for Summaiy Judgment (--JV's SJ Opp.") filed on February 2, 21) 15.l' 
!/ The Borrower's Settlement Statement attached as Exhibit G to JV'-; SJ Opp. is also attad1~d as Exhibit A to 
James W. Ben-y 's Atlidavit in Opposition lo R.E. Loan's Motion for Partial Summary .ludgment("Berry Union 
Bank /\ff.") liled in the Bonner County case of Union Bank, ,VA. v. Pend Oreille Bonner Developmem, llC, 
et ul., Case No.CV-2011-0135. On Febnmry 4, 2015, NIR and VP requested thatthisCoutt take judicial notice 
of the Berry Union Bank Aff. Counsel for Vahani has been unable to loc<1te a written ord~r granting or denying 
this request. In the event that the Court grankd this request, Valiant submits Paragraph 4 and E.xhibit A t0 the 
Herry /Jnion Bank Aff. should be stricken from the record for the reasons set forth herein. 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S 
MOTION TO STRIKE INADMISSIBLE EVIDENCE· Page 2 
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While not set fi.1rth in the Reconsideration Decision, counsel for Valiant's recalls that, at the 
September 2, 2015, hearing, the Court stated that this finding was also based on deposition Lestimony 
provided by Charles Reeves on August 19, 2013 ('"Reeves Union Bank Depo.") in the 
Bonner County Case of Union Bank NA. v. Pend Oreille Development, LLC. et al., Case 
No. CV-2011-0135 (''Union Bank Case'} The Reeves Union Bank Depo. is attached as Exhibit E to 
JV's SJ Opp. and as Exhibit A to the Affidavit of Susan P. Weeks in Support of North Idaho 
Resorts, LLC and V.P. Inc.· s Motion to Reconsider and Motion to Alter and Amend Judgment filed 
on August 19, 2015. 
Valiant respectfully submits that the two settlement statements and the Reeves Union Bank 
Depo. are inadmissible evidence which should be slrickcn from the record and cannol create genuim: 
issues of material fact for trial. 
II. 
LAW AND ARGUMENT 
The Idaho Supreme Court recently reikratcJ what a non-moving party must do to withstand 
summary judgment: 
[T]o surviw summary judgment, "an a<lwrse party may not rest upon 
the mere allegations or denials of that party's pleadings, but the 
party's response, by affidavits or as otherwise provided in tit is rule, 
musl sd forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue 
for trial." I.R.C.P. 56(c). Therefore, '"the nonmoving party must 
submit more than just conclusory assertions that an issue of material 
fad exists .... " Jenkins v. Boise Cascade Corp., 141 Idaho 233,238, 
108 P.3d 380, 385 (2005) (citing Northwest Bee-Corp. v. Home 
Living Serv., 136 Idaho 835,839, 41 P.3d 263,267 (2002)). 
Holdaway l' Broulim 's Supermarket, 2015 Wl 2412186 at *2 (May 21, 2015) ( emphasis added). 
"Affidavits submitted in suppmt of or in opposition to a motion for summary judgment must be 
MEMORA~DUM IN SUPPORT OF VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S 
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admissible under the Idaho Rules of Evidence." Id. at *4 citing l.R.C.P. 56(e). Rule 56(e) 
requires that: 
Supporting and opposing affidavits shall be mmle on personal 
knowledge, shall set forth such facts as would be admissible 
in evidence, and shall show a/fll'matively that the affiant is 
competent to testify to tlte matters stated therein. Sworn or certified 
copies of all papers or parts thereofreferred to in an affidavit shall be 
attached thereto or served therewith. 
(Emphasis added.) '"The admissibility of the evidence contained in affidavits and depositions in 
support of or in opposition to a motion for summary judgment is a threshold question to b~ answered 
before applying the liberal construction and reasonable inferences rule to determine whether the 
evidence is sufficient to create a genuine issue for trial."' Holdaway at *4 quoting Gem State 
Ins. Co. v. Hutchison, 145 Idaho 10, 13, 175 P.3d 172, 175 {2007). 
A. The Reeves Union Bank Depo, b Inadmissible And Should Be Stricken From 
The Record. 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure ("Civil Rule") 32(a). Use of Depositions. provides that 
subject to four ( 4) provisions set forth in the Rule, ··any part or all of a deposition, so far as 
admissible under the rules of evidence applied as though the witness were then present 
and testifying, may be used against any party who was present or represented at the taking of the 
deposition or who had reasonable notice thereotT.]'' Aft~r reciting the situations in which a 
deposition can be used, Rule 32la) provides that: 
... when an action in any court of the United States or of any state has 
been dismissed and another action involving the same subject matter 
is aftenvard brought between the same parties or their representatives 
or successors in interest, all depositions lawfully taken in the former 
action may be used in the latter as if originally taken therefor. 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT Of VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S 
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Thus, by its terms, Rule 32(a) permits use of a deposition only in the action in which it is taken or a 
subsequent action involving the same parties and the same issues. See Northwestt-:rn Nat'! Ins. Co_ v. 
Baltes, 15 F.3d 660, 662 (7th Cir. 1994) (construing r.R.C.P. 32(a)(4)'s identical language to 
I.R.C.P. 32(a)(4)). 
The Union Bank Case is an entirely separate matter which involved different real property, 
i.e., different issues. Page 2 of the Reeves Union Bank Depo. demonstrates that R.E. Loans, LLC 
("RE Loans"), Pen.sco Trust, Co .. 11/b/o Barney Ng ('"Pensco"), Mortgage Fund '08 LLC ("MF08"') 
nor V a.liant were present at the deposition. As such, the Reeves Union Bank Depo. does not med th<:: 
admissibility requirement of Rule 5 6( e) and cannot be used to create a genuine issue of material fact 
that requires a trial. 
Moreover, the Reeves Union Bank Depo. is hearsay under Idaho Rule of Evidence 
("Evidence Rule'') 801 ( c ), as it is an out of cou1t statement that is offered to prove the truth M the 
maller asserted. Hearsay is inadmissible unkss an exception set forth in Rules 803 or 804 applies. 
No exception set forth in Rules 803 or 804 applies to Mr. Reeves' s deposition. Therefore. the 
Reeves Union Bank Depo. does not meet the admissibility requirement of Rule 56(c) and cannot be 
used to create a genuine issue of material fact that requires a trial. 
B. The "Borrower's Settlement Statement" And The "Borrower's Final Settlement 
Statement,'' Exhibits G And B, Respectively, To JV's SJ Opp. Are Inadmissible And 
Should Be Stricken From The Record. 
Defendants have relied on a "Bon-ower's Settlement Statement" and "Borrower's Final 
Settlement Statement"' ("collectively the "Settiement Statements") in their attempts to create a 
genuine issue of material fact. These Settlement Statements are not properly before the Court 
bt:cause: (1) the Settlement Statements were attached to a memorandum, not an aflidavit or 
MEMORANDUM I~ SUPPORT OF V ALU.NT IDAHO, LLC'S 
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declaration as required by Rule 56( e ); (2) Defendants ha vc not laid the foundation required to admit 
the Settlement Statements; and (3) the Settlement Statements are inadmissible hearsay, 
1. Rule S6(e) Requires That Documents Must Be Submitted Via Affidavit or 
Declaration To Be Considered at Summary Judgment. 
Documents attached to a memorandum are not a part of a summary j udgmcnt record. 
Coeur d'Alene A1ining Co. v. First Nat I Bank ofN. Idaho 118 ldaho 81 '.2, 821, 800 P.2d I 026, 1035 
( 1990} (holding that the record before the trial court was "devoid of any evidence to raise" a genuine 
issue of material fact despite the fact that documents attached to a memorandum could be construed 
as created such an issue because "the documents were not presented to the trial court by affidavit or 
in any other form referreJ to in I.R.C.P. 56(c)."). 
Defendants have not sought to admit the Settlement Statements via affidavit 
or declaration. As such, the documents are not part of the record and cannot be considered by 
this Court. 
2. Defendants Have Not Laid the Evidentiary Foundation Necessarv To Admit the 
Settlement Statements. 
''A witness may not testify to a matter unless evidence is introduced sufficient to 
support a finding that the witness has personal knowledge of the matter.'' l.R.E. 602. JV's SJ Opp. 
was sigm:.d by counsel for .JV, Gary Finney, and purports to huve been verified by .James BetTy. 
Neither of lhese individllals have testified that they have personal kiiowledge regarding the creation 
of the Settlement Statements, lhi:'ir authcnti~ily, ()r iflhese sl<1kmenL-; are even accurate copies ofany 
loans that actually closed. As such, neither Mr. Finney nor Mr. Berry are competent to testify to the 
Settlement Statements under Evidence Rule 602. 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S 
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Defendants have failed to authenticats: the Settlement Statements. "The requirement 
of authentication ... as a condition precedent to admissibility is satisfied by evidence sufficient to 
support a finding that the matter in question is what the proponent claims." I.R.E. 90 l (a) 
As discussed above, Defendants have presented no testimony that would support a finding thal the 
Settlement Statements are what Defendants claim the Statements to be. Such testimony is required 
because the Settlement Statements are not self-authenticating under Evidence Rule 902. By failing 
to authenticate the Settlement Statements, Defendants have tai]l.!d lo me.:t lhe ·'condition precedent" 
required for the admission of these documents. 
3. The Settlement Statements Are Inadmissible Hearsay. 
The Settlement Statements are writlen assertions m<1<le uul ofcourl that Ddendants 
are offering for the truth of tht: matter asserted and are, therefore. hearsay. I .R.E. 801. No exception 
to the hearsay rule applies to the Settlement Statements. I.R.E. 803 & 804. As such, the 
Settlement Statements an: inadmissible. I.R.E. 802. 
In summary, the Settlement Statements are not properly before the Court, as those docum.:nts 
were not attached to an affidavit or declaration. However, even if properly presented via affidavit 
or declaration, the Settlement Statements do not meet Civil Rule 56(c)'s admissibility requirement 
because the documents are hearsay and the necessar; foundation for these documents has noL be laid. 
J II I 
II II 
Ill/ 
II I I 
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III. 
CONCLUSION 
Based upon the foregoing argument and legal authority, and whatever fu1ther evidence may 
be presented at the hearing of Valiant's Motion to Strike, Valiant respectfully requests this Court to 
grant Valiant' s Motion to Strike and strike from the r1::cord in this action the Reeve,:; Un ton Bank 
, Depo. and the Settlement Statements attached a5 Exhibits G and H to JV's S.l Opp. 
DATED this 9th day of October 2015. 
McCONNELL WAGNER SYKES & STACEY PLL, 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 9th day of October 2015, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following party(ies): 
Bruce A. Anderson, Esq. 
Elsaesser Jarzabek Anderson Elliott & 
MacDonald, Chtd 
320 East Neider Avenue, Suite 102 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83815 
Telephone: 208.667.2900 
Facsimile: 208.667.2150 
Counsel For Jacobson, Lazar and Saxe !Ioldinxs 
Gary A. Finney, Esq. 
Finney Finney & Finney, P.A. 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
l elephone: 208 .263. 7712 
Facsimile: 208.263.8211 
Cuunsel F<)r .JV, LLC 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT Of VALIANT IL)AIIO, LLC'S 
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[ ✓] U.S. Mail 
[ J Hand Delivered 
l ✓] Facsimile 
[ ] Overnighl Mail 
[ ] Electronic Mail 
brucea@ejame.com 
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[ J Hand Delivered 
[ ✓] Facsimile 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
r l Electronic Mail 
garvfinncy(a).finnexlaw.nct 
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D. Toby McLaughlin, Esq. 
Berg & McLaughlin 
414 Church Strc:t:t, Suile:: 203 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Telephone: 208.263.4748 
Facsimilt:: 208.263.7557 
Counsel For Idaho Club HOA/Panhandle Mn~mnt 
Susan P. Weeks, Esq. 
James, Vernon & Weeks, PA 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: 208.667.0683 
Facsimile: 208.664. 1684 
Counsel For VP lncorpnrated/North Idaho Resorts 
With two (2) copies via United States Mail to: 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF BONNER 
FIRST JUDICIAL DIST. 
Z015 OCT 13 Rfl 9 07 
CLERK DISTRICT COURT 
& 
DEPUTY 
Attorneys for Defendants North Idaho Resorts, LLC and VP, Incorporated 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
GENESIS GOLF BUILDERS, INC., formerly 
known as NATIONAL GOLF BUILDERS, 
INC., a Nevada corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
PEND OREILLE BONNER 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Nevada limited 
liability company; et al., 
Defendants. 
AND RELATED COUNTER, CROSS 
ANDTHIRDPARTYACTIONS 
PREVIOUSLY FILED HEREIN 
Case No. CV -2009-01810 
DEFENDANTS NORTH IDAHO 
RESORTS, LLC AND VP 
lNCORPORATED'S MOTION FOR 
ENLARGEMENT OF TIME TO FILE 
REPLY TO PLAINTIFF'S OPPOSIDON 
TO NORT.H IDAHO RESORTS, LLC AND 
VP, INC.'S RENEWED MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION AND 
CLARIFICATION 
COME NOW Defendants, North Idaho Resorts, LLC and VP, Incorporated. by and 
through their attorney of record, Susan P. Weeks of the law fom James, Vernon & Weeks, P.A., 
and pursuant to I.R.C.P. 6(b ), hereby move this Court for a three (3) day enlargement of time, 
through and including October 12, 2015 in which to file their Response to Valiant Idaho, LLC' s 
Third Motion for Summary Judgment. 
DEFENDANTS NORTH IDAHO RESORTS, LLC AND VP INCORPORATED'S 
MOTION FOR ENLARGEMENT OF TIME TO FU,E RESPONSE TO valiant i~46 
THIRD MOTION FOR SUM:MARY JDUGMENT: I 
This motion is made by and for the reason that counsel the brief is technically due today, 
but pursuant to Rule 6( e )(1 ), a three day mailing extension is automatically added. Out of an 
abundance of caution, should the Court deem federal express does not constitute a mailing under 
the Rule, an extension is requested. 
Further, additional time is needed to review documents that were just received that may 
assist in responding. 
DATED this q-0 day of October, 2015. 
JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS, P.A. 
By ~,be,-, @011~ 
Susan P. Weeks 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was served on the following 
persons in the manner indicated this Cf1k day o~, 2015: 
~-
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid Gary A. Finney 
Hand Delivered FINNEY FINEY & FINNEY, PA 
Overnight Mail 120 E Lake St., Ste. 317 
~ Facsimile: 208-263-8211 Sandpoint, ID 83864 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile: 208--489-011 0 
Richard Stacey 
Jeff Sykes 
McConnell Wagner Sykes & Stacey, PLLC 
827 E. Park Blvd., Ste. 201 
Boise, ID 83712 
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